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Toyota
Suspension

There are a lot of choices on the market for solid axle conversion. So what makes our kits stand out? We 
feature the highest quality parts and the most complete kit at the best price anywhere. 
Our SAS kits include a front diff armor plate, upper axle gusset wheel bearing and knuckle service kits. Items 
most others charge extra for. To install your solid axle kit you're going to need a rear matching lift kit, solid 
front axle from a 79-85 Pickup or 4Runner, and a long spline drive shaft. 
We offer our kits in three different heights. The hangers and shackles included with each kit add one inch of 
lift. Thus our 3" spring kit has 4" lift and our 4" kit would be 5" of lift. 
Note: On V6 installations, we recommend moving the front hanger forward 3/4". This allows the tie rod to 
clear the stock 4wd oil pan. It also kicks the shackles forward slightly helping the springs to carry the heavier 
load of the V6 motor. 
SAS Kit Includes: 
Front Leaf Springs (your choice 3" 4" or 5") 
High Steer Crossover Steering Kit 
Front Drop Hanger with Greasable Bolts 
Greasable 5" Shackles 
Frame Tubes & Jigs 
Steering Stabilizer Kit 
U bolt Flip Kit 
Shock Hoops (2) 
Bilstein Shocks (2) 
Front Brake Lines (2) 
Vented Rotors (2) 
Bumpstop Extensions (2) 
Wheel Spacers (2) 
Bumpstops (2) 
Front Axle Gusset 
Axle Diff Armor 
Knuckle Service Kit 
Wheel Bearing Kit (2) 
Motor Mount Cover Plates 
Spring Pad 
Instructions 
 Note:  Now our front 5" springs are available in a heavy-duty version with a 25% higher spring rate. We have 
added a 7th leaf and readjusted the length of the leaves to match. If you are running a larger v6 or v8 motor 
you will appreciate the extra weight carrying capacity of these springs. 
Title SKU
IFS Eliminator Kit, 3" HD Springs 110225-1-K
IFS Eliminator Kit, 3" Springs 110001-1-K
IFS Eliminator Kit, 4" HD Springs 110226-1-K
IFS Eliminator Kit, 4" Springs 110002-1-K
IFS Eliminator Kit, 5" HD Springs 110134-1-K
IFS Eliminator Kit, 5" Springs 110003-1-K
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Toyota
Suspension

Our "Classic" lift kit is designed for first generation 1979 - 1985 factory solid axle trucks and 4Runners. Kits 
include your choice of 3", 4" or 5" springs. Super flexible 47" leaf springs, long travel shocks and high steer 
crossover steering combine to bring you up to 20 inches of articulation for serious rock crawling ability. 
Included with each kit is a knuckle rebuild kit, wheel bearing kits, upper axle gusset and differential armor. 
Now our front 5" springs are available in a heavy duty version with a 25% higher spring rate. We have added 
a 7th leaf and readjusted the length of the leaves to match. If you are running a larger v6 or v8 motor you 
will appreciate the extra weight carrying capacity of these springs. 
Kit Includes: 
Front Spring Hanger w/bolts & bushings 
Front Leaf Springs w/bushings 
Greasable Shackles 
2 Bilstein Shocks 
2 Shock Hoops w/Gussets 
U Bolt Flip Kit 
2 Extended Front Brake Lines 
High Steer Crossover Steering 
Steering Stabilizer Kit 
Heavy Duty IFS Mount Kit 
Small Diff Armor 
Gusset, Upper Axle 
Knuckle Rebuild Kit 
2 Wheel Bearing Kits 
2 Bumpstops 
Spring Pad 
Instructions 
Title SKU
Classic Front Lift Kit, 3" Springs 110039-1-K
Classic Front Lift Kit, 4" Springs 110040-1-K
Classic Front Lift Kit, 5" HD Springs 110135-1-K
Classic Front Lift Kit, 5" Springs 110041-1-K
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Toyota
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The Trail-Link Three(TM) Front 3-Link Kit is the only complete kit for Toyotas on the market today. This kit is 
affordable, user friendly, and strong. The link material is 2" x .250" wall DOM tubing, while the rod ends are 
1.25" Creeper Joints(TM). All brackets are 1/4" steel, formed and welded. With 14" shocks we are getting 40" 
to 50" of articulation depending on the suspension in the rear of the truck. 
This kit has been extensively tested and has been in service for months on multiple trucks and has proven 
itself to be another superior Trail-Gear suspension product. Kit includes everything you need, except your 
choice and size of shocks and upper shock mounts. Upper shock mounting location varies from vehicle to 
vehicle. 
This kit works great with our air shock hoop mounting kit. 
This kit may not work with high steer. Full hydraulic steering is strongly recommended. 
When using a Front 3-Link Kit with our Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing, you cannot use hi-steer. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) 41", 2" OD x .250" Wall DOM links 
(2) 30", 2" OD x .250" Wall DOM links 
(1) 24.75", 2" OD x .250" Wall DOM Panhard link 
(8) Link mounting brackets 
(6) Creeper Joints 
(8) Weld in bungs 
(2) Rod ends 
(4) Misalignment spacers 
(4) Shock length mockup strips 
(2) Lower shock mounting kits 
Title SKU
Trail-Link Three(TM) Front 3-Link Kit, OEM Housing 110149-1-K
Trail-Link Three(TM) Front 3-Link Kit, Rock Assault(TM) Housing 110168-1-K

The Trail-Link Three(TM) Front 3-Link Kit is the only complete kit for Toyotas on the market today. This kit is 
affordable, user friendly, and strong. The link material is 2" x .250" wall DOM tubing, while the rod ends are 
1.25" Creeper Joints(TM). All brackets are 1/4" steel, formed and welded. With 14" shocks we are getting 40" 
to 50" of articulation depending on the suspension in the rear of the truck. 
This kit has been extensively tested and has been in service for months on multiple trucks and has proven 
itself to be another superior Trail-Gear suspension product. Kit includes everything you need except upper 
shock mounts. Upper shock mounting location varies from vehicle to vehicle.  
  

This kit works great with our air shock hoop mounting kit. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) 14" Fox Air Shocks 
(8) Link mounting brackets 
(6) Creeper Joints 
(8) Weld in bungs 
(2) Rod ends 
(4) Misalignment spacers 
(4) Shock length mockup strips 
(2) Lower shock mounting kits 
All necessary link material and hardware 
Title SKU
Trail-Link Three(TM) Front 3-Link Kit with 14" Fox Air Shocks, OEM Housing 110177-1-K
Trail-Link Three(TM) Front 3-Link Kit with 14" Fox Air Shocks, Rock Assault(TM)
Housing

110178-1-K
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Toyota
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Our rear lift kits are designed to match our front IFS Eliminator kits and classic lift kits. For 4Runners we 
recommend using a rear kit with springs that are the same size as the front springs. 
Kits feature long travel springs and shocks for super flexibility on the trail. 
The Classic rear lift kits are supplied for use on 1979-1988 Trucks and for coil to leaf swaps on 90-95 
4Runners. 
Kit Includes: 
56" Long Rear Leaf Springs 
Welded Rear Spring Hangers 
Rear Shackle Mounts 
Greasable Rear 5" Shackles 
12" Bilstein Shocks 
Shock Mounts 
U-Bolt Flip Kit 
Extended Brake Line 
Spring Perches 
Greasable Spring Bolts & Bushings 
Instructions 
Title SKU
Classic Rear Lift Kit, 3" Springs 110033-1-K
Classic Rear Lift Kit, 4" Springs 110034-1-K
Classic Rear Lift Kit, 5" Springs 110035-1-K

The following kits do not include shackle mounts. Wide body shackles are provided for use with stock shackle 
mounts. These kits are intended for use on 1989 - 1995 Toyota Pickups. 
Kit Includes: 
56" Long Rear Leaf Springs  
Welded Rear Spring Hangers 
Greasable Rear 5" Shackles 
12" Bilstein Shocks 
Shock Mounts 
U-Bolt Flip Kit 
Extended Brake Line  
Spring Perches 
Greasable Spring Bolts & Bushings  
Instructions 
Title SKU
89-95 Rear Lift Kit 110036-1-K
89-95 Rear Lift Kit 110037-1-K
89-95 Rear Lift Kit 110038-1-K
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The Trail-Link(TM) long travel rear suspension kit consists of a of a 3 link system plus a panhard rod to locate 
the axle. This system allows the use of the stock fuel tank. Links are made from super heavy duty 2" DOM 
with a wall thickness of 1/4". Extra large 1.25" Creeper Joints are used for the link ends. This kit with long 
travel shocks allows for more than 30" of rear axle articulation. Kit does not include rear wheel spacers, 
shocks or upper shock mounts. Recommended shocks, 16" Fox 2.0 Air shocks. Kit weight 140 lbs. 
This kit works great with our air shock hoop mounting kit. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) 40", 2"OD X .250" wall DOM links 
(2) 30", 2"OD X .250" wall DOM links 
(8) 1.25" Creeper Joints 
(8) Rod end jam nuts 
(8) Threaded link end bungs 
(1) Upper link frame mount 
(2) Lower link frame mounts 
(8) Lower link frame gusset 
(1) Panhard frame mount 
(1) Panhard/upper link axle mount w/ 2 gussets 
(2) Shock mounts with bolts, and bushings 
(8) 9/16" X 4" link end bolts and lock washers. 
Title SKU
Trail-Link Three(TM) Long Travel Rear Suspension Kit 110050-1-K

Four-linking your rig the easy way with the Trail-Link Four(TM) kit. Innovative design allows for quick and 
easy installation. Crossmember fits between frame rails and supplies frame mounts for all four links. Choice of 
axle mounting for stock axle or Trail-Gear Rock Assault(TM) housing. 
Note:  Kit does not include shocks, recommended shocks, 16" coil-over, or air shocks. Requires replacing or 
relocating gas tank. Extensive bed modifications or removal of the bed is required for installation. 
This kit works great with our  air shock hoop mounting kit. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) 36", 2"OD X .250" wall DOM links 
(2) 28", 2"OD X .250" wall DOM links 
(8) 1.25" Creeper Joints (4 right, 4 left) 
(8) Rod end jam nuts 
(8) Threaded link end bungs 
(1) Frame crossmember 
(1) Axle housing upper mount 
(2) 20 Degree axle housing lower mounts (left and right) 
(2) Shock mounts with bolts, and bushings 
(8) 9/16" X 4" link end bolts and lock nuts 
Title SKU
Trail-Link Four(TM) Rear Link Suspension Kit, OEM Housing 140226-1-K
Trail-Link Four(TM) Rear Link Suspension Kit, Rock Assault(TM) Housing 140225-1-K
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Four-linking your rig the easy way with the Trail-Link Four(TM) kit. Innovative design allows for quick and 
easy installation. Crossmember fits between frame rails and supplies frame mounts for all four links. Choice of 
axle mounting for stock axle or Trail-Gear Rock Assault(TM) housing. 
Note: Requires replacing or relocating gas tank. Extensive bed modifications or removal of the bed is required 
for installation. 
This kit works great with our air shock hoop mounting kit. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) 16" Fox Air Shocks 
(4) 2" X .250" wall DOM links 
(8) 1.25" Creeper Joints (4 right, 4 left) 
(8) Rod end jam nuts 
(8) Threaded link end bungs 
(1) Frame crossmember 
(1) Axle housing upper mount 
(2) 20 Degree axle housing lower mounts (left and right) 
(2) Shock mounts with bolts, and bushings 
(8) 9/16" X 4" link end bolts and lock nuts 
Title SKU
Trail-Link Four(TM) Rear 4-Link Kit with 16" Fox Air Shocks, OEM Housing 110179-1-K
Trail-Link Four(TM) Rear 4-Link Kit with 16" Fox Air Shocks, Rock Assault(TM) Housing 110180-1-K

The Trail-Gear 95-04 Tacoma Rear Lift Kit is complete, easy to install, and durable. Using your stock Tacoma 
axle housing, our lift kit, along with the easy to use full color instructions, you can be on the road within a few 
hours with a 3, 4, or 5 inch suspension lift that you enjoy on the toughest trails for years to come.  
Included in the kit are the inner frame support brackets with shock mounts incorporated into the support 
tube, offering a clean but durable look. The Trail-Gear 95-04 Tacoma Rear Lift Kit allows you to choose what 
size shocks and leaf springs that you want shipped with your kit, and all hardware is included. This kit will get 
you there and back every time. 
Kit Includes: 
Leaf Springs (Your size choice) 
5" Shackle Kit 
Lower Shock Mounts  
Bilstein 5125 Shocks (Your size choice) 
Inner Frame Support Brackets 
Upper Shock Mount Kit 
9/16" U-Bolt Flip Kit 
Welded Spring Hanger Kit 
Shackle Mount Kit 
26" DOT Braided Metal Brake line 
Spring Perches 
Poly Bushings 
Greasable Shackle Bolts 
25mm Freeze Plug 
Title SKU
Tacoma Rear Lift Kit 110230-1-K
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Trail-Gear is proud to be the first in the industry to develop a series of Tacoma SAS Kits for 95-04 Tacomas 
that are complete, user friendly, and affordable. Trail-Gear has a great respect for the Tacoma and the 
Tacoma market, so we have dedicated our resources to developing a full line of Tacoma products. Every 
Tacoma component in these kits have been engineered for maximum durability and tested using the most 
advanced engineering technology in the industry. With our full color, in-depth installation instructions, anyone 
with minimal mechanical and welding skills can install these kits in one or two weekends. 
Trail-Gear offers three different Tacoma SAS kits. We feel that offering a selection allows the customer to pick 
the kit that is best suited and priced for their unique build. All gussets and frame supports are included, so the 
Tacoma will be much stronger when you finish than it was from the factory. These kits are built   by   Tacoma 
owners,   for   Tacoma owners. If you have any questions you can call our technical support line with 
confidence that you will be speaking with a fully trained professional, who will assist you with any questions 
that you may have during your installation. 
 Free shipping on all SAS kits. 
SAS Kit A Includes: 
Front Spring hanger 
All spring and shackle bushings 
Shock Hoops 
5125 Bilstein Shocks (Your size choice) 
Frame Tube Jigs 
Frame Tubes 
Shackle mount Kit 
Front Frame Reinforcement Plates (With IFS Box Mount Kit Incorporated) 
Steering shaft 
Steering couplers 
Fire wall plate 
Bump stop kit 
SAS Kit B includes everything in Tacoma SAS Kit A plus: 
Front extended brake line 
Fully loaded left and right calipers 
Left and right caliper hard lines 
Vented brake rotors 
Knuckle service kit with wheel bearings 
U-bolt flip kit 
Tacoma high steer kit 
Fully loaded Six Shooter(TM) Knuckle Kit 
Knuckle hardware 
86-88 IFS steering box 
Oil pan kit 
Power steering hose conversion kit 
Single t-case crossmember 
Full color installation instructions 
SAS Kit C includes everything in Tacoma SAS Kit B plus: 
Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing 
Dirty 30s(TM) 30 Spline Birfield/Axle Kit 
Assembled 3rd Member 
Your choice of a Detroit or ARB Locker 
Note: Compressor is included in Kit C w/ARB Locker. 
Note:  If you have a 3.4L engine, you may need to replace your radiator. See steps 116-120 of the 
instructions for more information. 
Note For SAS Kit A Only:  With single case applications, a high clearance t-case crossmember is required. Rock 
Defense(TM) Tacoma Single T-Case Crossmember, 120198-1-K. Additional oil pan clearance may be required. 
See our Tacoma SAS Oil Pan Kit for more information. 
Note For SAS Kit C Only: You will need a used set of hubs and spindles to complete the axle housing build. 
Title SKU
Tacoma SAS Kit A, 1995.5 111256-1-K
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Title SKUTacoma SAS Kit A, 1995.5 111256-1-K
Tacoma SAS Kit A, 96-04 110213-1-K
Tacoma SAS Kit B, 1995.5 111258-1-K
Tacoma SAS Kit B, 96-04 110209-1-K
Tacoma SAS Kit C, w/ARB Locker, 1995.5 111260-1-K
Tacoma SAS Kit C, w/ARB Locker, 96-04 111244-1-K
Tacoma Sas Kit C, w/Detroit Locker, 1995.5 111259-1-K
Tacoma Sas Kit C, w/Detroit Locker, 96-04 111243-1-K

Suspension
Our front 3", 4", and 5" springs are now available in a heavy-duty version with a 25% higher spring rate. The 
HD leaf springs are great for heavier trucks and 4Runners with full bodies and exo-cages, V6 Toyota and 
Tacoma applications, and also works great for V6 and V8 engine swaps. The length is the same as our super 
flex spring, but with a higher spring rate the spring will hold its arch and lift longer. 
Note:  These springs are not a direct OEM replacement, installation requires the relocation of some mounting 
brackets. 
Kit Includes: 
2 Leaf Springs 
8 Leaf Spring Bushings 
1 Spring Pad 
Title SKU
Heavy Duty Front Leaf Springs, 3" 110221-1-K
Heavy Duty Front Leaf Springs, 4" 110222-1-K
Heavy Duty Front Leaf Springs, 5" 110065-1-K

Our front springs feature a full military wrap on the front and the 1/4 wrap on the rear. Spring rate is 220 lbs 
per inch. Leaf pack is 6 leaves. Springs are 47" long as measured along the top leaf. Pin to center of front 
mount is 22" and pin to center of the shackle mount is 25". New poly bushings and left side spring pad are 
included with springs. 
Note:  These springs are not a direct OEM replacement; installation requires the relocation of some mounting 
brackets. 
Title SKU
Super Flex Front Leaf Springs, 3" 110015-1-K
Super Flex Front Leaf Springs, 4" 110011-1-K
Super Flex Front Leaf Springs, 5" 110013-1-K

Our rear springs feature a full military wrap on the front and the 1/4 wrap on the rear. Spring rate is 235 lbs 
per inch. Leaf pack is 7 leaves plus a special torque leaf to reduce axle wrap. Springs are 56 5/8" long as 
measured along the top leaf. Pin to center of front mount is 27 1/2"; pin to center of rear mount is 29 5/8". 
New poly bushings are included with springs. These springs are longer than stock and will require hanger 
relocation. 
Title SKU
Rear Leaf Springs, 3" 110016-1-K
Rear Leaf Springs, 4" 110012-1-K
Rear Leaf Springs, 5" 110014-1-K
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Fits front or rear springs. 
Title SKU
Leaf Spring Slip Pad 110120-1

Bungs are welded into tubing to create suspension and setting links. 
1" and 1.25" bungs are for use on tubing with a 1.5" ID. 3/4" and 7/8" bungs are for use on tubing with a 1" 
ID. Left threaded parts are identified by machined groove. 
Title SKU
Threaded Bungs, 1"-14, Left Thread 110124-1-K
Threaded Bungs, 1"-14, Right Thread 110123-1-K
Threaded Bungs, 1.25"-12, Left Thread 110113-1-K
Threaded Bungs, 1.25"-12, Right Thread 110074-1-K
Threaded Bungs, 3/4"-16, Left Thread 110137-1-K
Threaded Bungs, 3/4"-16, Right Thread 110136-1-K
Threaded Bungs, 7/8"-14, Left Thread 110122-1-K
Threaded Bungs, 7/8"-14, Right Thread 110121-1-K
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These heavy duty rod ends are ideal for today's flexible suspension systems. Super strong, Creeper Joints will 
hold up to years of punishment. The outer shell is a single forged piece. The inner flex ball is made from 8620 
tool steel and rides on high quality polyurethane bushings. Heavy-duty, hardened steel washers hold the joint 
together. Creeper Joints are super flexible and allow for up to 40 degrees of movement when used with 
spacers. A threaded grease fitting is provided on top for lubrication. The flex ball is drilled for cross lubrication 
flow from the shell to the link mount bolt. Each joint includes a jam nut! 
Three different flex ball sizes; 9/16", 5/8" & 18mm, allow you to choose the right size to match your 
application. The threaded section is either 1" or 1-1/4" in diameter with 14 or 12 threads per inch respectively. 
Creeper Joints are also available in a shackle mount for use with leaf springs. Using a Creeper Joint on the 
shackle end of a leaf spring reduces spring binding and increases suspension flex. Creeper Joint shackle 
mounts are sold in pairs and do not include the shackles, bolts, or spring bushings. 
Title SKU
Creeper Joints, 1" Thread, 18mm, Left Thread 110774-K
Creeper Joints, 1" Thread, 18mm, Right Thread 110771-K
Creeper Joints, 1" Thread, 5/8", Left Thread 110776-K
Creeper Joints, 1" Thread, 5/8", Right Thread 110773-K
Creeper Joints, 1" Thread, 9/16", Left Thread 110775-K
Creeper Joints, 1" Thread, 9/16", Right Thread 110772-K
Creeper Joints, 1.25" Thread, 18mm, Left Thread 110760-K
Creeper Joints, 1.25" Thread, 18mm, Right Thread 110757-K
Creeper Joints, 1.25" Thread, 18mm, Shackle Mount (Pair) 110766-K
Creeper Joints, 1.25" Thread, 5/8", Left Thread 110762-K
Creeper Joints, 1.25" Thread, 5/8", Right Thread 110759-K
Creeper Joints, 1.25" Thread, 5/8", Shackle Mount (Pair) 110768-K
Creeper Joints, 1.25" Thread, 9/16", Left Thread 110761-K
Creeper Joints, 1.25" Thread, 9/16", Right Thread 110758-K
Creeper Joints, 1.25" Thread, 9/16", Shackle Mount (Pair) 110767-K

Creeper Joints are also available in a shackle mount for use with leaf springs. Using a Creeper Joint on the 
shackle end of a leaf spring reduces spring binding and increases suspension flex. Creeper Joint shackle 
mounts are sold in pairs and do not include the shackles, bolts or spring bushings. Three different flex ball 
sizes; 9/16" 5/8" & 18mm, allow you to choose the right size to match your application. Toyota Pickup & 
4Runner use 18mm size. 
Title SKU
Creeper Joint Shackle Mount, 18mm 110766-K
Creeper Joint Shackle Mount, 5/8" 110768-K
Creeper Joint Shackle Mount, 9/16" 110767-K
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Don't be fooled by lookalike rod ends, they are not all the same. Trail-Gear rod ends are the strongest on the 
market, tested, and proven. The main body of this rod end is 100% 4340 chromoly and then finished with a 
zinc coating, the ball is made out of AISI 52100 material and then hard chrome-plated for a tough finish. The 
liner is made out of a teflon. The best part is that there is no need to pay for jam nuts, because Trail-Gear rod 
ends come with them. 
Features: 
Steel alloy body 
Heat treated 
Zinc plated 
Teflon lined 
Title SKU
Rod Ends, 1" Bore Size, 1 1/4-12 Thread 186021-K
Rod Ends, 1" Bore Size, 1 1/4-12 Thread LH 186022-K
Rod Ends, 1" Bore Size, 1-14 Thread 186023-K
Rod Ends, 1" Bore Size, 1-14 Thread LH 186024-K
Rod Ends, 3/4" Bore Size, 3/4-16 Thread 186027-K
Rod Ends, 3/4" Bore Size, 3/4-16 Thread LH 186028-K
Rod Ends, 7/8" Bore Size, 7/8-14 Thread 186025-K
Rod Ends, 7/8" Bore Size, 7/8-14 Thread LH 186026-K

High misalignment spacers increase misalignment by continuing the spherical diameter of the ball and 
allowing the edge of the ball to rotate into the body of the rod end. This allows greater articulation, more 
suspension travel, and longer life of the rod end. 
The inner diameter of the high misalignment spacer is smaller than the inner diameter of the rod end, so a 
smaller bolt is required. We have listed a conversion chart that will allow you to easily see what size bolt you 
will need when using our misalignment spacers. Machined from 303 stainless steel. 
Misalignment spacers are sold in pairs. 
Note:  Standard misalignment spacers are only used when the width of the ball is too narrow for the bracket it 
is being used with. 
Title SKU
Misalignment Spacers, 1" Bore Size, 3/4" Bolt Size, 2 5/8" Mounting Width, 32°
Misalignment Angle

186014-K
Misalignment Spacers, 1" Bore Size, 5/8" Bolt Size, 2 5/8" Mounting Width, 34°
Misalignment Angle

186013-K
Misalignment Spacers, 1" Bore Size, 9/16" Bolt Size, 2 5/8" Mounting Width, 36°
Misalignment Angle

186031-K
Misalignment Spacers, 3/4" Bore Size, 1/2" Bolt Size, 1 3/4" Mounting Width, 34°
Misalignment Angle

186008-K
Misalignment Spacers, 3/4" Bore Size, 5/8" Bolt Size, 1 3/4" Mounting Width, 30°
Misalignment Angle

186009-K
Misalignment Spacers, 3/4" Bore Size, 9/16" Bolt Size, 1 3/4" Mounting Width, 32°
Misalignment Angle

186029-K
Misalignment Spacers, 7/8" Bore Size, 1/2" Bolt Size, 2" Mounting Width, 34°
Misalignment Angle

186010-K
Misalignment Spacers, 7/8" Bore Size, 3/4" Bolt Size, 2" Mounting Width, 30°
Misalignment Angle

186012-K
Misalignment Spacers, 7/8" Bore Size, 5/8" Bolt Size, 2" Mounting Width, 30°
Misalignment Angle

186011-K
Misalignment Spacers, 7/8" Bore Size, 9/16" Bolt Size, 2" Mounting Width, 32°
Misalignment Angle

186030-K
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Trail-Gear O.D. Tube Clamps are ideal for suspension and steering brackets that you need attached to a 
section of tubing when you don't want to weld the bracket directly to the tubing because adjustment or 
frequent removal of the bracket is needed. 
The O.D. Tube Clamp is perfect for attaching shock brackets to suspension link or steering brackets to 
steering rods or links and allows you to attach steel mounting brackets that are readily available to aluminum 
suspension links and steering rods that you could not otherwise weld steel brackets to. 
Manufactured from 1020 steel, with a clamping force of up to 8,600lbs these tube clamps will not fail even 
under the most extreme circumstances. Sold Individually. 
Kit Includes: 
(6) 1/4-20 x 7/8" zinc-plated screws 
(2) Clamp Halves 
Title SKU
O.D. Tube Clamps, 1 1/2" 180127-K
O.D. Tube Clamps, 1 1/4" 180128-K
O.D. Tube Clamps, 1 3/4" 180126-K
O.D. Tube Clamps, 1" 180129-K
O.D. Tube Clamps, 2" 180125-K

Suspension
Heavy duty link material. Made from seamless DOM. 2" OD, 1.5" ID, .25 wall. Ideal for use with link ends and 
bungs listed above. $1.90 per inch. 
If ordering online you can change the total quantity to the total number of inches you wish to purchase after 
you click the shopping cart. Please include cut lengths in the notes section if ordering more than one link. 
Maximum shippable length 5'. 
Example, If you want two lengths that are 36" long each, then enter a quantity of 72" and in the notes section 
enter "Two lengths at 36" each". We will cut your order and ship it out within one day. 
Title SKU
2" DOM Link Material 110083-1

Hanging leaf springs from your 95.5-04 Tacoma can be very difficult, especially when it comes to the shackles. 
The frame is thin and there are not many complete shackle kits available on the market, while the kits that are 
available are either incomplete, or out of stock. 
Trail-Gear understands the problem and has an affordable solution that is complete and user friendly. The 
Trail-Gear Tacoma Front Shackle Kit is the strongest, easiest to assemble shackle kit on the market today. Our 
kit comes with all the frame and body mount support gussets, polyurethane bushings, and large 18mm 
greasable bolts. All of the components are CNC formed and come pre-welded and ready for assembly. Kit is 
weld-on, and is shipped unpainted with full color instructions. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Front Shackle Kit 110821-1-K
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Our shackle kits feature threaded zerk fittings. Factory size 18mm bolts with crimp nuts. Zinc plated plates. 
Polly bushings included. Lengths listed below are measures from center of hole to center of hole. Stock 
shackles are 3.5" between holes. 
Narrow rear shackles fit 79-88 Pickups and 84-89 4Runners. Wide rear shackles fit 89-95 Pickups. 
Title SKU
Toyota Greasable Shackle Kits, Front Offset 5" 110007-1-K
Toyota Greasable Shackle Kits, Front Offset 5.5" 110008-1-K
Toyota Greasable Shackle Kits, Front Offset 6" 110009-1-K
Toyota Greasable Shackle Kits, Rear Narrow 5" 110017-1-K
Toyota Greasable Shackle Kits, Rear Narrow 5.5" 110018-1-K
Toyota Greasable Shackle Kits, Rear Narrow 6" 110019-1-K
Toyota Greasable Shackle Kits, Rear Wide 5" 110020-1-K
Toyota Greasable Shackle Kits, Rear Wide 5.5" 110021-1-K
Toyota Greasable Shackle Kits, Rear Wide 6" 110022-1-K

Long travel shocks are an important part of a flexible off road suspension system. Bilstein shocks are world 
renown for quality and performance. Available in 10", 12" and 14" lengths. 255/70 Valving. 
5150 model Bilstein shocks include a fixed external fluid reservoir. Available in 12" and 14" lengths. 255/70 
Valving. 
Note: All shocks sold by Trail-Gear include sleeves for both top and bottom bolts. 10" & 12" shocks include 
black shock boot, 14" shock does not include boot due to the extended travel range of the shock.   

Title SKU
Bilstein 5125 10" Shock 110007-1
Bilstein 5125 12" Shock 110008-1
Bilstein 5125 14" Shock 110009-1
Bilstein 5150 12" Shock 110067-1
Bilstein 5150 14" Shock 110068-1
Replacement Shock Sleeve 110045-1

These are the ones that started it all for Fox Racing Shox. Invented by Bob Fox in 1974, designed specifically 
for rock rigs, pre-runners, and sand cars. These shocks are completely adjustable to accommodate a wide 
range of suspension loads. 
Features: 
2.0" diameter race proven shocks 
1.25" shaft 
Can be tuned and/or completely rebuilt 
Black, Cadmium finish 
Specifications: 
Mounting Dimensions: 1/2" bolt diameter x 1 1/4" 
Optional spacers: 1 1/2" 
Mounting Specs: 1 1/4" Shaft 
Max Load: 500 lbs. 
Travel: 14", 16", and 18" 
Title SKU
Fox 2.0 Air Shocks, 14" 110100-1
Fox 2.0 Air Shocks, 16" 110101-1
Fox 2.0 Air Shocks, 18" 110102-1
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These shock mounts are designed to weld directly on to the axle housing. Can be used for front or rear axle 
applications. Made from 3/16" plate steel. Mounts have curved bottoms that can be mounted horizontally or 
vertically on axle. Mount is 2.5" tall with 1/2" shock mount holes. 
Title SKU
Lower Shock Mounts 110046-1-K

These shock mounts are designed to weld directly on to the Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing. Sold as a 
pair. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Shock Mounts 110175-1-K

Most link kits do not come with upper shock mounts because the exo-cage or tube work varies from truck to 
truck so much it is hard to determine where shock placement will occur. At Trail-Gear, we understand this 
issue all too well, so we have developed an Air Shock Hoop Mounting Kit that can be used on almost any truck 
or buggy to properly mount air shocks. 
Our kit includes two large hoops that can be coped and welded onto a frame or an exo-cage and one 3' 
section of tubing that can be cut to size and welded between the two hoops. Once you have done this all that 
is left is to weld the shock mounts onto the tube in the desired location and you are done. All tubes in this kit 
are 1035 DOM. Parts are shipped unpainted. 
This kit works great with our front and rear link kits. 
Title SKU
Air Shock Hoop Mounting Kit 110187-1-K

The Universal Shock Hoop Kit is long enough to accommodate a 14" shock, but not so long that you cannot 
use a 12" shock. The shock hoops are made out of 1035 DOM and are precision CNC bent to ensure the 
highest quality product. From the top of the hoop to the bottom it measures 16", and from the weldment 
mounting surface to the shock eye brackets measures 13". Some modifications may be required during 
installation. 
Title SKU
Universal Shock Hoop Kit 110164-1-K

The proper tool for adjusting ride height on coil over springs. 
Title SKU
Spanner Wrench 170005
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U-bolt flip kits help increase ground clearance under your rig. Stock u-bolts face down and offer a snag point 
for rock and trail debris. Our u-bolt flip kit point the spring bolt up and out of harm way. This results in better 
ground clearance and less damage to the thread section of the bolt. 
Each kit contains two flip plates and four 9/16" bolts with nuts and washers. Front kits will accommodate 
spring packs up to 2" thick. Rear kit will accommodate spring packs up to 2.5" thick. Crossover steering 
required for installation of flip kit. Unpainted finish. 
Title SKU
U-Bolt Flip Kits, 84-85 Solid Front Axle 110043-1-K
U-Bolt Flip Kits, Rear 80-95/Front 79-83 110042-1-K

Bumpstops are used to prevent over-flexing of leaf springs and shocks. Bumpstops can be bolted or welded in 
place. We recommend welding bumpstops to top of the u-bolt flip kit plate. 
Bumpstops are 2" wide by 5 1/4" long by 2 1/4" tall. 
Title SKU
Polyurethane Bumpstops 140053-1-K

When installing leaf springs it's important to have bumpstops to limit how far the leaf springs compress. These 
easy to weld on extensions make installing bumpstops quick and easy. Extensions weld directly to the frame. 
Bumpstops are welded to the top of the U-bolt flip plates. Recommended for use with 86-95 Pickup's & 
4Runners. 
Title SKU
Bumpstop Extensions 140018-1-K

Get two bumpstops and two extensions for one great low price! 
Title SKU
Bumpstops and Extensions Package 140054-1-K

Hanger kit allows of hanging of leaf springs on 1986-1995 Toyota Pickups and 4Runners. Kit designed to work 
with many 3" - 6" lift aftermarket springs. 
Frame jigs make it easy to place shackle tubes in your frame. To install, place jigs on frame under the cab 
body mount. Mark the frame, and cut frame tube holes with torch. Slide tubes in place and weld in. Clamp 
front hanger in place and weld. Bolt on springs with included bushings and shackles. 
Kit contains: 
Front offset hanger w/ gussets 
Greasable shackles 
Frame tubes 
Tube jigs 
Title SKU
Spring Hanger Kit 110010-1-K
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This hanger is used to as a front mount for our 47" front leaf springs. The mount includes greasable 120mm 
bolts, bushings, nuts, and gussets. Hanger is included in IFS Eliminator and Classic Lift kits. 
Title SKU
Front Spring Hanger Kit 110045-1-K
Front Spring Hanger Only 111266-1-K

Frame Tubes install into IFS style frame for mounting leaf springs. Accepts stock Toyota front bushings. Jigs 
are used for positioning tubes in frame. 
Title SKU
Frame Tube Jigs 110025-1-K
Frame Tubes 110026-1-K

If you're installing longer rear springs you may need to relocate your rear shackle mount. You can do this by 
cutting off the original units with a die grinder and then welding them back on. You can also cut off the old 
ones and install new ones. Our shackle mounts use OEM bushings and are much stronger then stock units. 
Made from 1/4" plate steel. Unpainted finish. 
Title SKU
Rear Shackle Mounts 110027-1-K

When installing lifted rear leaf springs, it's best to rotate the pinion so it points directly at the rear transfer 
case output flange and use a CV style drive shaft. The best way to rotate the pinion is to cut off the old 
perches and weld in a new set at the proper angle. Normally the spring pin is installed in the center hole but 
you can also move the rear axle forward or backward 1" by using the optional holes. Made from 1/4 plate 
steel. Unpainted finish. 
Title SKU
Three Hole Spring Perches 110028-1-K

Installing longer rear springs requires moving the rear spring hangers forward on the frame. The factory 
hangers are too thin to cut off and reuse. These hangers weld under the frame, forward of the stock units. 
Holes on top of hangers allow rosette welds. Made from 1/4" plate steel. Much stronger then stock hangers. 
18mm bolt holes. Unpainted finish. 
Title SKU
Sloped Spring Hangers 110029-1-K
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Welded hangers are made by welding two plates together, leaving a tab on one side. This tab makes it easier 
to install. The tab positions the hanger on the frame. Holes on top of hangers allow rosette welds. Made from 
1/4" plate steel. Much stronger then stock hangers. 18mm bolt holes. Unpainted finish. 
Title SKU
Welded Spring Hangers 110031-1-K

These plates are used to cover the motor mount after doing a solid axle swap. Made from 1/8" steel plate, 2" 
X 7". Weld in place after installing solid axle conversion. 
Title SKU
Motor Mount Plates 110035-1

Individual Trail-Link Three(TM) Front 3-Link parts. 
Title SKU
Lower Link Axle Bracket, Left-Hand 110077-1-K
Lower Link Axle Bracket, Right-Hand 110145-1-K
Lower Link Frame Bracket, Left-Hand 110142-1-K
Lower Link Frame Bracket, Right-Hand 110143-1-K
Panhard Link Axle Bracket 110147-1-K
Panhard Link Frame Bracket 110146-1-K
Panhard Link Tubing 110148-1-K
Shock Strap, Compressed 110161-1-K
Shock Strap, Extended 110162-1-K
Upper Link Axle Bracket 110144-1-K
Upper Link Frame Bracket 110141-1-K

Driver and passenger side 20 degree lower axle brackets. 
Title SKU
Trail-Link Four(TM), Axle Lower Link Mount, Driver Side 140224-1
Trail-Link Four(TM), Axle Lower Link Mount, Passenger Side 140225-1

Upper link mounts fit either Toyota and Rock Assault(TM) housing. 
Title SKU
Upper Link Mounts, Rock Assault 111261-1-K
Upper Link Mounts, Toyota 110116-1-K
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We can also set up your rear Rock Assault axle housing with an upper link mount kit. This bracket is designed 
to accommodate 1.25" Creeper Joints. The upper link mount kit can be ordered loose as a do-it your-self 
install, or it can be ordered installed onto a housing if you are ordering a housing at the same time. 
Note:  This bracket is cut to fit the Trail-Gear Rock Assault rear axle housing and will not fit a factory stock 
rear housing. This product is not compatible with the Trail-Gear "Creeper Breather" diff vent kit. 
Title SKU
Axle Housing Upper Link Mount Bracket - Installed 140189-1-K

Our Rock Assault(TM) Front Three Link Pan Hard Bracket will allow you to use your current Trail-Link 
Three(TM) Front 3-Link Kit with your new Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing. If you are ordering the Trail-
Link Three(TM) Front 3-Link Kit at the same time as you are ordering the Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle 
Housing, simply choose the correct option for the Rock Assault(TM) Front Pan Hard Bracket, not the OEM axle 
pan hard bracket. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Front Three Link Pan Hard Bracket 110174-1-K

It's a fact that leaf springs can wrap-up under the torque of rock crawling. Low gears and flexible springs are 
more susceptible to this effect. For most trail rigs the wrap up does not present a problem. For those tackling 
the top trails and hardest lines, a track bar helps improve traction and responsiveness of the suspension 
system on the trail. 
Using our Formula Toy competition buggy, we have developed an anti-wrap bar that totally controls 
undesirable axle wrap without limiting suspension travel and articulation. The Axle bracket to the right is 
designed to fit tightly on 1986-1995 Toyota Pickup and 4Runner 3" style axle housings. This bracket is 
designed for use with Creeper Joint rod ends. 
Title SKU
Trail-Link(TM) Anti-Wrap Track Bar Axle Mount 110055-1-K

You will need this crossmember if you are looking to put your own kit together. It is designed to fit between a 
frame width of 36.69". 
Title SKU
Trail-Link Four(TM) Crossmember 110128-1-K
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Crossover Steering is critical for rock crawling. The stock steering just can't keep pace with today's super 
flexible suspension systems. This results in broken stock steering arms and loss of steering. 
Our high steer kit features unbeatable quality at a super low price. Kit features super beefy, solid forged 
steering arms, heavy duty pitman arm, heavy duty .250 wall steering rods, and rod ends. Precision fit for easy 
assembly. 
Flat steering arm kit requires custom mounting hardware, not included in kit. Also see Right Hand Drive. 
 Note: Rod ends are NOT covered by the No Questions Asked Lifetime Warranty. 
Title SKU
Toyota High Steer Crossover Steering Kit, 4 Stud, Flat Pitman Arm 130005-1-K
Toyota High Steer Crossover Steering Kit, 4 Stud, Standard Pitman Arm 130001-1-K
Toyota High Steer Crossover Steering Kit, 6 Stud, Flat Pitman Arm 130012-1-K
Toyota High Steer Crossover Steering Kit, 6 Stud, Standard Pitman Arm 130008-1-K
Toyota High Steer Crossover Steering Kit, Right Hand Drive, 4 Stud, Flat Pitman Arm 130013-1-K
Toyota High Steer Crossover Steering Kit, Right Hand Drive, 4 Stud, Standard Pitman
Arm

130011-1-K

When installing a Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and using a hi steer kit, a longer drag link and tie rod 
will be required to compensate for the axle housing being 3" longer then a stock housing. If you already have 
a hi steer kit you can simply purchase the longer drag link and tie rod, but if you are buying the Rock 
Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and the Rock Assault(TM) High Steer Kit at the same time you will get the 
proper length tie rod and drag link. 
Note:  6-Stud steering arms are only available in left hand drive. Rod ends are NOT covered by the No 
Questions Asked Lifetime Warranty. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) High Steer Kit 130053-1-K

Trail-Gear is the originator of forged high steer arms for Toyota Pickups and 4Runners. Each arm is pressure 
forged from 8620 tool steel, these arms are incredibly strong. Because we make them in lots of 1,000 at a 
time we can offer these at a great low price! All mounting surfaces are machined including the split washer 
surface and the tie rod tapered holes, ensuring correct and positive contact between parts, preventing knuckle 
studs and tie rod ends from coming loose. Arms are angle compensated so that the rod ends ride at the 
factory designed 90 degree angle. Fits 1979 - 1985 Toyota pickup and 4Runner. Also fits 1979 and later Land 
Cruisers with spring over conversion. No questions asked, lifetime warranty.
Title SKU
Toyota Six Stud High Steer Arms 130010-1-K
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Trail-Gear is the originator of forged high steer arms for Toyota Pickups and 4Runners. Each arm is pressure 
Forged from 8620 tool steel, these arms are incredibly strong. Because we make them in lots of 1,000 at a 
time we can offer these at a great low price! 
All mounting surfaces are machined including the split washer surface and the tie rod tapered holes, ensuring 
correct and positive contact between parts, preventing knuckle studs and tie rod ends from coming loose. 
Arms are angle compensated so that the rod ends ride at the factory designed 90 degree angle. 
Fits 1979 - 1985 Toyota pickup and 4Runner. Also fits 1979 and later Land Cruisers with spring over 
conversion. No questions asked, lifetime warranty. 
Knuckle and steering arms sold separately. 
Available Options: 
High Steer Arms, 4 Stud, 130002-1-K, $139 pair 
High Steer Arms, 4 Stud, Right Hand Drive, 130040-1-K, $139 pair 
Title SKU
Toyota High Steer Arms 130002-1-K

To reduce steering vibrations at higher speeds, a steering stabilizer can be very helpful. We offer a stabilizer 
kit that attaches above the drag link. One end weld to the passenger side frame rail and the other end bolt 
onto the drag link. Eight inch stroke. 
Title SKU
Steering Stabilizer Kit 130003-1-K
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Trail-Gear is proud to bring you the   first complete Toyota Full Hydraulic Steering Kit. This kit comes with 
everything needed to build a fully hydraulic steering system. All mounting brackets are included and have 
been specifically designed for Toyota applications and ease of installation. 
This kit takes all the guess work out of setting up a hydraulic steering system. The pump has an all steel 
housing and puts out 4.5 GPM of flow and 1650 PSI of pressure. All high pressure hoses are steel braided with 
crimped-on ends. This kit is ideal for use with links and also works with most leaf spring applications. Our kit 
is the most user friendly kit on the market, we thought of everything so you don''t have to. 
Kit Includes: 
6" Double Ended Ram and Clevis Kit  
Orbital (100ml) 
Full Hydraulic Steering Pump with Pulley 
Tie Rod Kit 
Double Ended Ram Mounting Kit 
Steering Column 
Orbital Mounting Kit 
Reservoir with Filter 
Reservoir Bracket 
Cooler 
Power steering belt 
Complete hose kit 
All necessary hardware 
Works with most leaf spring applications, please call our technicians at 559.252.4950 to ensure compatibility 
before making your purchase. 
Note: Never use ATF fluid, or a semi-synthetic blend. This will void the warranty. Royal Purple fully synthetic 
power steering fluid recommended. Ok to use standard power steering fluid or a full synthetic. 
Title SKU
Toyota Full Hydraulic Steering Kit 130305-1-K
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Through years of research, development, and testing we at Trail-Gear have developed our double ended ram 
to meet the tough demands of top level rock crawling competitors and the toughest trails in the world. Based 
on our experience we knew exactly what we wanted in a ram, and what we didn't. 
Most rams on the market only have one rod seal. We started with the primary and secondary rod seal to 
insure that fluid leakage would never be an issue. We also included two wiper seals in our design to make 
sure that dirt and debris stay on the trail and don't get into your steering system. In addition, we designed our 
ram with a Triple Lip Piston Seal for consistent steering with no drift or fluid bypassing the piston. 
In true Trail-Gear style we also had to make our ram the strongest on the market, so we added a feature that 
you will not see on any other ram on the market. We designed ours with a piston wear band and a rod 
bushing. The bushing allows the rod to absorb much higher side loads. We also machined our piston shaft out 
of a single piece of 4340 chromoly. Other rams on the market use a two-piece welded or threaded piston 
shaft that can fail under severe loads. 
Our Double Ended Ram and Clevis Kits have a 6", 8", or 10" stroke x 2.25" bore x 1.125" rod. The cylinder has 
a black zinc-plate finish while the rod has 3/4x16 female threads on each end and is made entirely out of 4340 
chromoly material. 
The 6 inch ram and clevis kit has 6 total inches of travel and is perfect for Toyota's and narrowed Dana 44's. 
The 8 inch ram and clevis kit has 8 total inches of travel and was made to work with Dana 44's and custom 
length Dana 60 applications. 
The 10 inch ram and clevis kit has 10 total inches of travel and is used for buggies and comp rigs with up to 
45 degree steering radius. 
Kits include: 
(1) 6", 8", or 10" Double Ended Ram 
(4) Cylinder Clamps 
(2) Clevis Ends 
(2) Clevis End Bolts 
(2) Grade 8 Bolts 
(4) Spacers 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Double Ended Ram and Clevis Kits, 10" 130283-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Double Ended Ram and Clevis Kits, 6" 130281-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Double Ended Ram and Clevis Kits, 8" 130282-1-K

This kit will take almost all the fabrication work out of mounting your Rock Assault(TM) Double Ended Ram 
and Clevis Kit to almost any axle housing. The main support tube is pre-bent and can be trimmed to size and 
coped on the ends for a custom fit. The formed mounting plates are not welded to the tube so you can move 
them to the left or right to center the ram on the axle. We include a support tube, but on certain axles 
additional gussets may be required. Product is shipped unpainted. 
Title SKU
Double Ended Ram Mounting Kit 130296-1-K
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Trail-Gear has made the perfect kit for building tie rod links for use with a double-ended ram. Based on our 
testing and experience with kits like these, we know that the failure point is always in the tie rod ends, which 
is why Trail-Gear uses only our own brand of Chromo Rod Ends. The main body of each rod end is 100% 
4340 chromoly, and the ball of each rod end is made out of AISI 52100 material and then hard chrome-plated 
for an extremely tough finish. We also added tie rod tubing that is 100% seamless DOM, and to top it off the 
weld in bungs are machined out of solid billet. With these components in place we feel that this kit is so 
strong it stands apart from every other kit on the market. 
This kit is also perfect match for our Rock Assault(TM) Double Ended Ram and Clevis Kits. 
 Kit includes: 
(2) Tie rod tubing (100% DOM) 
(2) Right-hand threaded rod ends (Chromoly) 
(2) Left-hand threaded rod ends (Chromoly) 
(2) Right-hand threaded jam nut 
(2) Left-hand threaded jam nut 
(2) 3/4"-16 right-hand threaded weld-on bung (Billet) 
(2) 3/4"-16 left-hand threaded weld-on bung (Billet) 
Title SKU
Tie Rod Kit 130291-1-K

All of Trail-Gear's orbitals (steering control valves) have a built in return-to-center function. This means that 
when the driver releases the wheel the tires will automatically return to the center position. This is a 
convenient feature that allows for slow rock crawling or driving at higher speeds. The amount of turns it takes 
to get from lock to lock will depend on what ram you combine with your orbital. We have included a chart that 
will tell you exactly how many turns it will take to get from lock to lock with the different orbital/ram 
combinations, with the recommended combinations in bold blue letters. 
Title SKU
Orbital (Steering Control Valve), 6-inch Ram 130043-1-K
Orbital (Steering Control Valve), Orbital, 10-inch Ram 130045-1-K
Orbital (Steering Control Valve), Orbital, 8-inch Ram 130044-1-K

Finally an easy way to mount your orbital without all the measuring and fabrication work. This kit is so simple 
that anyone with basic welding skills can have it fully installed in under an hour. The 3 plates that make up 
the kit are laser cut out of 3/16 inch steel, and precision machined for a perfect fit. This kit will fit most 
standard style orbitals used in this application. Kit is shipped unpainted and unwelded. 
Title SKU
Orbital Mounting Kit 130295-1-K
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130297-1-K - This steering column will allow you to use your existing Toyota steering linkage without having 
to buy a coupler and then cut and weld on your steering shaft. This steering column measures 3 1/4 inches 
from the base of the flange to the outer edge of the shaft, and fits most brands of steering valves (Orbitals) 
that are commonly used in this application. 
130298-1-K - This steering column measures 4 3/4 inches from the base of the flange to the outer edge of the 
shaft, the OD of the shaft is 3/4 inches and the shaft itself is round with no splines, it is a blank. This column 
will fit most popular steering valve applications currently used in off-roading. 
130299-1-K - This steering column measures 8 3/4 inches from the flange to the outer edge of the shaft, the 
OD of the shaft is 3/4 inches and is round with no splines. This kit can be used with a coupler and a steering 
shaft. Fits most popular steering valves used for rock crawling. 
Title SKU
Steering Columns, 3 1/4" 130297-1-K
Steering Columns, 4 3/4" 130298-1-K
Steering Columns, 8 3/4" 130299-1-K

Our Clevis End Kit is the most complete and affordable kit on the market. All hardware is included along with 
the necessary spacers. The Clevis ends are clear zinc-plated for a sharp look and long lasting finish. This kit 
will fit most large double ended rams and 3/4 inch single ended rams. This design works best with 3/4 inch 
Heim-style rod ends. 
Kit includes: 
(2) Clevis Ends 
(2) Clevis End Bolts 
(2) Grade 8 Bolts 
(4) Spacers 
Title SKU
Clevis End Kit 130288-1-K

Knuckle studs sold separately. 
After years of development and testing, these knuckles and steering arms have set a new standard in Toyota 
knuckle strength and reliability. The Fully Loaded Six Shooter Kit totally eliminates the problem of broken 
steering knuckles and studs. The addition of two studs in each arm effectively prevents the steering arm from 
becoming loose or shearing off the studs under extreme loads. The knuckle housing was designed with thicker 
than stock material and larger gussets have been added around the outside of the knuckle for extra strength. 
Precision CNC machined, each set of knuckles and steering arms are inspected and tested for the highest 
quality of products that Trail-Gear can deliver. 
Included in The Fully Loaded Six Shooter Kit is a special 6 hole shim pack for use between the top of the 
knuckle and the steering arm. Also included is a 1/2" coarse thread bolt to help remove the steering arms for 
knuckle service. To remove the steering arms, remove all 6 nuts, then install the bolt in the top of the arm. As 
the bolt is tightened, the steering arm is pulled up off the knuckle. Stock lower bearing plates and shims from 
your old knuckles are needed for knuckle assembly. A minimum of four additional steering arm studs are 
needed for installation. We think the Fully Loaded Six Shooter Kit is so bullet proof that we have given it our 
world famous no questions asked lifetime warranty. 
Kit Includes: 
Knuckles (2) 
Steering Arms (2) 
Shims 
Title SKU
Fully Loaded Six Shooter Knuckle Kit 130052-1-K
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Over a year in development and testing, this new knuckle design sets a new standard in Toyota knuckle 
strength and reliability. This kit totally eliminates the problem of broken steering knuckles and studs. The 
addition of two studs in each arm effectively prevents the steering arm from becoming loose and shearing off 
the studs. The knuckle housing is also thicker than stock and larger gussets have been added around the 
outside of the knuckle for extra strength. Precision CNC machined, each knuckle is direct bolt on, heavy duty 
replacement. 
Six Shooter Knuckles are sold as a pair and include our set of special 6 hole shims for use between the top of 
the knuckle and the steering arm. Also included is a 1/2" coarse thread bolt to help remove the steering arms 
for knuckle service. To remove the steering arms, remove all 6 nuts, then install the bolt in the top of the arm. 
As the bolt is tightened, the steering arm is pulled up off the knuckle. Stock lower bearing plates and shims 
from your old knuckles are needed for knuckle assembly. A minimum of four additional steering arm studs are 
needed for installation. No questions asked, lifetime warranty on all knuckles, arms, rod ends and rods. 
Knuckle and steering arms are sold separately. In order to install all six studs, both knuckles and steering arm 
kits are required. 
Title SKU
Six Shooter Knuckle Kit 130006-1-K

These stock replacement caps fit on the bottom of 79-85 Toyota solid axle knuckles. 
Title SKU
Lower Knuckle Caps 140228-1-K

Solid one piece design. Features FJ80 tapered hole. Extra strong and wide, one piece, forged design. Ideal for 
use with crossover steering. Same drop as factory pitman arm. No questions asked, lifetime warranty. 
Title SKU
Standard Pitman Arm 130599-1-K

Solid one piece design. Features FJ80 tapered hole. Extra strong and wide, one piece, forged design. Ideal for 
use with crossover steering. Flat arm, no drop. No questions asked, lifetime warranty. 
Title SKU
Flat Pitman Arm 130020-1-K
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Our heavy duty tie rods. Made from 1.25" x .250" wall DOM tubing. Precision tapped. Left side thread mark. 
Each rod is test fitted to ensure rod ends thread in with correct fit. Powder coat black finish. Fits 79-95 
Pickup/4Runner with crossover steering. Tie rod length is 41.5". 
When installing a Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and using a hi steer kit, a longer drag link and tie rod 
will be required to compensate for the axle housing being 3" longer then a stock housing. If you already have 
a hi steer kit you can simply purchase the longer drag link and tie rod, but if you are buying the Rock 
Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and the Rock Assault(TM) High Steer Kit at the same time you can purchase 
them altogether on the  high steer kits  page. 
Title SKU
Tie Rod, Standard Length, 41.5" 130588-1-K

Our heavy duty tie rods. Made from 1.25" x .250" wall DOM tubing. Precision tapped. Left side thread mark. 
Each rod is test fitted to ensure rod ends thread in with correct fit. Powder coat black finish. Fits 79-95 
Pickup/4Runner with crossover steering. Tie rod length is 41.5". 
When installing a Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and using a hi steer kit, a longer drag link and tie rod 
will be required to compensate for the axle housing being 3" longer then a stock housing. If you already have 
a hi steer kit you can simply purchase the longer drag link and tie rod, but if you are buying the Rock 
Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and the Rock Assault(TM) High Steer Kit at the same time you can purchase 
them altogether on the  high steer kits  page. 
Title SKU
Tie Rod, +5" Length, 46.5" 130323-1-K
Tie Rod, Rock Assault(TM) Length, 44.5" 140265-1-K

Our heavy duty drag links. Made from 1.25" x .250" wall DOM tubing. Precision tapped. Left side thread mark. 
Powder coat black finish. Fits 79-95 Pickup/4Runner with crossover steering. Drag link length is 33.5". 
When installing a Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and using a hi steer kit, a longer drag link and tie rod 
will be required to compensate for the axle housing being 3" longer then a stock housing. If you already have 
a hi steer kit you can simply purchase the longer drag link and tie rod, but if you are buying the Rock 
Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and the Rock Assault(TM) High Steer Kit at the same time you can purchase 
them altogether on the  high steer kits  page. 
Title SKU
Drag Link, Standard Length, 33.5" 130589-1-K

Our heavy duty drag links. Made from 1.25" x .250" wall DOM tubing. Precision tapped. Left side thread mark. 
Powder coat black finish. Fits 79-95 Pickup/4Runner with crossover steering. Drag link length is 33.5". 
When installing a Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and using a hi steer kit, a longer drag link and tie rod 
will be required to compensate for the axle housing being 3" longer then a stock housing. If you already have 
a hi steer kit you can simply purchase the longer drag link and tie rod, but if you are buying the Rock 
Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing and the Rock Assault(TM) High Steer Kit at the same time you can purchase 
them altogether on the  high steer kits  page. 
Title SKU
Drag Link, +5" Length, 39.25" 130322-1-K
Drag Link, Rock Assault(TM) Length, 35" 140266-1-K
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Heavy duty FJ-80 tie rod ends are ideal for Toyota crossover steering applications. These rod ends are 
greased for life and sealed. Includes cotter pin and jam nut. 
Title SKU
FJ-80 Tie Rod End, Left Thread 130587-1-K
FJ-80 Tie Rod End, Right Thread 130586-1-K

These replacement boots are made to fit Trail-Gear FJ 80 TRE, and many other popular tie rod ends. These 
boots are made from a special compound of UV resistant NBR (Naturally Blended Rubber) and are a direct 
replacement for our hi-steer TRE's. Installation is a snap, all that is required is some grease and a pair of snap 
ring pliers. 
Title SKU
TRE Replacement Boots 130089-1-K

High quality remanufactured IFS boxes for your crossover steering. We carry both newer and older styles. For 
crossover steering on 79-85 trucks we recommend the early style box but you can also use the late style if 
you wish. Early style (left in photo) fits 86-88 Pickup and 86-89 4Runners. Late style box (right in photo) fits 
89-95 Pickup and 90-95 4Runners. All boxes are completely rebuilt with new seals and bearings. Each unit is 
tested before shipping. 
Title SKU
IFS Steering Boxes, 86-88 130592-1-K
IFS Steering Boxes, 89-95 130594-1-K

Looking for a steering box for your hydro assist steering system? We now have in stock Toyota IFS steering 
boxes that are drilled and tapped for hydro assist steering. Two # 6 JIC fittings are installed. After tapping, 
each box is thoroughly flushed and fully rebuilt. 1986-1988 Style box. 
If you're the type that wants to tap your own box, we have the fitting you need to do it. The fitting has a male 
1/4" pipe fitting on one end and male #6 JIC fitting on the other end. Two fittings are required for each 
steering box conversion. 
Title SKU
Fitting, 1/4 Pipe to #6 JIC 130263-1

Looking for a steering box for your hydro assist steering system? We now have in stock Toyota IFS steering 
boxes that are drilled and tapped for hydro assist steering. Two # 6 JIC fittings are installed. After tapping, 
each box is thoroughly flushed and fully rebuilt. 1986-1988 Style box. 
If you're the type that wants to tap your own box, we have the fitting you need to do it. The fitting has a male 
1/4" pipe fitting on one end and male #6 JIC fitting on the other end. Two fittings are required for each 
steering box conversion. 
Title SKU
IFS Steering Boxes - Tapped 130593-1-K
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Rebuilt FJ60/62 steering boxes. These steering boxes feature reverse cut internal gears. The pitman arm 
swings in front of the steering box instead of behind like the IFS style shown above. If you're moving your 
front axle all the way forward with links and don't want a steering box and frame hanging way out in front 
then consider using this box as it can be mounted behind the drag link instead of in front of it. This steering 
box has four mounting holes and will require custom mounting if you are using it on a Pickup/4Runner or 
Samurai. Sector shaft and input shafts have the same splines as IFS boxes. All boxes are completely rebuilt 
with new seals and bearings. No core return needed. Each unit is tested before shipping. 
Title SKU
FJ60/62 Steering Boxes 130034-1

If you're installing crossover steering on your 79-85 4wd Toyota you're going to need to mount an IFS 
steering box. This frame mount kit includes both inner and outer frame reinforcing plates, grade 8 bolts, DOM 
tubing, and Crimp nuts. Inner plate is 3/16", outer plate is 1/4". Angled leading and trailing edges prevent 
frame cracking. Heavy duty design. No questions asked, lifetime warranty. 
Title SKU
IFS Steering Box Mount 130004-1-K

The Rock-Assault(TM) Ram Steering assist kit is the best kit you will find anywhere! Our Toyota kit features a 
6" X 1.5" stroke hydraulic ram with high temp inner and outer seals for long life and no leaks. Our specially 
designed ram features a 3/4" rod that is 50% stronger than other 1/2" rods on the market. For Dana knuckle 
applications we also offer an 8" stroke version. 
Our specially formed, easy to install brackets make installing our kit a breeze. If you have looked at other kits 
on the market, you will see they either don't include mounts or they just provide generic tabs. Our mounting 
hardware is specially designed to fit the Toyota axle and High Steer. Once the steering box has been tapped, 
installation of the ram takes about one hour. Each bracket is formed from heavy-duty 1/4" plate steel for extra 
strength. Fits 1979-1995 Toyota Pickup and 4Runner with solid front axle. 
Kit Includes: 
Ram with high temp inner and outer seals 
Rod ends w/jam nut 
Ram bracket for axle housing 
Ram bracket for tie rod 
(2) Hoses 
(2) JIC 90 degree elbows 
Mounting Hardware 
Instructions w/photos 
Kit requires: 
High Steer crossover steering with 1.25" tie rod 
Tapped steering box 
Title SKU
1.5" X 6" 130250-1-K
1.5" X 6" TG, For Rock Assault(TM) Housing 130056-1-K
2" X 6" 130265-1-K
2" X 6" TG, For Rock Assault(TM) Housing 130057-1-K
2" X 8" 130266-1-K
2" X 8" TG, For Rock Assault(TM) Housing 130058-1-K
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Same as the above hydro rams but with larger 2" piston and .800 shaft. 
Title SKU
Hydro Bracket Spacer, 2" Ram 130274-1
Hydro Bracket, 2" Ram, Axle Housing 130276-1
Hydro Bracket, 2" Ram, Rock Assault(TM) Housing 130055-1-K
Hydro Bracket, 2" Ram, Tie Rod 130275-1
Hydro Ram, 2" X 6" 130265-1
Hydro Ram, 2" X 8" 130266-1
Jam Nut, 3/4" 130269-1
Rod End, 3/4", Female 130267-1
Rod End, 3/4", Male 130268-1

Hydraulic ram with high temp inner and outer seals for long life and no leaks. Our specially designed ram 
features a 3/4" rod that is 50% stronger then other 1/2" rods on the market. Ram requires rod ends, sold 
separately. Six inch application for Toyota knuckles. Eight inch application for Dana style steering knuckles. 
Mounting brackets shown are designed to fit Toyota solid axle front housing and 1.25" tie rod. 
Title SKU
Hydro Bracket Spacer, 1.5" Ram 130262-1
Hydro Bracket, 1.5" Ram, Axle Housing 130254-1
Hydro Bracket, 1.5" Ram, Rock Assault(TM) Housing 130054-1-K
Hydro Bracket, 1.5" Ram, Tie Rod 130253-1
Hydro Ram, 1.5" X 6" 130250-1
Jam Nut, 5/8" 130257-1
Rod End, 5/8", Female 130251-1
Rod End, 5/8", Male 130252-1

This TC style power steering pump features an all steel housing to handle extreme heat and puts out 4 GPM 
of flow and 1,450PSI of pressure. The anodized aluminum pulley on this pump is designed to fit Toyota 
applications and is shipped pre-installed. Each pump is bench tested to ensure quality. This pump is designed 
for use in a hydraulic ram assist application. 
Note: Using anything other than a power steering pulley installer to install your pulley on this pump will void 
the warranty. Never use ATF fluid, or a semi-synthetic blend. This will void the warranty. OK to use standard 
power steering fluid or a full synthetic. Royal Purple fully synthetic power steering fluid recommended. 
Title SKU
1,450 PSI Power Steering Pump with Pulley 130500-1-K

This TC style power steering pump is the best of the best. It features an all steel housing to handle extreme 
heat and puts out an amazing 4.5 GPM of flow and 1,650PSI of pressure. The anodized aluminum pulley on 
this pump is designed to fit Toyota applications and is shipped pre-installed. Each pump is bench tested to 
ensure quality. This pump will run all full hydraulic applications popularly used in rock crawling today. 
 Note: Using anything other than a power steering pulley installer to install your pulley on this pump will void 
the warranty. Never use ATF fluid, or a semi-synthetic blend. This will void the warranty. OK to use standard 
power steering fluid or a full synthetic. Royal Purple fully synthetic power steering fluid recommended. 
Title SKU
1,650 PSI Power Steering Pump with Pulley 130304-1-K
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This TC style power steering pump features an all steel housing to handle extreme heat and puts out 4 GPM 
of flow and 1,450PSI of pressure. Each pump is bench tested to ensure quality. This pump is designed for use 
in a hydraulic ram assist application. 
Note: Using anything other than a power steering pulley installer to install your pulley on this pump will void 
the warranty. Never use ATF fluid, or a semi-synthetic blend. This will void the warranty. OK to use standard 
power steering fluid or a full synthetic. Royal Purple fully synthetic power steering fluid recommended. 
Title SKU
1,450 PSI Power Steering Pump without Pulley 130038-1

This TC style power steering pump is the best of the best. It features an all steel housing to handle extreme 
heat and puts out an amazing 4.5 GPM of flow and 1,650PSI of pressure. Pump has #6 JIC male on pressure 
port and #10 JIC fitting on suction side. Each pump is bench tested to ensure quality. This pump will run all 
full hydraulic applications popularly used in rock crawling today. Pulley not included. 
Note: Using anything other than a power steering pulley installer to install your pulley on this pump will void 
the warranty. Never use ATF fluid, or a semi-synthetic blend. This will void the warranty. OK to use standard 
power steering fluid or a full synthetic. Royal Purple fully synthetic power steering fluid recommended. 
Title SKU
1,650 PSI Power Steering Pump without Pulley 130303

We all know that the stock pump on a 3.0 is just not enough to turn big tires or run a ram assist and when 
you try and drill out the inlet to get more volume the result is a loud pump followed by pump failure. A new 
Toyota stock pump puts out around 1,300 PSI at only one gallon per minute. Our Rock Assault(TM) Pumps 
put out 1,450 and 1,650 PSI at 4-4.5 GPM, which is more than enough volume to provide you with the 
steering power that you will need to turn big tires or run a ram assist or full hydraulic steering system. 
Trail-Gear has hand picked each component in this kit to ensure quality, ease of installation, and durability. 
This kit ships complete with all parts included and full color installation instructions. 
Application Notes: This pump and bracket is designed to fit all Toyota V6 3.0 Pickups and 4Runners from 1989-
1995. This kit does not work with 3.0 Tacoma's. This kit will not work on 4Runners with a functioning AC, 
because the AC cooling fan must be removed for the placement of the PS Pump cooler. 
Never use ATF fluid, or a semi-synthetic blend. This will void the warranty. Ok to use standard power steering 
fluid or a full synthetic. Royal Purple fully synthetic power steering fluid recommended. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) 3.0L V6 Power Steering Pump Kit, 1,450 PSI 130081-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) 3.0L V6 Power Steering Pump Kit, 1,650 PSI 130082-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) 3.0L V6 Power Steering Pump Kit, Non-ABS, 1,450PSI 130331-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) 3.0L V6 Power Steering Pump Kit, Non-ABS, 1,650PSI 130332-1-K

The Trail-Gear Rock-Assault(TM) pump puts out 1,450 psi of pressure at 4 gallons per minute. This provides 
the full fluid volume for your steering box and ram are looking for, even at an idle. Works with ram assist or 
full hydro steering applications. Pump includes pre-installed pulley. 
Reservoir bracket makes for easy mounting on 20r and 22r motors. Unpainted finish. 
Note: Never use ATF fluid, or a semi-synthetic blend. This will void the warranty. Ok to use standard power 
steering fluid or a full synthetic. Royal Purple fully synthetic power steering fluid recommended. 
Title SKU
V-Belt 130519-1
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The stock Toyota pump is just barely able to supply the volume and pressure needed to run Hydraulic assist 
steering. The stock pump puts out 1,300 PSI at only one gallon per minute. The stock pump is not able to 
provide enough fluid to run both the stock steering and the demands of a ram, especially at low RPM's. 
Drilling out the restrictor plates in a stock pump for more volume often leads to pump failure. 
The answer is a replacement "TC" style pump. The Trail-Gear Rock-Assault(TM) pumps puts out either 1,450 
or 1,650 PSI of pressure at 4 and 4.5 gallons per minute respectively. This provides the full fluid volume your 
steering box and ram are looking for, even at an idle. 
Pump kit includes your choice of 1,450 or 1,650 PSI pump, pump bracket, reservoir, reservoir bracket, belt, 
fittings, hoses, & hardware. Pump kit is designed to work with stock or ram drilled IFS power steering boxes. 
Application Notes: This pump and bracket is designed to fit all Toyota 4cyl 4wd motors from 1979 - 1995. A 
large power steering fluid cooler (included) is required on the low pressure side of the system. Pump bracket 
works in conjunction with stock idler bracket. If your truck is not currently equipped with power steering, you 
will need to purchase the idler bracket and replace the steering gear box with one designed for use with 
power steering. The stock fan belt will not work with this pump and will need to be replaced with Napa #9430 
belt. Belt is included with kit. 
Note: You may choose either the OEM bracket or the Trail-Gear tube mount bracket. 
Note: Never use ATF fluid, or a semi-synthetic blend. This will void the warranty. Ok to use standard power 
steering fluid or a full synthetic. Royal Purple fully synthetic power steering fluid recommended. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Steering Pump Kit, 1,450 PSI Pump Kit 130502-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Steering Pump Kit, 1,650 PSI Pump Kit 130568-1-K

Steering
Our Rock Assault(TM) Reservoir Bracket bolts right to the back of our Rock Assault(TM) Reservoir and allows 
you to either weld the other side of the bracket to your cage (coped for 1 1/2" tubing) or simply butt weld it 
to a piece of flat stock. This kit makes mounting our Rock Assault(TM) Reservoir easy and efficient. The Rock 
Assault(TM) Reservoir Bracket is made from 1/8" steel plate that is CNC laser cut and then CNC precision 
bent. 
Kit includes: 
Bracket  
3/8"-16x3/4" bolts (2) 
Top lock nuts (2) 
3/8" washers (2) 
Title SKU
Reservoir Bracket 130309-K
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When you have invested thousands of dollars into your full hydraulic steering system, you will want to protect 
it with the best reservoir and filter that you can get. That is why Trail-Gear has developed our new Rock 
Assault(TM) Reservoir. It is not only heavy duty, but also compact and user friendly. It features a full size 
hydraulic oil filter that will keep all the bad stuff out of your power steering pump and hydraulic ram. Our Rock 
Assault(TM) Reservoir also comes with an internal baffle, features two internal magnets, and is completely 
sealed with top quality o-rings to prevent any fluid leakage. This reservoir also has a quick drain plug that is 
located at the bottom of the unit that will allow you to easily drain your system in minutes. Our unique fluid 
flow design is rated up to 15GPM and allows you to use your steering system while the truck is on its side or 
at other unusual angles that it might incur during rock crawling or desert racing. 
Note: Do not fill more than 1/2" above the internal baffle. 
Features:  
Compact 
Quick drain plug 
Internal baffle  
#10 JIC fitting compatible 
Heavy duty  
Easy change filter 
Surface area acts as a heat sink 
Port location offers optimum fluid flow 
Also reduces aeration 
O-ring sealed system 
Title SKU
Reservoir Filter Kit 130565-1-K

Steering
Our Rock Assault(TM) Reservoir Filter Bracket bolts right to the back of our Rock Assault(TM) Reservoir Filter 
Kit (into the pre-tapped holes) and allows you to either weld the other side of the bracket to your cage (coped 
for 1 1/2" tubing) or simply butt weld it to a piece of flat stock. This kit makes mounting our Rock Assault(TM) 
Reservoir Filter Kit easy and efficient. The Rock Assault(TM) Reservoir Filter Kit Bracket is made from 3/16" 
steel plate that is CNC laser cut and then CNC precision bent.  
Note: Mounting bolts are included with the Rock Assault(TM) Reservoir Kit. 
Title SKU
Reservoir Filter Bracket 130308

Steering
The Trail-Gear Rock-Assault(TM) pump puts out 1,450 psi of pressure at 4 gallons per minute. This provides 
the full fluid volume for your steering box and ram are looking for, even at an idle. Works with ram assist or 
full hydro steering applications. Pump includes pre-installed pulley. 
Reservoir bracket makes for easy mounting on 20r and 22r motors. Unpainted finish. 
Note: Never use ATF fluid, or a semi-synthetic blend. This will void the warranty. Ok to use standard power 
steering fluid or a full synthetic. Royal Purple fully synthetic power steering fluid recommended. 
Title SKU
Pump Bracket w/Hardware 130501-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Pump 130500-1-K
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This special fitting is used to connect the high pressure steering hose to the steering box. 
Title SKU
High Pressure Steering Box Fitting 130511-1

A good set of steering stops is critical so that your steering does not over travel and damage other steering or 
axle components. Our Rock Assault(TM) steering stops are machined from solid billet so you will never have to 
worry about smashing or distorting them. The Rock Assault(TM) Steeing Stops are designed for our Rock 
Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing, but they will fit on any axle hosuing. Kit contains 4 steering stops. Some 
minor grinding may be required during installation. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Steering Stops 140273-1-K

Steering
Finally a weld in bung with the thread pitch of an FJ80 TRE, which is the most commonly used TRE in Toyota 
hi-steer kits. Once welded into your tie rod or drag link, this bung will allow you to make a custom length 
steering shaft in minutes. 
Bungs are designed to weld into 1.25" x .25" wall steering rods. They are precision machined from 8620 solid 
billet steel and are sold individually as RH or LH. 
Title SKU
Weld In Steering Rod Bungs, LH 130320-K
Weld In Steering Rod Bungs, RH 130319-K

This is the perfect taper reamer for reaming out Toyota and Suzuki pitman arms for the larger, more 
commonly used FJ80 tie rod ends, like the ones offered in our popular high steer kits. Our taper reamer is 
1:10 (1" of taper for every 10" of length) and is also expressed as 1.200" TPF (1.200" of taper for every foot 
of length). The reamer is made from M2 high speed steel with a 1/2" shank diameter for drill press or mill and 
a 3/8" square end for use with a tap wrench. 
Anyone can use this tool. You simply ream out the hole in the pitman arm until you can slide the shank of the 
TRE in, tighten the castle nut, and install the cotter pin. It takes just a few minutes and can be done with 
hand tools. 
Title SKU
Taper Reamer 130324-K

Steering
This pulley is designed to fit our standard or full hydraulic power steering pumps. 
Title SKU
Power Steering Pump Pulley 130503-1
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1/4" NPT plug fitting. Used to plug steering box ram outlets. A pair of these plugs can be used to disconnect a 
hydro ram from the steering box. 
Title SKU
Steering Box Plug 130033-1

This kit contains one high pressure and three low pressure power steering lines. These lines are used to 
connect the pump, steering box and cooler together. The two hoses that go from the steering ram to the 
steering box are not included. 
Title SKU
Pump Kit Hoses 130504-1-K

Low Pressure IFS Steering Box Fitting. 
Title SKU
Low Pressure IFS Steering Box Fitting 130510-1

If you're running a high volume/pressure pump your system is generating much more heat then the stock 
system. Fluid overheating can cause damage to steering pump and steering box. Installing a oil cooler in front 
of the radiator is the best way to prevent this over heating. Our cooler features a fin area of 9" X 8" and does 
a great job of keeping the steering fluid temps under control in all conditions. Mounting kit sold separately. 
Title SKU
Steering Fluid Cooler 130516-1 

These fittings make great trail spares for the tool box. If a hydro line becomes damaged, simply cut out the 
bad section of tubing and insert one of these repair fittings into the line. Only for use on low pressure lines 
and return lines. Not intended for long term use on the high pressure line from the pump to steering box. 
Title SKU
Hydraulic Line Repair Fitting, 3/8" 130527-1
Hydraulic Line Repair Fitting, 5/8" 130526-1
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Available parts:  
Hydraulic Hose, 50" Long, Ram Steering, $16, 130255-1  

  
Elbow Fitting, #6 JIC, $8, 130256-1  

  

Title SKU
Elbow Fitting, #6 JIC 130256-1
Hydraulic Hose, 50" Long, Ram Steering 130255-1

When installing a high flow pump such as the one listed above, it is important to use a larger reservoir to 
provide enough fluid when the system needs it. The stock reservoir is fine for the stock pump but is not 
adequate for the TC style aftermarket pumps. Side input of reservoir is a #6 JIC fitting and the bottom outlet 
to pump is a #10 JIC fitting. Reservoir includes cap. 
Reservoir bracket makes it easy to bolt in the reservoir on most 4cyl 4X4 Toyota applications from 1979 - 
1995. Includes mounting hardware. Unpainted finish. 
Title SKU
Reservoir 130512-1
Reservoir Bracket w/Hardware 130513-1-K

Replacement nut and washer for bolting on pitman arm to steering box. Fits 4wd IFS steering box from 1986-
1995 Pickup and 4Runner. 
Title SKU
Sector Shaft Nut 130031-1
Sector Shaft Washer 130032-1

If your Tacoma steering rack is worn out, damaged or leaking we have the replacement rack you need. These 
high quality rebuilt units fit Toyota Tacoma 4wd Pickups from 1995 - 2004. 
Our rebuilt steering racks features new seals and boots. All internal parts are inspected and replaced as 
needed. No core charge, and no return shipping to worry about. Just one low flat rate includes; core, shipping 
and rebuilding. No hidden charges! 
Includes one year warranty against defects in labor and material. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Steering Rack 130014-1-K
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Trail-Gear's weld on steering wheel disconnect uses a solid billet steel hex shaft that you weld over your 
existing steering shaft or steering column. Then you would bolt our billet aluminum quick disconnect unit to 
your steering wheel. This system allows you to quickly disconnect your steering wheel by simply pushing a 
button on the quick disconnect. 
Our weld on steering wheel disconnect is ideal for buggies and truggies on dirt, mud, or sand. Competition 
tested and used by some of the world's top drivers, you cannot go wrong with this product. Available in 3/4" 
O.D. shaft or 7/8" O.D. shaft. 
Kit Includes: 
Weld-on steel hex shaft (1) 
Aluminum disconnect unit (1) 
Lock washers (3) 
Zinc plated 5/16"-18x3/4" Socket head Cap screws (3) 
Note: Mounting circle on steering wheel is 1-3/4" diameter. 
Title SKU
Weld On Steering Wheel Disconnect, 3/4" O.D. 130326-K
Weld On Steering Wheel Disconnect, 7/8" O.D. 130328-K

Steering
When installing a SAS kit on your Tacoma, the rack and pinion has to be removed and replaced, usually with 
an 86-95 Toyota IFS power steering box. 
Trail-Gear has developed a   power steering hose conversion kit that will allow you to remove your rack and 
pinion and install an IFS box in its place. Our power steering hose conversion kit comes with all the necessary 
hoses, clamps, and fittings to get the job done right. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Power Steering Hose Conversion Kits, 2.7L 130317-1-K
Tacoma Power Steering Hose Conversion Kits, 3.4L 130318-1-K

After you have completed the solid axle swap on your 95-04 2.7L Tacoma, you will need to upgrade your 
power steering pump so that you can turn those big tires on the trail. The stock pump works well enough for 
the stock IFS and stock tires, but once you put on larger tires the pump will not be able to put out enough 
volume to turn them fast enough, especially if you have a ram assist system installed. 
Trail-Gear has developed a power steering upgrade kit just for the 2.7L that includes all the brackets, hoses, 
and hardware that you will need to do the install right the first time. This kit includes an all steel TC style 
pump that puts out 4 GPM of flow at 1,450 PSI of pressure, so this pump will keep up with the extreme off 
road trails that solid axle Tacomas are known for frequenting. 
This kit is designed to work with an 86-95 Toyota IFS steering box, but an adapter fitting can be added to the 
end of the high pressure hose that will allow you to use this kit with almost any power steering box on the 
market. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Rock Assault(TM) 2.7L Power Steering Kit 130101-1-K
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The Tacoma Drag Link   is 38 1/4" long and works with our Rock Assault(TM) Left-Hand Drop Front Axle 
Housing with 59" WMS to WMS. 
This drag link is made from .250" wall DOM 1.25" tubing, precision tapped, and features a left side thread 
mark. Each rod is test fitted to ensure that rod ends thread in with correct fit. Powder coated black finish. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Drag Link 130321-1-K

Trail-Gear offers TC style power steering pump pulleys for both serpentine and v-belt style belts. All pulleys 
are precision CNC machined from 6061 T6 Aluminum and anodized red for a sharp look at will last for years to 
come. The center hole bore diameter is .660" and the total outside diameter of the pulley is 4 3/4". 
This serpentine belt fits 2.7 and 3.4 Tacoma applications and many other common serpentine belt applications 
that use a 4 rib belt. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Serpentine Pulley 130094-K

Drivetrain Parts & Accessories
The Trail Gear Rear Disconnect is the ultimate addition to your ride! The air-actuated rear disconnect allows 
you to get out of tight spots by disconnecting your rear driveline and allows the front to get you out from 
behind an obstacle by doing a front dig.  This can save critical time in a race or save you from hazardous 
backups in tight spots. You can either purchase the Disco on its own or purchase a complete system that 
includes an ARB compressor and all the hardware to plumb the Rear Disco to the compressor.  This rear 
disconnect is designed for a Toyota gear-driven transfer case. Be the first one in your club to pull off some 
radical escapes! 
Years of exhaustive testing at the world's hardest courses, such as  Johnson Valley “The Hammers”, and the 
Rubicon, gives you the assurance that the Trail-Gear Rear Disco will survive your trails. 
Available Options: 
Rear Disconnect, 104101-1-K 
Rear Disconnect with ARB Compressor, 104102-1-K 

Title SKU
Rear Disconnect 104101-1-K

The Trail Gear Rear Disconnect is the ultimate addition to your ride! The air-actuated rear disconnect allows 
you to get out of tight spots by disconnecting your rear driveline and allows the front to get you out from 
behind an obstacle by doing a front dig.  This can save critical time in a race or save you from hazardous 
backups in tight spots. You can either purchase the Disco on its own or purchase a complete system that 
includes an ARB compressor and all the hardware to plumb the Rear Disco to the compressor.  This rear 
disconnect is designed for a Toyota gear-driven transfer case. Be the first one in your club to pull off some 
radical escapes! 
Years of exhaustive testing at the world's hardest courses, such as  Johnson Valley “The Hammers”, and the 
Rubicon, gives you the assurance that the Trail-Gear Rear Disco will survive your trails. 
Available Options: 
Rear Disconnect, 104101-1-K 
Rear Disconnect with ARB Compressor, 104102-1-K 

Title SKU
Rear Disconnect w/ARB Compressor 104102-1-K
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For rock crawling, lower transfer case gears give you the control you need to keep your truck on track. Trail-
Gear offers an affordable 4.70:1 gear kit for your gear driven Toyota transfer case. Trail-Creeper T-Case gears 
are available in 21 and 23 spline configurations. Kits include replacement gears, gaskets and seals. 
Disassembly and modification of transfer case is required for installation. Input gears are precision ground & 
micro-polished to guarantee the removal of all surface imperfections in the forging. 
Trail-Creeper gears fit Toyota 4WD Pickup's and 4Runners from 1979-1995 with gear drive style transfer 
cases. Gear sets reduce the stock low range from 2.28 to 4.70, nearly twice the reduction of the stock gears. 
High range is not affected and remains 1 to 1. Each gear set carries a full lifetime guarantee. If your gears 
ever fail to function properly, simply return them to us for replacement. 
V6 applications require the transfer case be replaced with a 4cyl gear drive unit and V6 Adapter plate. Speedo 
cable, floorboard, drive shaft, and crossmember changes may also be required. 
Why buy Trail-Gear 4.70 Gears? 
High Quality Materials 
Precision fitting spline fit for long life 
OEM Gasket Set 
Lifetime Warranty 
Title SKU
Trail-Creeper(TM)  4.70 T-Case Reduction Gear Kit, 21-Spline 105000-1-K

For rock crawling, lower transfer case gears give you the control you need to keep your truck on track. Trail-
Gear offers an affordable 4.70:1 gear kit for your gear driven Toyota transfer case. Trail-Creeper T-Case gears 
are available in 21 and 23 spline configurations. Kits include replacement gears, gaskets and seals. 
Disassembly and modification of transfer case is required for installation. Input gears are precision ground & 
micro-polished to guarantee the removal of all surface imperfections in the forging. 
Trail-Creeper gears fit Toyota 4WD Pickup's and 4Runners from 1979-1995 with gear drive style transfer 
cases. Gear sets reduce the stock low range from 2.28 to 4.70, nearly twice the reduction of the stock gears. 
High range is not affected and remains 1 to 1. Each gear set carries a full lifetime guarantee. If your gears 
ever fail to function properly, simply return them to us for replacement. 
V6 applications require the transfer case be replaced with a 4cyl gear drive unit and V6 Adapter plate. Speedo 
cable, floorboard, drive shaft, and crossmember changes may also be required. 
Why buy Trail-Gear 4.70 Gears? 
High Quality Materials 
Precision fitting spline fit for long life 
OEM Gasket Set 
Lifetime Warranty 
Title SKU
Trail-Creeper(TM)  4.70 T-Case Reduction Gear Kit, 23-Spline 105001-1-K
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Trail-Gear now offers its own dual transfer case kit for Toyota Pickup and 4Runner applications. Matt Messer 
has produced thousands of doublers for other off-road companies and over the years has looked at how to 
improve the quality and price. The result of that effort is the Trail-Creeper(TM) dual adapter. 
Trail-Gear believes that you won't find a better, more reliable product anywhere, at any price. We have greatly 
increased the oiling flow in and around the adapter for cooler operation. We have increased the strength of 
the casting by making thicker walls and creating huge oversized gussets. A special retainer ring securely 
stabilizes the main bearing to prevent bearing play. Other adapters in the market only use a light gauge snap 
ring to hold the bearing in place. Tight tolerances on the coupler ensure long life and prevent striped out input 
gears. 
Installation requires an additional top shifting Toyota gear-driven transfer case, drive shaft modifications, and 
floorboard modifications. Assembled dual adapter unit is 6.5" long. In stock and ready to ship. 
Kit Includes: 
Heavy duty aluminum adapter plate 
Heavy duty coupler 
Cage & main bearings installed 
Replacement transmission output seal 
Magnetic drain plug 
Shift knob 
Mounting hardware 
Transfer case and transmission block off plates 
Why Buy Trail-Gear Dual Adapter? 
High quality materials 
Precision fitting coupler for long life  
Lifetime warranty 
Title SKU
Trail-Creeper(TM) Dual Transfer Case Adapter, 21 Spline 100001-1-K
Trail-Creeper(TM) Dual Transfer Case Adapter, 23 Spline 100006-1-K

This adapter plate allows one or more gear driven transfer case(s) to be bolted up to 1988-1995 Toyota 3.0L 
V6 5 speed transmissions. Our updated design does not require modification to the transmission for 
installation thanks to the use of countersunk mounting hardware. Another exclusive feature is the use of all 
nine transmission mounting bolts on both single and dual case installations. 
With our V6 adapter plate you can install the legendary Toyota gear driven transfer case(s) in your trail rig. 
These cases are known for their strength, reliability and configuration flexibility. With the correct adapter plate 
you can put one, two or even three transfer cases into your truck. Each case can have stock 2.28 gears or 
4.70 low range gears installed. 
Extensive vehicle modifications are required for installation including: re-tubing both front and rear drive 
shafts, additional floorboard hole for the second transfer case shifter, speedometer cable extension, and 
crossmember replacement. 
Note: One top shift case will be needed to perform this conversion, for duals, both cases need to be top shift. 
Also required is one  23-spline 2.28 input gear. 
Title SKU
3.0L V6 Adapter Plate 100086-1-K
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With low geared rock crawling and high speed rock racing, we have seen many failures from the OEM 2.28 
stock gears. Many of these failures could have been avoided by simply replacing the 30 year old OEM gears 
and bearings. Traditionally, no one except Toyota sold the replacement parts. Purchasing them from Toyota is 
just not affordable, and they are not always in stock. Trail-Gear has fired up the gear cutting machine and is 
now proudly offering the industry's first aftermarket 2.28 replacement transfer case gears. 
These gears will not only breathe new life into your 30-year-old transfer case, but they will also give you 
confidence while driving through even the most difficult of obstacles. 
Kit Includes: 
(1) Low Speed Gear 
(1) 21 Spline Input Gear 
(1) Countershaft Gear 
Title SKU
2.28 Transfer Case Gear Set 100127-1-K

If you are installing a dual transfer case on a turbo or V6 and you wish to use a 2.28 gear set in the front 
case, you will need to use this 23 spline 2.28 t-case input gear. For use on gear-driven, 4cyl transfer case 
assemblies. 
Title SKU
23 Spline Input Gear 100011-1

Transfer cases are made from two basic sections, the reduction section and the 4wd section. To build a dual 
transfer case, two reductions boxes are bolted back to back with a dual case adapter. These two are then 
bolted to a 4wd section. The Trail Creeper shown at the right is ready to bolt onto the front of a top shift 
style, gear driven Toyota transfer case. Available with 21 or 23 spline input and output gears. Units are 
completely rebuilt and inspected. Low range gear ratio is 2.28. Floorboard and drive shaft modifications are 
required for dual transfer case installation. No core charge. One year warranty. 
Title SKU
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 Crawl Boxes, 21-Spline Input/21-Spline Output, Forward Shift,
4" Offset

100503-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 Crawl Boxes, 21-Spline Input/21-Spline Output, Forward Shift,
4.5" Offset

100506-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 Crawl Boxes, 21-Spline Input/21-Spline Output, Top Shift 100500-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 Crawl Boxes, 21-Spline Input/23-Spline Output, Forward Shift,
4" Offset

100504-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 Crawl Boxes, 21-Spline Input/23-Spline Output, Forward Shift,
4.5" Offset

100507-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 Crawl Boxes, 21-Spline Input/23-Spline Output, Top Shift 100501-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 Crawl Boxes, 23-Spline Input/23-Spline Output, Forward Shift,
4" Offset

100505-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 Crawl Boxes, 23-Spline Input/23-Spline Output, Forward Shift,
4.5" Offset

100508-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 Crawl Boxes, 23-Spline Input/23-Spline Output, Top Shift 100502-1-K
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Single transfer case that features a 4.70 low range gear set. Each case is fully rebuilt and inspected. Triple 
drilled flanges are installed on both front and rear output. Available with 21 or 23 spline input gear. Can be 
installed as a replacement to your stock gear driven transfer case or combined with a crawl box to create a 
dual transfer case. Prices below include a $200 core. Please see core details listed below. One year warranty. 
Title SKU
Trail Creeper(TM) 4.7 Single Transfer Cases, 21-Spline Input, Forward Shift Fork, 4"
Offset

100511-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 4.7 Single Transfer Cases, 21-Spline Input, Forward Shift Fork, 4.5"
Offset

100513-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 4.7 Single Transfer Cases, 21-Spline Input, Top Shift 100509-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 4.7 Single Transfer Cases, 23-Spline Input, Forward Shift Fork, 4"
Offset

100512-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 4.7 Single Transfer Cases, 23-Spline Input, Forward Shift Fork, 4.5"
Offset

100514-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 4.7 Single Transfer Cases, 23-Spline Input, Top Shift 100510-1-K

Dual transfer cases is feature a 4.70 low range gear set in the rear and a stock 2.28 gear set in the front. 
Each case is fully rebuilt and inspected. Triple drilled flanges are installed on both front and rear output. 
Available with 21 or 23 spline input gear on the front reduction section. Rear reduction section is equipped 
with 23 spline input gear and coupler. Floorboard and drive shaft modifications are required for dual transfer 
case installation. Prices below include a $200 core. Please see core details listed below. One year warranty. 
Title SKU
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 x 4.7 Dual Transfer Cases, 21-Spline Input, Forward Shift Fork,
4" Offset

100517-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 x 4.7 Dual Transfer Cases, 21-Spline Input, Forward Shift Fork,
4.5" Offset

100519-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 x 4.7 Dual Transfer Cases, 21-Spline Input, Top Shift 100515-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 x 4.7 Dual Transfer Cases, 23-Spline Input, Forward Shift Fork,
4" Offset

100518-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 x 4.7 Dual Transfer Cases, 23-Spline Input, Forward Shift Fork,
4.5" Offset

100520-1-K
Trail Creeper(TM) 2.28 x 4.7 Dual Transfer Cases, 23-Spline Input, Top Shift 100516-1-K

Kit contains all minor gaskets, seals, and bearings for Toyota gear driven transfer cases from 1979-1995. Only 
Top quality Toyota OEM gaskets are used in this kit. Bearings include SKF, NSK, NACHI and KOYO. Does not 
include flange nuts, or needle bearings. 
Title SKU
Toyota Transfer Case Rebuild Kit (Minor) 105001-1

Kit contains all major gaskets, seals and bearings for Toyota gear driven transfer cases from 1979-1995. Only 
top quality Toyota OEM gaskets are used in this kit. Bearings include SKF, NSK, NACHI and KOYO. Kit includes 
most major transfer case bearings including roller bearings. Also includes flange nuts. 
Title SKU
Toyota Transfer Case Rebuild Kit (Major) 105002-1-K
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If you have dual transfer cases on your Toyota Pickup or 4Runner you will want to protect them from trail 
damage with a crossmember that can take serious trail punishment. Trail-Gear's crossmembers are precision 
laser cut with slotted mounting holes for easy bolt on installation. Made from 3/8" thick plate steel with black 
powdercoat finish. Includes tapered bolts for a smooth bottom. Fits 1979-1995 Toyota Pickup and 4Runner 
with 4 or 5 speed manual transmission and dual transfer case. Not intended for auto transmission 
applications. 
Some minor scratching of the powder coating may occur during shipping and handling. 
Title SKU
Dual Transfer Case Crossmembers, 4Cyl, 79-83 120004-1-K
Dual Transfer Case Crossmembers, 4Cyl, 84-95 120005-1-K
Dual Transfer Case Crossmembers, V6, 87-95 120014-1-K

Drivetrain Parts & Accessories
Serious off-road protection for your transfer case and exhaust. Heavy duty design takes impacts and directs 
the force up to the frame, away from expensive drive train components. Skid plate is made from 3/16" plate 
steel and attaches to the frame via 1.5" .120 tubing. Bolt on installation utilizing existing threaded mounting 
points on the frame. Protects both the transfer case and the exhaust crossover tube. Item is shipped raw and 
lightly oiled to prevent rust. We recommend that you paint or powder coat before installing. 
Kit includes mounting hardware. Fits 2007-2009 4wd FJ Cruiser. 
Title SKU
FJ Cruiser Transfer Case Skid Plate 120065-1-K

Drivetrain Parts & Accessories
Rock Defense(TM) Tacoma Single and Dual T-Case Crossmembers fit 95-04 single t-case or dual t-cases, 
automatic and manual transmissions, and uses your stock t-case mount(s). The Rock Defense(TM) Tacoma 
Single and Dual T-Case Crossmembers are made from 3/8" thick 1010 steel so you have confidence that your 
t-case is supported and covered when you are sliding over even the nastiest rocks. 
Our Rock Defense(TM) Tacoma Single and Dual T-Case Crossmember kits can be mounted either by drilling 
the frame and bolting the crossmember in, or simply by welding the crossmember mounting brackets to the 
frame and bolting the crossmember to the mounting brackets. Both single and dual case crossmembers use 
the same mounting brackets, so that once you have your single case brackets installed, there is no need to 
change them when you upgrade to dual cases. You simply bolt the dual case crossmember into the same 
bracket, all that is needed is an additional t-case mount. 
Supplied mounting brackets are 1/4" thick 1010 steel and all necessary grade 8 mounting hardware is included 
with top locking nuts. Crossmembers are shipped unpainted, and should be painted or powder coated before 
being installed. 
Title SKU
Rock Defense(TM) Tacoma Crossmembers, Dual T-Case Crossmember 120230-1-K
Rock Defense(TM) Tacoma Crossmembers, Single T-Case Crossmember 120198-1-K
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Need to convert a forward shift case to top shift? We have a great kit that will get the job done. Our kit is 
made with ALL new parts, and is already machined to accept a 4.7 input gear. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) Shift rails 
(1) Shift fork 
(1) Shift fork tube 
(2) Roll pins 
Title SKU
Top Shift Conversion Kit A 100119-1-K

When doing a top shift conversion on a forward shift T case, you will need a block off plate to block off the old 
(unused) hole in the transmission that the forward shift shifter was in. In addition to that you will also need a 
new top shifting shifter to shift the new T case. That is why we have put kit B together for you; this is the 
perfect kit for a guy who is going to run a dual case set up. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) Shift rails 
(1) Shift fork 
(1) Shift fork tube 
(2) Roll pins 
(1) T-Case shifter kit 
(1) T-Case block off plate 
(2) Gaskets 
Title SKU
Top Shift Conversion Kit B 100121-1-K

When doing a top shift conversion on a forward shift T case, you will need a block off plate to block off the old 
(unused) hole in the transmission that the forward shift shifter was in. In addition to that you will also need a 
new top shifting shifter to shift the new T case, or even a twin stick if you are going to run duals with a 4.7 
gear set. That is why Kit C is a great value and the most complete kit for the guy who is going to go all the 
way with duals, 4.7's and a twin stick. 
Kit Includes:  
(2) Shift rails 
(1) Shift fork 
(1) Shift fork tube 
(2) Roll pins 
(1) Twin stick shift kit 
(1) T-Case block off plate 
(2) Gaskets 
Title SKU
Top Shift Conversion Kit C 100122-1-K
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Replacement rubber shift knobs for Toyota transmissions and transfer cases. High quality metric threads for 
easy installation. Includes recessed Trail-Gear mountain logo on top. Also fits Samurai transfer case. 
Application Note: Our knobs are tapped for use with stock metric threaded shifters. Some after market twin 
stick shifters use American threads. In order to use this knob on an American threaded after market shifter, it 
will be necessary to retap the brass threads in the shift knob. 
Title SKU
Rubber Shift Knobs, 2.28 182501
Rubber Shift Knobs, 2WD/4WD 182503
Rubber Shift Knobs, 4.70 182502
Rubber Shift Knobs, Mountain Logo 182500-K

Stock V6 Toyota replacement transfer case mount. This mount features a larger mounting surface than 4cyl 
units. Can be used as stock replacement on 4cyl units on applications from 1982 -1995. Can be used with our 
crossmember above on all 1979-1995 applications. 
Title SKU
Transfer Case Mount 105003-1

Finally a Toyota T case mount that can handle the abuse of rock crawling with the ultra low torque of dual 
cases is here. 
The TGHD T Case mount kit will totally eliminate any worries of a broken T case mount on the trail, or on the 
comp site. We are so confident in this product that we are offering it with our world famous Lifetime No 
Questions Ask Warranty. 
The TGHD T case mount is stamped out of 1/4" thick steel plate, and then welded on a jig to ensure the best 
fit possible. 
These T case mount kits are coated with black zinc for a trick finish that will last a lifetime. 
The bushings are polyurethane for long lasting performance and durability. 
Can be used as a stock replacement on 4cyl T cases for applications from 1982-1995, or with our dual case 
crossmember and other popular dual case crossmembers on all 1979-1995 applications. 
 Note: This product may cause more vibration at high speed driving them the OEM rubber mount. 
Title SKU
TGHD Heavy Duty Transfer Case Mount 105089-1-K

The stock transfer case shift springs tend to give a sloppy feel to the shifters and can lead to the transfer case 
shift lever popping out of gear on the trail. We recommend heavy duty shift springs be used with any 4.70 
gear set or dual adapter installation. Use two springs for rear transfer case and one spring in the front crawl 
box. Fits all gear driven, Toyota transfer cases from 1979-1995. 
Title SKU
Heavy Duty Shift Spring 100069-1
Heavy Duty Shift Spring, Detent Bolt 100083-1
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Twin stick shifters allow independent control of the high/low and 2wd/4wd sections of your Toyota gear driven 
transfer case. This allows access to low range 2wd operation. It also allows you to shift in and out of 4wd 
while driving on the trail without the need to stop. Access to 2wd low range allows easier steering and less 
driveline binding when you are traveling between obstacles on the trail. 
Twin shifters come fully assembled and ready to install. Before installing the Creepy Twin shifter, it is 
necessary to remove the interlock pin from the transfer case to allow independent operation of the shift rails. 
Once the pin has been removed, the Twin Shifter can be bolted on to the top of the transfer case. 
Shifter bases are made from polished cast aluminum. Shifter keys are made from heat treated 1020 steel. The 
internal cross pin is made from heat treated chromoly steel. 
A splash resistant oil breather is installed on the top of the shifter to reduce oil loss in a roll over while still 
allowing the transfer case to vent as needed. Each lever is sealed with an o-ring for long, trouble free 
operation. 
Twin Stick shifters are shipped with one 4.70 and one 2wd/4wd shift knob. The 4.70 knob may be substituted 
for a 2.28 knob upon request. (Talk to your sales person or make a note in the notes section if ordering 
online). A new cork shifter gasket is included with the kit. Reuse stock shifter base mounting bolt to attach to 
transfer case. 
Twin stick shifters will NOT work with the following: 
W56 C or D model transmissions with a single transfer case 
Stock chain driven V6 transfer case 
Rotated dual case adapters 
Single transfer case applications with combined tranny and t-case shifter base 
Twin stick shifters WILL work with the following gear-driven pickup cases: 
All Top shift style transfer cases in single or dual configuration 
All rear transfer cases in dual crawler configurations 
All Turbo transmissions in single or dual configurations 
Single transfer case applications with separate transfer case shifter base 
Note:  In order to make the forward shift shifter work, some minor modifications are required. If you have 
questions, please call tech support at 559-252-4950. 
Title SKU
Creepy(TM) Twin T-Case Shifter, Forward Shift 107507-1-K
Creepy(TM) Twin T-Case Shifter, Top Shift 107500-1-K

This boot is designed to work with our Creepy Twin T-Case shifter (above). It features a flexible rubber shell 
with a steel bottom plate for mounting to your floor board. Keep engine heat and smell out of the cab. 
Title SKU
Twin Stick Shift Boot 107510-1-K

Stock replacement shifter handle and base. Bolts in using stock bolts. Fits top shift gear drive transfer cases 
from 1979-1995. 
Title SKU
Transfer Case Shifter 100071-1-K
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Genuine Toyota transfer case replacement shift boot. For use with stock shifter above. 
Title SKU
Transfer Case Shifter Boot 100064-1

Title SKU
Transfer Case Shift Base (Top Shift) 100126-1-K

Title SKU
Transfer Case Shifter with Knob 100008-1-K

Used to block off unused shifter openings in transfer case and transmission. 
Title SKU
Block Off Plate - Transfer Case 100078-1
Block Off Plate - Transmission 100079-1

When installing a dual adapter, the position of the speedo output moves back about 6.5" from stock. We 
recommend using a speedo extension when connecting mechanical speedometer cables to a dual adapter. 
Title SKU
Speedometer Extension Cable 100063-1
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Magnetic Drain Plugs are a great way of keeping metal from building up in the oil. Low profile design uses 
recessed 10mm Allen socket. Your choice of Aluminum or steel washers. Aluminum washers are designed for 
transfer cases, and aluminum transmissions (G, W & R series). Steel washer is designed for axle housings and 
steel transmissions (L series). 
Title SKU
Magnetic Drain Plug w/Aluminum Washer 140033-1-K

All new parts, no used housings or internal parts. Ready to drop into your axle. Third members feature top 
quality ring & pinion gears and lockers. V6 units feature larger OEM style V6 gear sets with longer pinion gear. 
Each unit is setup with solid pinion spacers for long gear life.  Triple drilled flanges included covers common 
driveshaft patterns. 
Application Notes: High Pinion units should only be used in front axle applications. Use in the rear axle will 
lead to ring and pinion failure.Spool lockers should only be used in rear applications. Spools will be harder on 
axles then a selectable or automatic locker. 
Title SKU
Assembled 3rd Members, 4Cyl, 4.88, ARB 140040-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, 4Cyl, 4.88, Detroit 140034-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, 4Cyl, 4.88, Spool 140066-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, 4Cyl, 5.29, ARB 140041-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, 4Cyl, 5.29, Detroit 140035-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, 4Cyl, 5.29, Spool 140067-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, High Pinion, 4.88, ARB 140044-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, High Pinion, 4.88, Detroit 140038-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, High Pinion, 5.29, ARB 140044-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, High Pinion, 5.29, Detroit 140039-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, V6, 4.88, ARB 140240-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, V6, 4.88, Detroit 140036-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, V6, 4.88, Spool 140068-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, V6, 5.29, ARB 140043-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, V6, 5.29, Detroit 140037-1-K
Assembled 3rd Members, V6, 5.29, Spool 140069-1-K

Now that Trail-Gear has made building and running a High Pinion differential so affordable, we have put 
together a conversion kit that will allow you to use your current V6 locker with our complete High Pinion 
conversion kits. 
The kit will include everything that you will need to upgrade to a High Pinion differential: 
High pinion differential housing 
High pinion oil slinger 
Ring & pinion setup kit 
Solid pinion spacer 
Trail-Creeper(TM) Ring & Pinion gears 
Title SKU
High Pinion Conversion Kits, 4.88 140233-1-K
High Pinion Conversion Kits, 5.29 140234-1-K
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On Toyota trucks we recommend 4.88's for 33" tires and 5.29 for 35" and larger. 
Fits 79-85 4WD Toyota axle 8" ring gear, and most 86-95 rear axles only. 
Title SKU
Trail-Creeper(TM) Ring & Pinion Gears, 4cyl 4.11 140361-1-K
Trail-Creeper(TM) Ring & Pinion Gears, 4cyl 4.88 140160-1
Trail-Creeper(TM) Ring & Pinion Gears, 4cyl 5.29 140135-1
Trail-Creeper(TM) Ring & Pinion Gears, High Pinion 4.88 140029-1
Trail-Creeper(TM) Ring & Pinion Gears, High Pinion 5.29 140175-1
Trail-Creeper(TM) Ring & Pinion Gears, V6 5.29 140136-1

Drivetrain Parts & Accessories
Trail-Gear has a new addition to our Trail-Creeper(TM) family of gears, the Trail-Creeper(TM) Dana 60 Ring 
and Pinion Gears are the strongest on the market. Competition tested, trail approved, these gears get you 
where you need to go and back again. We are offering them in the most popular ratios for rock crawling and 
rock racing applications. 
Title SKU
Trail-Creeper(TM) Dana 60 Ring & Pinion Gears, 4.56, Thick/Reverse Cut 140294-K
Trail-Creeper(TM) Dana 60 Ring & Pinion Gears, 4.88, Thick/Reverse Cut 140295-K
Trail-Creeper(TM) Dana 60 Ring & Pinion Gears, 5.13, Thick/Reverse Cut 140296-K
Trail-Creeper(TM) Dana 60 Ring & Pinion Gears, 5.13, Thin 140292-K
Trail-Creeper(TM) Dana 60 Ring & Pinion Gears, 5.38, Thick/Reverse Cut 140297-K
Trail-Creeper(TM) Dana 60 Ring & Pinion Gears, 5.38, Thin 140293-K

Drivetrain Parts & Accessories
Our differential setup kits feature factory Toyota bearings for lasting quality. Kits include bearings, shims, 
marking paint, and seals. 
Title SKU
Differential Setup Kits, 4Cyl 140031-1
Differential Setup Kits, V6 and High Pinion 140032-1

Drivetrain Parts & Accessories
These Dana 60 set up kits are made with Timken bearings and races and will work with both standard and 
reverse cut gears, thick or thin carriers, and both front and rear housings. 
Title SKU
Dana 60 Ring & Pinion Setup Kit 140298
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Solid pinion spacers prevent loosening of the gear setup preload. Originally designed for older Toyota 
applications, Toyota stopped using them decades ago. Solid spacer and shims replace the crush sleeve. It 
takes a little longer to set up but you won't have to keep retorque the pinion nut down the road. 
Title SKU
Solid Pinion Spacer, 4Cyl 140059-1-K
Solid Pinion Spacer, V6 & High Pinion 140060-1-K

Low cost traction. A spool replaces the differential carrier, locking the axle shafts together. Locking the axles 
provides maximum traction for off road use. Not recommended for use on the pavement. For use only in rear 
axle, use in the front will limit turning ability. Fits 1979-1995 Toyota 8" 3rd members. 
Title SKU
Spool Locker, 4Cyl 140163-1
Spool Locker, V6 140164-1

Detroit Lockers offer full and positive traction for serious rock crawling. Detroit lockers work like a ratchet 
wrench, allowing one wheel to spin faster as needed for going around corners but does not allow either wheel 
to go slower than the drive speed. Totally automatic with no buttons to press. Solid reliability. 
Title SKU
Detroit Locker, 4Cyl 140023-1
Detroit Locker, V6 and High Pinion 140024-1

ARB Lockers offer the ability to turn on and off at the push of a button. Compressed air is used to engage the 
locking mechanism. When turned on, both wheels are solidly locked to together, completely eliminating wheel 
spin. When unlocked, the differential operates exactly like a stock unit, allowing unencumbered operation on 
pavement. The RD132 works with V6 and High Pinion applications. In order to use with a 4Cyl application you 
will need the 4Cyl installation kit. 
Title SKU
ARB Air Locker 140088-1
ARB Air Locker 140049-1-K

Volume: 2.18 CFM 
Pressure: 29 PSI 
Permanently mounted, this onboard air compressor is installed into your truck and includes a full wiring 
harness with relay, multi position mounting bracket and pressure switch. This compressed air can be used to 
activate Air Lockers and can perform a number of other functions such as inflating camping gear, tires and run 
air tools. 
Title SKU
ARB Standard Compressor Kit (CKMA12) 181500
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Volume: 0.47 CFM 
Pressure: 30 PSI 
The ARB CKSA12 compact air compressor kit is designed specifically as an economical, quick installing, super 
compact and lightweight air source to suit the ARB Air Locker. 
Features: 
Fully sealed components for moisture and dust resistance. 
Ultra compact design will fit into tight areas where most other compressors will not. 
Pressure switch controlled air manifold system specially designed to suit all ARB Air Locker equipped vehicles. 
Hard anodized cylinder bore and PTFE impregnated carbon fiber piston rings for reduced friction and 
maximum trouble free life.  

  
New anodized mounting bracket dissipates heat and allows compressor to be repositioned 

180*. 
Re-locatable air filter assembly for cleaner, cooler air supply and versatile waterproof air intake positioning. 
Full wiring loom included for simplified installation and plug-in connectivity to Air Locker control solenoids. 
All rotating components 100% ball bearing equipped for extra long life, low heat and quiet operation. 
Low current draw means it will run on the 12V accessory supply of most 12V and 24V vehicles. 
Weighs 2.5 lbs - less than half what the larger RDCKA pump weighs! 
This smaller compressor is only intended for engaging ARB lockers and is not intended for tire inflation or 
other high volume applications. 
Title SKU
ARB Compact Compressor Kit (CKSA12) 181501

Drivetrain Parts & Accessories
If you have ever experienced damaged line on the trail, you know how frustrating it can be. This special repair 
fitting allows you to cut out the damaged section of line and splice the line in just seconds. Simply cut the line 
and push in to fitting. To remove line from fitting press in lock collar and remove line. Great item to keep in 
your tool box. 
Title SKU
ARB Line Repair Fitting 143009

This ARB line repair kit is necessary when you have large sections of air line to replace or when you simply 
need to lengthen an existing air line. 
Title SKU
ARB Line Repair Fitting with Hose 143010
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High Pinion differentials are the strongest eight inch differentials that Toyota ever made, the only problem was 
that they are also the most expensive and the hardest to find. Trail-Gear has corrected that problem by 
producing its own High Pinion differential housing at an affordable cost with hundreds in stock and ready to 
ship. 
High Pinion differential housings are usually the best solution for fixing drive line angle issues, as the pinion is 
several inches higher than a standard 4cyl or V6 differential housing, and is also much stronger because it 
uses a reverse cut ring gear that runs on the stronger side of the gear. 
Our high pinion housings are 100% new and no core is required, they come with all the necessary hardware: 
caps, cap bolts, adjuster wheels, lock tabs, and lock tab bolts, we even throw in the oil slinger. 
Title SKU
TG High Pinion Housing 140071-1-K

Building your own 3rd members? Our 3rd member housings include caps, cap bolts, adjusting wheels, lock 
tabs, and lock tab bolts. Housings are all new, no core return to worry about! 
Note:  V6 Housings include freeze plug. 
Title SKU
Differential Housings, 4Cyl 140074-1
Differential Housings, V6 140304-1-K

High pinion oil slinger. 
Title SKU
High Pinion Oil Slinger 140066-1

Magnetic Drain Plugs are a great way of keeping metal from building up in the oil. Low profile design uses 
recessed 10mm Allen socket. Your choice of Aluminum or steel washers. Aluminum washers are designed for 
transfer cases, and aluminum transmissions (G, W & R series). Steel washer is designed for axle housings and 
steel transmissions (L series). 
Title SKU
Magnetic Drain Plug w/Steel Washer 140032-1-K

When you come home after a trail ride do you see oil leaking from the center of your axle housings? The 
stock axle housing studs may be pulling loose. No longer do you have to tap and drill the studs out and 
replace the studs. Our diff stud eliminator kit replaces the studs with Allen head bolts that won't pull out like 
the stock studs. Kit includes 10 high strength studs, nuts, washers and a tube of Ultra Gray Silicon gasket 
material. 
Title SKU
V6 Differential Freeze Plug 140083-1
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Prevents dirt, debris and water from getting in to your axle through the stock axle housing breather. Expands 
and contracts to accommodate increase or decrease in housing pressure. Kit includes one housing fitting, 
clamp and bellows (as shown). Easy installation takes just a few minutes. No hoses to route. Fits all Toyota 
Pickup / 4Runner solid axle housings (front or rear). 
Note:  This product is not compatible with the Trail-Gear rear axle 4 link upper link mount kit. 
Title SKU
Differential Stud Eliminator Kit 140056-1-K

Dust shield for use with flange above. Fits front or rear, differential or transfer case output. 
Title SKU
Flange Dust Shield, Differential 140082-1
Flange Dust Shield, T-Case 105004-1

Has all the common 1984-1995 patterns in one, universal output flange. Includes 4cyl CV and Non CV patterns 
as well as V6 CV pattern. Makes sourcing and reversing drive lines much easier. Fits gear driven transfer cases 
and 8" differentials. Includes installed dust shield. 
Title SKU
Triple Drilled Flange 100129-1-K
Triple Drilled Flange, Differential, w/Dust Shield 140063-1-K 
Triple Drilled Flange, T-Case, w/Dust Shield 100004-1-K 

Stock replacement nut. Fits diff or transfer case. 
Title SKU
Pinion Flange Nut 140075-1

We are pleased to announce the release of Trail-Gear’s new and improved heavy duty drive line. The heavy 
duty driveline splines are 42% larger than our old design and the spline section is nylon-coated to prolong 
many years of use on the trail. 
Each kit comes with a Heavy Duty U-joint installed. Full circle retaining rings are installed to securely hold the 
u-joint in place. 
This product is a heavy duty replacement part and is not recommended for use on the street. 
These drivelines can be balanced. 
Title SKU
Heavy Duty Driveline Kit, w/Creeper Joint 100131-1-K
Heavy Duty Driveline Kit, w/Matsuba Joint 100130-1-K
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Replacement drive shaft bolts, nuts and washers. Bolts include factory thread lock adhesive applied to 
threads. 
Title SKU
Drive Shaft Bolts 140356-1-K
Flange Nut 140357-1-K
Lock Washer 100054-1-K

Trail-Gear now offers the strongest U-Joint on the market. We took the stock U-joint and kicked it up a notch 
by adding additional material to center of the joint. The Creeper Joint(TM) has been tested to 4,700 ft-lbs of 
torque in our axle testing machine. These U-joints fit most 1979-1995 4wd applications. Includes four install 
clips and Zerk grease fitting (not shown in photo). 
Note: Does not fit CV side of driveline. 
Title SKU
Creeper Joint(TM) Drive Shaft U-Joints 100065-1-K

OEM Replacement U-Joint. We have tested these joints to 3700 ft-lbs of torque before failure. These U-Joint 
fit most 1979-1995 4wd applications. Includes four install clips and Zerk grease fitting (not shown in photo).  
Note: Does not fit CV side of driveline.   

Title SKU
Stock Replacement Drive Shaft U-Joints 100048-1-K
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Trail-Gear is proud to introduce the newest addition to the Rock Assault(TM) Axle Housing family, our Rock 
Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing. This exclusive axle design is the first in the industry to be released with all 
new parts. That's right, our axle housing is not made with 30-year-old used knuckle balls. Our knuckle balls 
are forged from 1035 steel, making them much stronger than stock, eliminating closed or bent knuckle balls. 
The axle tubes have been offset above the housing centerline, so the inner axles ride near the bottom of the 
axle tubes rather than in the center. The result is an increase of 3/8" in ground clearance under the axle 
tubes. The axle tubes are made from 5/16" thick 1020 DOM tubing with an outer diameter of 3". The short 
side of the axle tube has been lengthened by 3", making the axle IFS width, so there is no need to run wheel 
spacers. A 27 or 30 spline short side chromoly axle shaft will be supplied with the axle housing. 
The heavy-duty, press formed, 1/4" plate steel center section is shaved to give you 3/4" of additional ground 
clearance under the differential. The differential mounting surface is made from 1/2" plate steel to ensure 
studs can not pull out, even under heavy loads. Our housings are precision alignment checked using start-of-
the-art, 3D digital imaging equipment to ensure that all Rock Assault(TM) Axle Housings are 100% straight 
and true. 
The Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing will come in your choice of bare tubes, with spring perches installed, 
or 3-link ready with a panhard bracket included. For an additional charge we can install an inspection cap 
making inspecting your front ring and pinion a breeze. Axle housing is shipped unpainted and lightly oiled to 
prevent rust during shipping and storage. 
59" from WMS to WMS. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing, w/3-Link Panhard Bracket 140274-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing, w/3-Link Panhard Bracket, E-Locker 140289-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing, w/Short Side Truss Only 140275-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing, w/Short Side Truss Only, E-Locker 140287-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing, w/Spring Perches 140267-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing, w/Spring Perches, E-Locker 140288-1-K
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The axle tubes are now made from 5/16" thick, high strength DOM tubing and engage 5/8" farther into the 
center section. On top of that, there is a 360&deg; gusset welded around the tubes on the inside of the 
housing to ensure unparalleled strength. 
Trail-Gear introduces a new concept to the axle housing design. This exclusive design features axle tubes that 
have been offset above the housing centerline. The inner axles ride near the bottom of the axle tubes rather 
than in the center. The results are an increase of 3/8" ground clearance under the axle tubing. 
The heavy-duty, press formed, 1/4" plate steel center section shell is specially shaped to ensure a minimum of 
3/4" additional clearance under the differential. The differential mounting surface is made from &frac12;" 
plate steel to ensure studs can not pull out, even under heavy loads. The outer offset flanges are made from 
4130 Chromoly to prevent distortion or bending. Housings are precision aligned using start-of-the-art, 3D 
digital imaging equipment. 
The Rock-Assault(TM) axle housings use stock or aftermarket 1986-1995 Toyota Pickup/4Runner axle shafts. 
An optional fill / inspection cap can be installed for an additional fee. 
Overall housing length is 51 3/8" mounting flange to mounting flange. Empty housing is 54 lbs. Includes drain 
plug. Spring perches, shock mounts, and vent not included. Differential stud kit and RTV silicone are included 
and are recommended for use with this axle. Unpainted bare-metal, oiled finish to prevent rusting. We 
recommend that you degrease the housing inside and out before installation and painting.  
  

The original design concept for this axle was created by Jason (Locktup) Stanley. This rugged, high 
clearance design proved to be extremely tough and helped Team Trail-Gear win first place in the 2007 We-
Rock F-Toy Series. Thanks Jason! 
Check out the Rock Assault(TM) Rear Axle Housing in Four Wheeler magazine. 
Title SKU
Rear Axle Housing, IFS width 140187-1-K

Axles
After years of competition testing and engineering, we are confident that The Rock Assault(TM) Trail Nine Axle 
Housing is the strongest 9" axle housing on the market. This housing has been tested in W.E. Rock, CalRocs, 
and King of the Hammers, so we know it will stand up to the toughest terrain on earth. We are so sure that 
this is the best axle housing in the industry, we are backing it up with our world famous no questions asked 
warranty. 
We started with a 1/4" formed shell for the center section. Then we attached a 1/2" face plate. Finally, we 
connected the DOM axle tubes to the center section with the industry's first 3-Point Attachment System(TM), 
giving the tubes superior support and engagement into the center section. Axle housing is shipped with inner 
axle seal, seal housing, and inspection hole kit. 
Note: For an additional $50, we will install the inspection hole kit in the location shown.  
  

  
  
  

Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Trail Nine Axle Housing, 3" - 1/4" Wall Tube 144022-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Trail Nine Axle Housing, 3" - 3/8" Wall Tube 144021-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Trail Nine Axle Housing, 3.5" - 1/4" Wall Tube 144050-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Trail Nine Axle Housing, 3.5" - 3/8" Wall Tube 144049-1-K
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The Rock Assault Trail 9 Roller Kit is now available. Get started on your build, or upgrade with greater savings. 
Roller Kits come with: 
Rock Assault Trail 9 Axle Housing (Choice of tubing 3” ¼” Wall, or 3” 3/8” Wall) 
Unit Hubs (lug nuts included) 
Unit Bearing Pockets 
Rock Assault 9” Seal Housing Kit. 
Build with confidence knowing this housing has been tested on the Trail Gear “Moon Buggy”. Look for it on 
the newest Trail Gear Competition Buggy, “Tweaky”. We are so confident our Trail 9 is the strongest on the 
market that we are backing the product with our legendary No Questions Asked Warranty. 
Available Options 
Rock Assault(TM) Trail Nine Roller Kit, 3"-1/4" Wall, 144076-K 
Rock Assault(TM) Trail Nine Roller Kit, 3"-3/8" Wall, 144077-K 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Trail Nine Roller Kit 144076-K
Rock Assault(TM) Trail Nine Roller Kit 144077-K

Trail-Gear's 9" Seal Housing Kit is machined from billet aluminum, has three o-rings on the outer surface of 
the seal housing, and has a double seal on the inside. The three outer o-rings keep the outer portion of the 
seal housing sealed up so that no fluid can leak or flow between the axle tube and the seal housing itself. The 
seal housing is tapered on the inside so that the axle shaft is lined up with the seal housing as it is installed to 
prevent damage to the seals or seal housing. The seal housing itself is secured in place with a set screw so 
that it cannot move or be pushed out of place when the axle shafts are installed. The inside of the seal 
housing has two seals installed to ensure that even while rock crawling on your side or racing at high speeds, 
no fluid leaks through or bypasses our seals. This will keep your fluid in your differential where it belongs, and 
not on your breaks and tires where it can create a dangerous situation. 
The seals themselves are manufactured from a specially blended, high performance synthetic rubber that is so 
flexible that they can effectively seal any axle deflection, axle misalignment, or axle run out issues that may 
occur. The seal housing is shipped completely assembled with both seals installed, and replacement seals are 
also available, making the seal housing completely rebuildable. Our 9" seal housing will accommodate a 27 
spline to a 35 spline axle shaft. 
Seal housings are sold separately and two are needed to complete one axle housing. Seal housings are 
available for 3" and 3 1/2" tubing with either 1/4" or 3/8" wall thickness, and fit most of the popular 
aftermarket 9" axle housings being offered. 
Title SKU
9" Seal Housing, 3 1/2" x 1/4" Wall 144043-K
9" Seal Housing, 3 1/2" x 3/8" Wall 144042-K
9" Seal Housing, 3" x 1/4" Wall 144041-K
9" Seal Housing, 3" x 3/8" Wall 144040-K
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 Replacement seal for Trail-Gear's Rock Assault(TM) 9" Seal Housings. Also fits in all popular 9" seal housings. 
These seals are manufactured from a specially blended, high performance synthetic rubber that is so flexible 
that they can effectively seal any axle deflection, axle misalignment, or axle run out issues that may occur. 
Seals axle shaft diameters from 27 to 35 spline. 
Sold individually. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) 9" Inner Axle Seals 144020

Axles
Extra large differential fill and inspection cap. Designed to allow quick access for inspecting the ring gear. 
Features 1.5" diameter access hole. Threaded aluminum cap uses a rubber o-ring for a tight seal. Installation 
requires cutting a hole in to the top of the differential housing and welding on a threaded bung. Kit includes: 
one threaded bung, one cap and one o-ring. Plug kit can be ordered loose as a do-it your-self install or it can 
be ordered installed into a housing if you are ordering a housing at the same time. 
Title SKU
Fill/Inspection Cap, Installed 140188-1-K
Fill/Inspection Cap, Loose 140184-1-K

Axles
With larger tires and more horse power than ever before being used on the trails these days, upgrades for 
your rig are more critical than ever. In a Toyota, one of the common failures are your stock 27 spline birfields. 
That is why we have developed our new 30 spline chromoly birfields, the Dirty 30's(TM). This birfield will get 
you to where you need to go and give you confidence and peace of mind while you are getting there. 
Title SKU
Dirty 30 Birfield 140229-1-K

This snap ring goes on the outer stub shaft of your birfield and keeps the birfield from drifting too far into the 
axle assembly. 
Title SKU
Birfield Snap Ring 140162-1-K
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Trail-Gear is proud to introduce our newest addition to the Dirty 30 family, The Dirty 30 FJ 40 Birfield Kit. 
These Dirty 30 FJ 40 Birfield Kits are built with the same indestructible birfields and axle shafts that are in our 
mini truck Dirty 30 birfield kits. These things are so strong we are backing them up with our No Questions 
Asked Warranty. Upgrading to the Dirty 30 FJ 40 Birfield Kit is a great time to upgrade to the larger mini truck 
knuckles, this will allow you to have a larger diameter knuckle stud and with a spring over conversion you can 
also run a high steer kit. 
This kit will go right into your 1978 and newer FJ 40, and all years of the FJ 55 with disc brakes. Some minor 
clearancing of the knuckle may be required. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) Axle shafts 
(2) C-clips 
(2) Birfields 
Title SKU
Dirty 30 FJ 40 Birfield Kit 140076-1-K
Dirty 30's(TM) 30 Spline Birfield/Axle Kit 140065-1-K

These axle shafts are the best of the best; manufactured from 4340 chromoly and consistently tested to a 
failure rate of between 8,000ft/lbs to 8,500ft/lbs. They have a fully machined and polished seal surface and all 
30 spline shafts come with c-clips already installed. These shafts are great for replacements or spares. 
Title SKU
Dirty 30(TM) Axle Shafts, 27 Spline, Long Side, Hilux/FJ60/Rock Assault +3" 140219-1
Dirty 30(TM) Axle Shafts, 27 Spline, Short Side, Hilux 140218-1
Dirty 30(TM) Axle Shafts, 27 Spline, Short Side, Rock Assault +3" 140220-1
Dirty 30(TM) Axle Shafts, 30 Spline, Long Side, FJ40 140242-1-K
Dirty 30(TM) Axle Shafts, 30 Spline, Long Side, Hilux/FJ60/Rock Assault +3" 140222-1-K
Dirty 30(TM) Axle Shafts, 30 Spline, Short Side, FJ40/FJ60 140241-1-K
Dirty 30(TM) Axle Shafts, 30 Spline, Short Side, Hilux 140221-1-K
Dirty 30(TM) Axle Shafts, 30 Spline, Short Side, Rock Assault +3" 140223-1-K

Axles
This Dirty 30 Birfield Kit is specially designed to fit an FJ 60 Land Cruiser and make its axles much stronger 
than stock. This kit comes with our famous "No Questions Asked Lifetime Warranty". Installation is very 
simple, they go right in with only minor clearancing of the knuckle ball. No other parts are needed to install 
this kit. 
Kit Includes:  
(2) Axle shafts 
(2) C-clips 
(2) Birfields 
Title SKU
Dirty 30 FJ 60-62 Birfield Kit 140272-1-K
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This Dirty 30 +3 Kit is designed exclusively for our Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing. The Rock 
Assault(TM) Front Axle housing is 3" longer than stock on the short side of the axle tube, so The Dirty 30 +3 
Birfield Kit has a +3" short side axle shaft. 
Title SKU
Dirty 30 +3 Birfield Kit 140268-1-K

This is an OEM style, 27-spline birfield made entirely out of 4340 chromoly material. The material upgrade 
makes this birfield much stronger than stock. 
Note: All Trail-Gear products carry a one year warranty against defects. This warranty covers defects in 
material and workmanship. An example of a covered defect would be a missed machining step that prevents 
installation or a significant internal material void. This warranty does not cover normal failure or breakage that 
is typical when using stock joints in extreme conditions. 4340 Chromoly Birfield joints will not hold up to 
extreme usage with oversized tires. 
Title SKU
"Better Than Stock" 4340 Chromoly Birfield 140182-1-K

 These birfields will install as OEM chromoly replacements. They are 27 spline, and no grinding of the knuckle 
ball is required upon installation. The kit includes all necessary parts to complete the install, and includes new 
C clips. Kits come with a 1 year free replacement warranty against defects in material or workmanship. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) Axle shafts  
(2) C-clips  
(2) Birfields 
Title SKU
27 Spline Chromoly Birfield Kit 140362-1-K

Big tires and low crawler gears can, and do lead to broken rear axles. If you are looking to upgrade your 
drivetrain, check out our heavy-duty chromoly rear axles. These axles feature a break strength of 8,300 ft-lbs 
or torque and up to 120 degrees of twist. Lifetime Warranty on chromoly rear axles. 
Title SKU
Heavy Duty Rear Axles, Chromoly 79-85 140178-1-K
Heavy Duty Rear Axles, Chromoly 86-95 140179-1-K

These rear axle bearing pockets fit most Toyota Pickup and 4Runner axles made from 1979 to 1995. This 
bearing pocket is made from 4340 chromoly and allows you to use our rear Toyota or Samurai Rock 
Assault(TM) axle housings with an aftermarket disc brake kit (coming soon). No junk yard or used parts are 
required. 
Before we made this product you would have to steal the bearing pockets from another rear axle in order to 
use our Rock Assault(TM) housings. Now you can build a completely new axle with no used parts whatsoever 
(after market disc brake kit required). These bearing pockets are sold individually, two are required to build 
one rear axle housing. 
Title SKU
Rear Axle Bearing Pocket 140194-1-K
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Kit includes all normally replaced parts for servicing left or right rear axle on 1979-1995 Toyota 4x4 Pickups 
and 4Runners. Kit Includes: Koyo axle bearing, axle housing seal, axle bearing retainer, outer axle rubber 
seal, c-clip, axle o-ring. 
Title SKU
Rear Axle Bearing Service Kit 140055-1-K

Axles
Looking for a user friendly and affordable way to get your D60 or 9" axle housing built without sourcing used 
spindles from the junk yard? Unit bearings are the answer. 
They are affordable, tough, and easy to install and maintain. The issue then becomes finding an affordable 
flange or bearing pocket that you can weld onto the end of your axle tube so that you can simply bolt your 
unit bearing in place. Trail-Gear's answer to this problem is our unit bearing pocket. 
Trail-Gear's unit bearing pockets are designed to be a slip fit onto a 3" O.D. axle tube. They are forged from 
1035 steel, precision machined, and heat treated for maximum strength and durability. 
Title SKU
Unit Bearing Pocket 144048-K

Axles
 Due to overwhelming demand from our customers, Trail-Gear has manufactured a much needed OEM 
replacement component, and filled another need in the Toyota off roading industry. Trail-Gear is very proud to 
introduce our new bearing spindles for 1979-1985 Toyota Pickups and 4Runners (Hilux). 
Our spindles are manufactured from forged 4140 chromoly and then CNC machined for a perfect fit. Sold 
individually, these spindles are great when building or rebuilding a  Rock Assault(TM) Axle Housing. 
Title SKU
Chromoly Spindle 140205-1-K

When was the last time you serviced your knuckles? Our service kit contains all standard replacement parts 
including gaskets, felts, seals, washers and shims. Kit includes inner axle seals and outer felt covers. The 
outer felt covers are not found in other kits and are a  . If you're using your truck in the rocks you will want to 
replace these covers when you service the knuckles. Knuckle kit has all the parts you need to services both 
left and right knuckles. 
Title SKU
Knuckle Service Kit 140006-1-K
Knuckle Service Kit w/Wheel Bearings 140017-1-K

Wheel Bearing kit includes inner and outer bearings, hub gaskets, inner wheel bearing seal and star lock 
washer. One kit services left or right side. 
Title SKU
Toyota Wheel Bearing Kit 140007-1-K
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Anyone who wheels hard, rock crawls, or rock races has experienced blown up trunnion bearings, no matter 
what size bearings they are using, the bearing is always the point of failure. The Rock Assault(TM) Trunnion 
Bearing Eliminator Kit totally eliminates the bearings and replaces it with a solid king pin style pin that sits in a 
hardened bushing. The pin and bushing are made out of a material that is considered bearing quality because 
of its high carbon content, which gives it extreme hardness. To make sure these pins provide you with smooth 
steering we have added zerk grease fittings and machined the pins with grease passages and grooves so that 
they can easily be lubricated without any disassembly of the steering knuckle. 
The Rock Assault(TM) Trunnion Bearing Eliminator Kit can be installed in a matter of hours and does not 
require you sending us your steering arms to be machined. You simply press out the pins in your 4 or 6 stud 
steering arms and press in the provided Trunnion Bearing Eliminator pins. The bottom pins have been 
preinstalled in the bottom caps and simply drop in after the lower bushings have been installed. Since you will 
need to disassemble your knuckle assembly to complete this install a full knuckle service kit is provided so that 
you can replace all seals, gaskets, and shims.  

Note:  Due to various machining tolerances in the current steering arms on the market, some slight reaming 
may be required. 
Kit includes: 
(4) Steering pins 
(4) Steering pin bushings 
(4) Zerk grease fittings 
(2) Trunnion bearing cap 
(1) Knuckle service kit 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Trunnion Bearing Eliminator Kit 140254-1-K

A pull scale is helpful in setting up the shims on a knuckle. By increasing the shims above and below the 
knuckle the knuckle becomes tighter. When installing new knuckle bearings we recommend checking the 
shims with a pull scale. Attach the pull scale on the steering arm with the tie rod / drag link removed and the 
felt on the back side of the knuckle not yet installed. The knuckle should not move until about 15 lbs of force 
is applied to the steering arm. 
Title SKU
Knuckle Pull Scale 170004

We have had a lot of people tell us they don't like the stock inner felt plates because they are so thin and are 
easily damaged in the rocks. Well check out this trick solution... super heavy duty rings made from 1/8" (.125) 
material. Stock covers are just .040 thick. That's over three times thicker than stock! These bolt on exactly like 
stock units. Sold as a set of 4 plates for doing both front knuckles. Fits 1979-1985 Toyota solid front axle. 
Title SKU
Rock-Ring Knuckle Felt Protectors 140051-1-K

When installing Rock Rings we recommend new hardware. These rock ring bolts are slightly longer, make 
installation easier, and will look much sharper than the 20 year old stock hardware you currently have. Sold 
separately. 
Title SKU
Rock-Ring Bolts 140122-1
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The brake backing plates can be a bother on front Toyota solid axles. They often get bent from trail damage 
and small rocks can get trapped between the backing plate and the rotor causing noise and damage. For 
many years we have taken the stock brake backing plate and cut out the center section. Then we would 
reassemble the axle with just the center part for spacing. 
We have come up with a cleaner way to accomplish the same thing. Our Backing Plate Eliminator kit contains 
two spacer rings that take the place of the factory backing plate. The rings are the same thickness as stock for 
proper component spacing. Installation is easy, simply remove the stock backing plate and replace with our 
rings when your servicing the knuckle. 
Note:  Backing Plate Eliminators do not have a mount for the brake line that is normally part of the backing 
plate. An alternate method of mounting or routing of the brake lines may be required. 
Title SKU
Backing Plate Eliminator 140058-1-K

Tired of wiping big clumps of dirty sandy grease off of your knuckle balls after every trip? So are we. We 
asked our engineering department to look at the problems with the OEM design along with what was currently 
offered on the market and they came up with a one-piece, high grade polyurethane seal that is durable and 
will give you a lifetime of dependability. 
Trail Safe(TM)  Knuckle Ball Wiper Seals are without a doubt the best in the industry. No other design is 
comparable in performance and quality. 
The Trail Safe(TM) Knuckle Ball Wiper Seal is a double sided seal that keeps grease in and dirt out, all while 
eliminating the use of the OEM felt and rubber. Since it is made from seal-grade polyurethane, not UHMW, the 
seal is pliable enough to stretch over the knuckle ball during installation. This eliminates the need to cut the 
seal for installation which allows water to enter the knuckle ball and for grease to escape. 
Trail Safe(TM) Knuckle Ball Wiper Seals are sold in pairs with our legendary Rock Rings. One kit will complete 
one axle. 
Kit Includes: 
(2) Trail Safe(TM) Knuckle Ball Seal Wipers 
(1) Rock Ring Kit 
(16) Rock Ring Bolts 
(16) M6 Lock Washers 
Title SKU
Trail Safe(TM) Knuckle Ball Wiper Seal 140327-1-K
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Figure (A):  Deflection gaps in the Brand X seal are the result of the spring clip opening. Fluid is allowed to 
bypass the seal lip through these deflection gaps. The result is a leak. 
Figure (B):  The Trail Safe seal lip is totally supported by a garter spring. The spring applies constant force 
over 360&ordm;, not allowing any deflection gaps. This means no fluid leaks. 
Figure (C):  The spring clip opens up under deflection and no longer supports the seal lip. A deflection gap will 
allow fluid to bypass the seal, resulting in a leak. 
Figure (D):  The Trail Safe Inner Axle Seal uses a garter spring which offers 360&ordm; of support around the 
seal lip during deflection. This stops fluid from bypassing the seal lip. No leaks. 
Figure (E):  Brand X's attempt to seal the O.D. of the seal. Generally the material is scraped off during 
installation, resulting in a leak. 
Figure (F): The O.D. of the Trail Safe Seal is 100% rubber coated so that it forms a complete static surface 
seal resulting in zero leaks. 
Title SKU
Trail Safe(TM) Inner Axle Seal 140325-1-K

When you swap out a Birfield joint it's a good idea to change the inner axle seal at the same time to keep the 
knuckles clean of weeping oil. Fits 79-85 Toyota solid front axle. This is a great part to keep in your tool box 
for trail side repairs. 
Replacement wheel bearing seal. If you're repacking your wheel bearings and you don't want to purchase a 
full knuckle service kit, then a pair of these seals will allow you to service just the wheel bearings. 
Title SKU
Inner Axle Seal 140035-1
Wheel Bearing Seal 140181-1

Normally the nuts that hold the wheel bearings can be reused over and over again. If your wheel bearing 
retainer nuts need replacing this kit is for you. Kit contains 2 nuts, star washer and flat index washer. 
Title SKU
Wheel Bearing Nut Kit 140029-1-K

When assembling your spindles gaskets does it feel like your all thumbs? This kit contains 16 studs and 
flanged nuts. With the studs installed it's easier to install the spindle gaskets. Gaskets are placed on the studs 
one at a time, then nuts are installed on the assembly. 
Title SKU
Spindle Stud Kit 140050-1-K
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Trail-Gear Magnum knuckle studs are stronger then any other stock replacement Toyota knuckle stud on the 
market. These heavy-duty studs are manufactured to our specifications by world-renowned bolt manufacturer 
ARP (Automotive Race Products). Each stud is made from super tough, ARP 2000 material and is hardened to 
220,000 PSI. Magnum studs are .250 (1/4") longer than stock to accommodate all aftermarket steering arms. 
Each stud features an integrated 8mm hex head for easy removal with common tools you probably already 
carry in your tool bag. Don't let knuckle stud failure ruin your day; get the best, Trail-Gear Magnum knuckle 
studs. 
We recommend using Locktight on the lower threads when installing knuckle studs. Studs should be tightened 
to 20-25 ft-lbs in the knuckles. Stud nuts should be tightened to 80 - 100 ft-lbs. 
Fits 1979-1985 Toyota front solid axle knuckle. 
Title SKU
Magnum Studs(TM) 140171-1

Factory Toyota knuckle hardware. 
Title SKU
Knuckle Stud 140054-1

Factory Toyota knuckle hardware. 
Title SKU
Knuckle Stud Cone Washer 140053-1
Knuckle Stud Nut 140055-1
Knuckle Stud Wave Washer 140056-1

This special socket is designed for installing and removing later style Toyota knuckle stud bolts. 3/8" drive. 
Title SKU
E12 Knuckle Stud Socket 170001

Each kit contains one stud, cone washer, lock washer and nut (8mm). Fits Toyota Pickup/4Runner solid front 
axle hub from 1979-1985. 
Title SKU
Hub Stud Kit 140062-1-K
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With 30 spline birfields, six stud knuckles, and chromo hub gears or drive flanges, the next weak link in your 
front axle is your hub studs. When they fail you will be left without four wheel drive, and often times the hub 
will be unrepairable. Trail-Gear, in partnership with ARP, have designed the most durable hub stud on the 
market. 
These hub studs are made from the strongest material ARP can manufacture for this type of fastener. ARP 
2000 material has a tensile strength of 220,000 PSI and the ARP 2000 hub stud is cadmium plated to ensure 
that it is protected from rust and corrosion for many rough years to come. On the top of the stud we 
machined a 6mm hex head so that installation and maintenance is easy and no special tools are required. 
ARP 2000 hub studs are sold in kits of six with all the necessary hardware included, and we are so confident 
you will not break these we are backing them with our world famous No Questions Asked Warranty. 
Kit Includes: 
(6) ARP 2000 Hub Studs 
(6) Conical Washers 
(6) Lock Washers  
(6) Nuts 
Title SKU
ARP 2000 Hub Stud Kit 144026-1-K

This gusset welds on top of your Toyota front solid axle and helps prevent bending of the axle housing. 
Title SKU
Upper Axle Gusset 111255-1-K

The Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Truss will weld onto the top of your Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing for 
extra protection against bending during competition or other extreme applications. The Rock Assault(TM) 
Front Axle Truss will not only give you the peace of mind that your Rock Assault(TM) Axle Housing will last a 
lifetime, but it adds a sharp durable look to the axle housing. 
Some minor grinding and clearancing may be required for correct fitment. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Truss 110167-1-K

Large tires and rough driving can bend the outer knuckle ends, damaging your front solid axle. The Creeper 
Gusset Kit reinforces the knuckle ball and helps prevent this bending. Upper gussets include holes for 
mounting shocks. Kit includes two upper shock mounts, two lower gussets, and eight steering stop gussets. 
Fits 1979-1985 solid Toyota front axle. Welding and grinding required for instalation. Unpainted finish. 
Title SKU
Creeper Gussets 140064-1-K
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Our 54mm sockets are designed for servicing Toyota front axle wheel bearings. We know you don't carry a 
3/4" drive ratchet in your tool bag so we made these sockets fit right onto your 3/8" ratchet with no additional 
adaptors needed. 
Title SKU
54mm Spindle Socket 140157-1-K

Replacement brass axle bushing. Centers front axle in housing. 
Title SKU
Brass Bushing 140105-1

Heavy duty drive flanges for Toyota solid front axles. These flanges are much stronger then factory drive 
flanges or lock out hubs. Flanges feature a larger center section with more support for the splines. Made from 
hardened tool steel (4340 Chromoly), these hold up much better to the kinds of toque possible with today's 
heavy duty aftermarket axles. 
Kit includes 2 flanges, 2 dust covers, 2 cover seals, drill bit and 12 heavy duty studs. Additional studs share 
the load, preventing hub stud and bolt failures common to stock drive flanges and hubs. Flange covers feature 
a Trail-Gear exclusive O-ring for a water proof seal. 
If you're running stock hubs on your truck, drive flanges make a great trail spare for your tool box. If your 
stock hub gears fail on the trail, drive flanges can be quickly installed to restore 4wd. Fits 1979-1985 Toyota 
Pickup/4Runner solid front axles. Recommended for off-road use only, not recommended for use on the 
street. We recommend that flanges be painted before installation. 
Title SKU
Creeper Flanges 140134-1-K

Factory new Toyota locking hub. Fits solid axle Toyota Pickups and 4Runners from 1979-1985. 
Title SKU
Toyota Locking Hub 140104-1

There is a small rubber O-ring located between the inner and outer hub dials. If this ring becomes damaged 
water and dust can leak into the hubs. It can also make turning the dial difficult. Easy to install using snap 
ring pliers and 10mm socket. 
Title SKU
Hub Outer Dial O-Ring 140103-1
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We at Trail-Gear know that having bigger tires means more failure points for your rig that is why we have 
taken an OEM 1979-85 Toyota hub gear and made it entirely out of 4340 chromoly material. The TG Chromo 
Hub Gear is so strong, and we are so confident in it that we are giving it our world famous "No Questions 
Asked Warranty". The TG Chromo Hub Gear is a direct replacement that requires no modifications 
whatsoever, you simply pop it in and drive with more confidence than you have ever had before. 
Note:  Does not fit IFS hubs. 
Title SKU
TG Chromo Hub Gears 141019-1-K

Later style V6 3rd member housings have a hole on the top for the anti-lock brake speed sensor. If your 
installing this 3rd member into an older truck with out anti-lock brakes you will need to plug the hole. These 
freeze plugs do the trick and are easy to install with a small socket and hammer. See Installed. 
Title SKU
Replacement Axle Housing Breather 140057-1

Heavy-duty replacement clutch hub. Full-competition maximum duty application, made from 300M material. 
Fits Ford 35 spline RD99 ARB Air Locker. 
Title SKU
Creeper Breather - Differential Breather Kit 140207-1-K

Axles
Tired of breaking your manual locking hubs on the trail? Well we have a great solution to that problem, our 
new TG Dana 60 Drive Flange Kit (35 spline). This kit will replace your existing 35 spline internal locking hubs 
or your Warn 35 spline manual locking hubs. 
The inner locking puck is made out of the highest quality 4340 chromoly to ensure that it never breaks or 
strips out and is also coated with black oxide to prevent rusting. The outer cover is CNC machined 6061 T6 
billet aluminum and anodized black with the Trail-Gear logo. A rubber o-ring is included with the kit to keep 
your hub sealed and clean. Also included is a hardened snap ring to keep everything in place. 
Kit Includes: 
Drive flange puck (2) 
Drive flange cover (2) 
O-ring (2) 
Snap ring (2) 
Title SKU
TG Dana 60 Drive Flange Kit 144007-K
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These unit hubs are not just another after market 1-ton unit hub that has been machined down and modified 
from an 8 lug to a 6 lug application. Trail-Gear has designed this unit for a specific application, so these 1-ton 
unit hubs will bolt right onto your Dana 60 or 9" housing that are set up for unit hubs. They are made to 
accommodate a 30 or a 35 spline axle shaft and use a 1/2-20 threaded wheel stud with a 6x5.5 wheel bolt 
pattern. 
These are the same unit hubs that you will see on most competition buggies. They are ultra strong and easy 
to replace. Simply unbolt the old one and bolt on the new replacement hub. This is a much simpler and 
stronger unit then the stock spindles that they replace. All unit hubs include integrated roll pin to prevent the 
spindle nut from coming loose. 
Title SKU
Unit Hub 144012-K

Axles
When you add larger tires to your 95 1/2 - 04 Tacoma you increase the risk of twisting or breaking a rear axle 
shaft, that is why Trail-Gear has made a forged 4340 chromoly rear axle shaft with a breaking strength of 
8,300 ft-lbs of torque and up to 120 degrees of twist. We are so confident that you will never break one of our 
shafts that we gave it our industry famous No Questions Asked Lifetime Warranty. 
Note: These shafts are for non-ABS axle housings only and are sold in pairs. 
Title SKU
4340 Chromoly Rear Tacoma Axle Shafts 141042-1-K

Axles
Rock Assault(TM) High Steer Kit does not fit Tacoma applications. 
Our Rock Assault(TM) Left-Hand Drop Front Axle Housing works great for 95 1/2 - 04 Tacomas with left-hand 
drop t-cases. 
Does not come with short side shaft. 59" from WMS to WMS. Center pin width on all of our front housings is 
29'' from spring perch to spring perch. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Left-Hand Drop Front Axle Housing, Bare 140284-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Left-Hand Drop Front Axle Housing, Left-Hand Drop, Bare, E-Locker 140290-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Left-Hand Drop Front Axle Housing, Left-Hand Drop, w/Spring
Perches, E-Locker

140291-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Left-Hand Drop Front Axle Housing, w/Spring Perches 140285-1-K
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The axle tubes are made from 5/16" thick, high strength DOM tubing and engage 5/8" farther into the center 
section. On top of that, there is a 360&deg; gusset welded around the tubes on the inside of the housing to 
ensure unparalleled strength. 
Trail-Gear introduces a new concept to the axle housing design. This exclusive design features axle tubes that 
have been offset above the housing centerline. The inner axles ride near the bottom of the axle tubes rather 
than in the center. The results are an increase of 3/8" ground clearance under the axle tubing. 
The heavy-duty, press formed, 1/4" plate steel center section shell is specially shaped to ensure a minimum of 
3/4" additional clearance under the differential. The differential mounting surface is made from &frac12;" 
plate steel to ensure studs can not pull out, even under heavy loads. The outer offset flanges are made from 
4130 Chromoly to prevent distortion or bending. Housings are precision aligned using start-of-the-art, 3D 
digital imaging equipment. 
The axle housing measures 60 1/8" WMS to WMS and will fit a 95 1/2 - 2004 Tacoma. This housing also 
includes a drain plug. Spring perches, shock mounts, and vent not included. Differential stud kit and RTV 
silicone are included and are recommended for use with this axle. Unpainted bare-metal, oiled finish to 
prevent rusting. We recommend that you degrease the housing inside and out before installation and painting. 
Title SKU
Rock Assault(TM) Rear Tacoma Axle Housing 140211-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Rear Tacoma Axle Housing, E-Locker Style 140212-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Rear Tacoma Axle Housing, IFS width 140187-1-K
Rock Assault(TM) Rear Tacoma Axle Housing, IFS width, Electric Locker Style 140210-1-K

This exclusive axle design is the first in the industry to be released with all new parts. Our knuckle balls are 
forged from 1035 steel, making them much stronger than stock, eliminating closed or bent knuckle balls. 
The axle tubes have been offset above the housing centerline, so the inner axles ride near the bottom of the 
axle tubes rather than in the center. The result is an increase of 3/8" in ground clearance under the axle 
tubes. The axle tubes are made from 5/16" thick 1020 DOM tubing with an outer diameter of 3". 
The heavy-duty, press formed, 1/4" plate steel center section is shaved to give you 3/4" of additional ground 
clearance under the differential. The differential mounting surface is made from 1/2" plate steel to ensure 
studs can not pull out, even under heavy loads. Our housings are precision alignment checked using start-of-
the-art, 3D digital imaging equipment to ensure that all Rock Assault(TM) Axle Housings are 100% straight 
and true.  
  

The Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Housing will come in your choice of bare tubes, with spring perches 
installed, or 3-link ready with a panhard bracket included. For an additional charge we can install an inspection 
cap making inspecting your front ring and pinion a breeze. Axle housing is shipped unpainted and lightly oiled 
to prevent rust during shipping and storage. 
Comes with both 30 spline chromoly short and long side axle shafts. 
Title SKU
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, 3-Link, E-Locker, Right-Hand Drop 140321-1-K
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, 3-Link, Right-Hand Drop 140318-1-K
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, Bare,  E-Locker, Left-Hand Drop 140314-1-K
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, Bare, E-Locker, Right-Hand Drop 140319-1-K
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, Bare, Left-Hand Drop 140312-1-K
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, Bare, Right-Hand Drop 140316-1-K
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, Spring Perches, E-Locker, Left-Hand
Drop

140315-1-K
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, Spring Perches, E-Locker, Right-Hand
Drop

140320-1-K
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, Spring Perches, Left-Hand Drop 140313-1-K
True Tacoma Width Front Axle Housing 95-04, Spring Perches, Right-Hand Drop 140317-1-K
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Rock sliders are a great way of protecting the rocker panels of your Toyota Pickup, 4Runner, Tacoma, or FJ 
Cruiser. Trail-Gear has designed it's Rock Sliders to be the strongest on the market, starting with 1 3/4" OD x 
.120 wall 1035 DOM. Trail-Gear Rock Sliders are the only rock sliders on the market that use 1035 DOM 
tubing, based on our testing we believe that using DOM tubing in this application makes our rock sliders the 
strongest, most affordable available today. Other companies try and cut manufacturing costs by using less 
expensive HREW tubing, but the end result is always the same, under extreme stress the HREW tubing splits 
down the seam, failing. 
Trail-Gear's heavy duty design can take a pounding from the rocks while keeping body damage to a minimum, 
allowing you to slide over or between rocks on even the hardest trails without damage. Trail-Gear rock sliders 
are strong enough to hold the entire weight of the truck, a high-lift jack can be used anywhere along the 
slider for repositioning the rig on the trail, or simply high-lifting it up for repairs. 
The mounting legs are not welded onto the slider, but are shipped loose so that legs can be attached in 
different mounting positions. Mounting legs are pre-notched on one side and can be trimmed if needed on the 
opposite side. Mounting legs are 11 1/4" long, so they allow the sliders to stick out far enough to be used as a 
step if desired. Six mounting legs, three per side, are provided with the 58" and the 67" sliders, and eight 
mounting legs, four per side are provided with our 78" sliders. Trail-Gear rock sliders are sold in pairs, and are 
shipped raw with no finish, lightly oiled to prevent rusting. 
Title SKU
Rock Sliders, 58" Shortbed/4Runner, Pair 120001-1-K
Rock Sliders, 67" 84-88 Xtra-Cab, Pair 120002-1-K
Rock Sliders, 78" 88-04 Xtra-Cab, Pair 120003-1-K

Trail Armor
These heavy duty Rock Sliders are fully welded and ready to bolt on to your new Cruiser using the factory 
mounting holes. Sliders are made from 1 3/4" X .120" wall 1035 DOM tubing. Sliders are 58" in length. 
Includes 4 legs on each slider with super beefy gussets on each leg. Fits all 2007-2011 FJ Cruisers. Mounting 
hardware is included. 
Please note that small rub marks and scratches can result during shipping and handling. 
Note: Sliders are shipped raw and slightly oiled to prevent rusting. 
Title SKU
FJ Cruiser Welded Rock Sliders 120012-1-K

Trail Armor
Our gusset kits include plates for the frame and triangle corner gussets. Plate welds to frame and rock slider 
welds to plate. Kits are made from 3/16" plate steel. 58" and 67" kits contain 6 plates and 6 gussets. 78" kit 
includes 8 plates and 8 gussets. 
Title SKU
Rock Slider Gusset Kit, 6 Leg Kit 120007-1-K
Rock Slider Gusset Kit, 8 Leg Kit 120008-1-K
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These rear bumpers are some of the first in the industry that are constructed out of 100% 1035 DOM tubing. 
The 1.75" OD X .120" wall thick DOM tubing will give you all the protection your 4Runner or Pickup needs 
while playing on the rocks. 
Four models fit either 1984-1995 4Runner or 1984-1995 Pickup. 
The bumper is shipped unpainted and lightly oiled to prevent rusting during shipping. 
Note: Optional Rear Bumper to Frame Support Kit will not work with 84-88 or 89-95 Pickup bumper.  Bumper 
not rated for towing. 
Title SKU
Rock Defense(TM) Toyota Front Bumpers, Model #1, 84-85 Pickup and 4Runner 120059-1-K
Rock Defense(TM) Toyota Front Bumpers, Model #2, 86-88 Pickup, 86-89 4Runners 120060-1-K
Rock Defense(TM) Toyota Front Bumpers, Model #3, 89-95 Pickups, 90-95 4Runners 120061-1-K

This product is for the hardcore rock crawlers that need a little extra support for their rear bumper. This 
support welds to the bumper and can be welded or bolted to the frame for easy removal of the bumper. 
This product is shipped unpainted and lightly oiled to prevent rusting. 
Title SKU
Optional Rear Bumper to Frame Support Kit for 84-89 4Runner 120112-1-K

Polished aluminum hawse fairlead. Designed for use with synthetic winch rope. Mounting holes are 10" on 
center for standard 3/8" bolts, compatible with most 5,000-9,500lb winches. Ultra smooth guide surface 
(rounded on both sides) to prevent damage to rope. 
Title SKU
Optional Rear Bumper to Frame Support Kit for 84-89 4Runner 120112-1-K

Note: Bumper not rated for towing. 
Title SKU
Rock Defense(TM) Low Profile Front Bumpers, Model #1 120187-1-K
Rock Defense(TM) Low Profile Front Bumpers, Model #2 120188-1-K
Rock Defense(TM) Low Profile Front Bumpers, Model #3 120189-1-K
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Trail-Gear is proud to introduce the first of many Tacoma bumpers that we will be adding to our product line. 
The Rock Defense(TM) Tacoma Bumper will fit Tacoma's from 95 to 2004. All Trail-Gear bumpers are 
constructed with 1.75" x .120" wall, 1035 DOM material. This bumper is a true "bolt on" product, no cutting or 
welding required. 
Mounting holes on the winch plate are drilled for most 5000-9500 model low-profile winches and smaller sized 
9.0R winches. For larger winches some minor trimming of the grill may be required. Bumper also features a 2" 
receiver that will make a great anchor point for winch or strap recoveries. 
Note:  Turn signal and license plate mounting tabs are not included. Unpainted steel finish. Will not work with 
roller type fairlead, requires hawse type fairlead. Not intended for use with a body lift.  Bumper not rated for 
towing. 
Title SKU
Rock Defense(TM) Tacoma Front Bumpers 120176-1-K

Trail Armor
Here In addition to our small style ring gear protector above we also have this larger style for those that 
prefer something a little larger to protect their 3rd member. Armor welds in place. Includes two 10mm style 
drain plugs. Fits front or rear 79-95 8" Toyota solid axle housings. Unpainted finish. 
Title SKU
Weld-On Differential Armor - Large 120006-1-K

Here is a great way to add some beef to the axle housing and protect your ring gear from trail damage. This 
weld on plate is curved to fit snugly over the face of your solid axle housing. Made from 1/4" thick plate steel. 
Fits front or rear 79-95 8" Toyota solid axle housings. Also fits 91-97 front FJ-80 axle. 
Title SKU
Weld-On Differential Armor - Small 120234-1-K

Even the strongest frames need reinforcing when rock crawling and rock racing are your hobbies, that is why 
Trail Gear is now offering our Rock Defense Front Frame Support Kits for 79-85 Trucks, and 86-95 &frac12; 
trucks and 4runners. These Rock Defense(TM) Front Frame Reinforcement Kits are precision laser cut from 
3/16" thick steel and can easily be welded onto the outside of each side of the frame to provide extra strength 
to a frame that has been torched, welded, and hammered on over and over. Each kit includes two frame 
plates, one for each side. Kit is shipped unpainted and lightly oiled. 
Title SKU
Rock Defense(TM) Front Frame Reinforcement Kit, 79-85 112034-1-K
Rock Defense(TM) Front Frame Reinforcement Kit, 86-95 112036-1-K

Note: Bumper not rated for towing. 
Title SKU
Rock Defense(TM) Low Profile Tacoma Front Bumpers 120191-1-K
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Note:  Bumper not rated for towing. 
Title SKU
Rock Defense(TM) Tacoma Rear Bumpers 120153-1-K

Tired of beating up your stock doors on the rocks or hanging your head out the window so you can see where 
you're going? Trail-Gear has the answer. We are proud to introduce our new Rock Defense(TM) Tube Doors 
for 2nd gen pickups and 4Runners and 3rd gen pickups. Our Rock Defense(TM) Tube Doors are the strongest 
on the market and made from 1 3/4" x .120" wall 1035 DOM tubing to ensure that they will protect you and 
your truck from the rocks. 
Rock Defense(TM) Tube Doors are sold as a complete set and include our newly designed pull action slam 
latches, which allow you to simply get in or out without trying to insert a pin to make the door latch. You just 
slam it like you would the stock door and it shuts securely. In conjunction with our slam latches we also 
included an adjustable rubber door stop that allows you to adjust how tightly your door shuts so there is 
never any rattling and the door never pops open. 
Doors are shipped raw and will need to be painted before installation, all necessary hardware is included. 
Title SKU
Rock Defense(TM) Tube Doors, 84-88 Pickups/84-89 4Runners 120132-1-K
Rock Defense(TM) Tube Doors, 89-95 Pickup Only 120136-1-K

Trail Armor
If you plan on doing or have already performed a solid axle conversion on your early model '95 1/2 to 2004 
Tacoma, then you will need our Taco Frame Plate/IFS Box Mount kit. This kit not only provides your frame 
with a 3/16" steel brace from the VIN number stamp to the body mount, but incorporated into that brace is 
the strongest IFS box mount on the market. The box mount will allow you to install an IFS steering box from 
an '86-'95 1/2 Hilux Toyota while making your frame much stronger than stock and giving you a solid place to 
weld your shock hoops. 
Tacoma Frame Plates / IFS Box Mount Kit, 130093-1-K, $109  

Title SKU
Taco Frame Plate / IFS Box Mount Kit 130093-1-K

1995-2004 Tacomas have c-channel frames that are notorious for bending and cracking. The c-channel frame 
also contributes to axle wrap and wheel hoop at the rear axle. Toyota's answer to this issue was to box in and 
reinforce the frame on the newer 05-09 Tacoma's and FJ Cruisers. Our solution is our Taco Rear Frame 
Reinforcement Plates. 
This kit will help you avoid costly frame repairs and give your frame more strength, fixing many of the issues a 
c-channel frame causes while offroading. The kit comes complete with 3/16" thick frame plates for both the 
left and right side. The kit is shipped unpainted and some modifications will be necessary when using this kit 
with a double cab. 
Fits 95-04 Standard or Extra Cab. 
Title SKU
Taco Rear Frame Reinforcement Plates 120166-1-K
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When doing a solid axle conversion on a Tacoma, you are required to remove the OEM rack and pinion 
steering system, which leaves a large hole in your firewall. Our Tacoma firewall plate fills that hole and bolts 
into the OEM fastener locations. This kit takes all the work out of this area of the project and cuts a 2 hour job 
down to 10 minutes. 
If you need guidance, please see the  Tacoma SAS Kit instructions , starting at step 102. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Firewall Kit 130092-1-K

No matter if you are pre-running, rock crawling, or just mall crawling, your 95 1/2 to 2004 Tacoma frame is a 
weak link in an otherwise tough and dependable truck. The portion of your frame from the door to the front 
bumper is only about .095" thick, which is about 3/32", or a little thicker than a nickel. That means that rocks, 
rust, dunes, or even curbs put your frame at risk of bending, cracking, or breaking. 
Trail-Gear has an easy and affordable answer for this problem, our Tacoma Front Frame Reinforcement Kit. 
This kit will strengthen your frame with 3/16" thick frame reinforcement plates that gusset the frame from the 
front body mount to the VIN number plate, virtually eliminating any weak spots in your frame. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Front Frame Reinforcement Kit 120164-1-K

1995-2004 Tacomas have c-channel frames that are notorious for bending and cracking. The c-channel frame 
also contributes to axle wrap and wheel hop at the rear axle. Trail-Gear's answer to this problem is to box in 
and reinforce the inside of the frame. Our Tacoma Rear Frame Box Kit comes with two 3/16" thick plates that 
will completely box in the frame, and two pieces of DOM tubing. One tube is used for reinforcement and the 
other tube is used as an upper shock mount. The upper shock mount tube comes with metal sleeves and all 
the necessary hardware. 
This kit will help you avoid costly frame repairs and give your frame more strength, fixing many of the issues a 
c-channel frame causes while offroading. 
All parts are shipped unpainted with full color instructions. Fits 95-04 Tacomas. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Rear Frame Box Kit 120165-1-K

Trail-Gear now offers fully welded Rock Slider kits for Tacoma Extra-cab Pickups. Made from 1 3/4" X .120" 
wall 1035 DOM tubing. Includes 4 legs with gussets on each slider. We recommend welding bars directly to 
the frame. 
Sliders for 1995-2004 fit Tacoma Extra Cab, Double Cab and Prerunner models and are shipped raw. 
Sliders for 2005-2007 applications will fit Tacoma extra cab and double cab models. This application will not fit 
Access Cab models. Sliders are shipped raw. 
Title SKU
Welded Tacoma Rock Sliders, 78" 1995-2004 X-Cab, Raw Pair 120011-1-K
Welded Tacoma Rock Sliders, 78" 2005-2007 X-Cab, Raw Pair 120022-1-K
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Replace your restrictive factory air filter/box with the Rock Ripper Performance Line Cold Air Intake System. 
Engineered one piece polished stainless steel intake tubing and high performance air filter charger. 
Twice the filter surface area which helps performance retention in off-road environments 
Quicker throttle response 
Twice the filtering quality 
Hose clamps and brackets all included 
Air Filter is washable and reusable 
Street & Emission Legal in all 50 US States. 
Installation manual with easy bolt on steps. 
Up to an extra 5 HP gain. 
Title SKU
Rock Ripper(TM) Cold Air Intake - 50 State Legal, 85-87 22RE 180316-1-K
Rock Ripper(TM) Cold Air Intake - 50 State Legal, 88 22RE 180317-1-K
Rock Ripper(TM) Cold Air Intake - 50 State Legal, 89-95 22RE 180318-1-K

Trail-Gear has raised the bar yet again in the Toyota Off Road Industry with the newest addition to our 
product line, a   stainless steel, 50 state legal Toyota header  . Our Rock Ripper(TM) Toy Header is the best 
on the market today, it features 100% polished stainless steel 1/16" thick tubes going into a 1/2" thick header 
to head mounting flange. We tig welded everything and then polished it to give it a clean look. 
The Rock Ripper(TM) Toy Header is not only made out of the thickest material on the market, but since it is 
stainless it will not rust or corrode and does not need to be ceramic coated or wrapped. The Rock Ripper(TM) 
Toy Header is plug and play, and all gaskets, connectors, and pipes are included along with full color 
instructions. 
This header is 50 state legal, that's right, smog legal in California. 
Title SKU
Rock Ripper(TM) Toy Header, 88-95, 22R/22RE, 4WD 180304-1-K
Rock Ripper(TM) Toy Headers, 81-84, 22R, 4WD, CA Only 180303-1-K
Rock Ripper(TM) Toy Headers, 81-87, 22R/RE, 4WD 180302-1-K

When installing new aftermarket headers, new hardware should be used. An even clamping force is required 
to keep the header tight against the head in order to seal the exhaust gasket properly. The studs on your 
truck may be 20 to 30 years old, and we can tell you from experience that it is cheaper and easier to replace 
studs then it is to remove broken ones. 
Kit Includes: 
1 Stud 
1 Nut 
Title SKU
Exhaust Manifold Stud and Nut Kit 186062-1-K

Trail-Gear has come up with this very clean way to totally eliminate your stock air injection tube. This kit 
contains 2 plates that will allow you to install our headers without the air injection tube. The small plate is an 
O 2  sensor blockoff plate for guys running propane. No gaskets are supplied with this kit. The kit uses the 
gaskets that are already supplied in the header kit. 
Title SKU
Air Injection Tube Blockoff Plate Kit 186055-1-K
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Trail-Gear Silicone Radiator Hose Kits will provide your engine with a one-of-a-kind advantage in performance 
and style. These kits are dual layered, combining high-grade silicone and heat-resistant embedded fibers 
which will provide exceptional and efficient heat reduction and increased pressure tolerance, giving you peace 
of mind and years of satisfaction. 
Trail-Gear radiator hose kits are a direct OEM fit. All of our silicone hoses are 3 ply polyester reinforced 
construction with a temperature range from -20&ordm; to 350&ordm;. The advantage that a silicone radiator 
hose has over a standard rubber radiator hose is that the silicone hose can handle much greater temperatures 
and they are resistant to ozone exposure, oil, and other engine fluids and electrochemical degradation, which 
means that silicone radiator hoses last about five times longer than a standard rubber radiator hose. 
Trail-Gear Silicone Radiator Hoses are high gloss, black in color, and are shipped with stainless steel hose 
clamps. This is one upgrade that you cannot afford to miss. 
Note: Some trimming may be required from either end of each hose for proper fitment. May not work with 2" 
or larger body lifts. 
These hoses meet and exceed SAE J20 standards. 
Title SKU
Silicone Radiator Hose Kit, 2.7L Manual 180066-1-K
Silicone Radiator Hose Kit, 22R 180084-1-K
Silicone Radiator Hose Kit, 22RE 180085-1-K
Silicone Radiator Hose Kit, 3.0L 180062-1-K
Silicone Radiator Hose Kit, 3.4L 180063-1-K

Trail-Gear has raised the bar yet again in the Toyota Off Road Industry with the newest addition to our 
product line, a stainless steel header. Our Rock Ripper(TM) Toy Header is the best on the market today, it 
features 100% polished stainless steel 1/16" thick tubes going into a 1/2" thick header to head mounting 
flange. We tig welded everything and then polished it to give it a clean look. 
The Rock Ripper(TM) Toy Header is not only made out of the thickest material on the market, but since it is 
stainless it will not rust or corrode and does not need to be ceramic coated or wrapped. The Rock Ripper(TM) 
Toy Header is plug and play, and all gaskets, connectors, and pipes are included along with full color 
instructions. 
Note: This header is not smog legal, and should be used for off road use only. 
Title SKU
Rock Ripper(TM) Toy Header, 79-84 186053-1-K
Rock Ripper(TM) Toy Header, 85-95 186063-1-K

Trail-Gear is now offering silicone vacuum hose in 10 foot rolls, which is enough to replace all the vacuum 
hoses on 4 cylinder, 79-89 Toyota trucks. OEM vacuum hoses are 20-30 years old and are often cracked and 
leaking or collapsing, causing you to lose performance or fail smog. Our vacuum hoses are 100% silicone, 
black in color, and will last a lifetime. 
Title SKU
Silicone Vacuum Hose 180157-1-K
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Anyone who has dual cases with 4.70 gears in their Toyota rock crawler has at one time or another broken an 
OEM rubber motor mount and heard the awful sound of their fan blades hitting their radiator or worse. We at 
Trail-Gear have an answer for that problem, we call it our Bomb Proof Motor Mount Kit. We feel so confident 
about this product that we back it up with our world famous No Questions Asked Lifetime Warranty. 
The base of the motor mount (frame side) is made out of 1/4 inch plate, while the surface plate that the 
motor sits on is made out of 3/8 inch material and has a class 10.9 bolt that is mechanically locked to the 
engine mount plate, not just threaded in. We made the bushings out of a high grade polyurethane for 
durability and years of dependability. The finish is a black zinc plating that looks sharp and will last a lifetime. 
The mount holes are slotted so that the Bomb Proof Motor Mount Kit is easy to install and can be used on 3.5 
inch and 3.75 inch applications. You don't even have to measure to figure out what motor you have; our 
Bomb Proof Motor Mount Kit just works. 
Applications: 
Pickup and 4Runner 4 Cylinder 22R & 22RE 
Pickup and 4Runner V6 3.0 89-94 
Tacoma 2.7 & 3.4 95-04 
Caution: These motor mounts will cause more vibration than OEM motor mounts. 
Title SKU
Bomb Proof(TM) Motor Mount Kit 186040-1-K

Performance Parts
When doing a solid axle swap (SAS) on a 95-04 Tacoma, removing and replacing the oil pan is a necessary 
step to avoid clearance issues. The oil pan from the T-100 2.7 and 3.4 engines are a direct replacement fit for 
the 2.7 and the 3.4 Tacoma engines and provides plenty of clearance for your axle housing, steering linkage, 
and ram assist. 
Trail-Gear has put together a replacement kit for both the 2.7 and the 3.4 Tacoma engines with all the 
associated parts that you will need for an easy oil pan conversion while installing your Trail-Gear Tacoma SAS 
Kit. 
Title SKU
Tacoma SAS Oil Pan Kit, 2.7L 180155-1-K
Tacoma SAS Oil Pan Kit, 3.4L 180156-1-K

Brake and Clutch
These steel braided brake lines are 26" long and are DOT approved. Front lines use factory mounting clips so 
there is no need to modify the factory clips in any way. 
Specifications: 
Size 3/16"  
Operating Pressure PSI 1,750 
Burst Pressure PSI : 7,000 
Bend Radius 2.0" 
Fits 79-95 Pickup & 4Runner 
Fits Suzuki Samurai's w/Toyota axles 
Title SKU
Brake Line Clip and Mount 140048-1-K
Brake Line Kit, 1 Front, Female to Female 140333-1-K
Brake Line Kit, 1 Rear, Female to Male 140334-1-K
Brake Line Kit, 2 Front, 1 Rear 140011-1-K
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1986 and later pickups and 4Runner feature larger vented rotors from the factory. Earlier 1979-1985 trucks 
used solid (non vented) rotors up front along with smaller calipers. If your installing a solid front axle on an 86 
and later rig you will want to install a set of these vented rotors onto the axle. With these rotors you will be 
able use your existing larger IFS calipers. Simply unbolt your existing rotors and replace them with these 
vented rotors. Slight grinding of the rotors backing plate will be needed. Then simply install the IFS calipers 
right onto the solid axle using the factory bolts. 
These rotors can also be used on 85 and older trucks to increase braking effectiveness. Fits 81-85 Solid axles 
with 8 hole style rotors. 
Title SKU
Vented Rotors 140332-1-K

These calipers are the larger V6 style found on 88-95 Pickups and 4Runners. Great replacement for worn or 
leaking calipers. Also makes a great upgrade on 79-85 solid front axles when used with vented rotors listed 
below. Note wheel spacers may be needed to clear calipers on some wheels. No core charge, outright 
purchase. Brake pads are not included with calipers. 
Title SKU
Unloaded V6 Front Brake Caliper, Left 140046-1-K
Unloaded V6 Front Brake Caliper, Right 140047-1-K

     
  

Available options:  
  

  
Caliper Hard Line, Left Side, 140112-1-K, $5.39  

  
Caliper Hard Line, Right Side, 140111-1-K, $5.39  

  
Caliper Bleeder, $5.99, 140113-1-K  

  
Bleeder Cap, Rubber, $1.79, 140114-1-K  

  
Caliper Bolt, $1.89, 140115-1-K  

  
Caliper Bolt Washer, $0.69, 140116-1-K  

  

Title SKU
Bleeder Cap, Rubber 140114-1-K
Caliper Bleeder 140113-1-K
Caliper Bolt 140115-1-K
Caliper Bolt Washer 140116-1-K
Caliper Hard Line, Left Side 140112-1-K
Caliper Hard Line, Right Side 140111-1-K
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Makes a great replacement for older Pickup's and 4Runners with smaller bore size. Fits 1979-1995 Pickups and 
4Runners. Master Cylinder features 1" piston and residual valves for both front and rear disc brakes. Can be 
used with disc or drum brakes. Includes reservoir. 
Title SKU
Master Cylinder - 1" Bore 140331-1-K

When Trail-Gear decided to make a disc brake kit they had three goals in mind. It had to be strong, easy to 
install, and complete. 
We started with a 3/8" CNC laser cut caliper bracket with grade 10.9 bolts. We used the larger GM style 
calipers that are shipped fully loaded and we included GM style vented rotors that were custom made just for 
this application. The DOT approved brake lines are made so that one end fits the GM calipers and the other 
end attaches to your OEM Toyota brake lines, so no new fittings are required 
. 
This kit does require either a 2 lb. residual valve or the ever popular 1" bore master cylinder that most pick 
ups and 4Runners have already had upgraded. Also included with this kit are full color install instructions, and 
of course all of our kits are backed with our world class tech department to answer all your questions. 
This kit fits 86-95 Pickups and 4Runners. 
Note: We will soon be offering replacement disc brake pads. Until then, you can use Napa part number TS-
7070A-M. 
Title SKU
Rear Disc Brake Kit 140250-1-K

Brake and Clutch
When Trail-Gear decided to make a disc brake kit they had three goals in mind. It had to be strong, easy to 
install, and complete. 
We started with a 3/8" CNC laser cut caliper bracket with grade 10.9 bolts. We used the larger GM style 
calipers that are shipped fully loaded and we included GM style vented rotors that were custom made just for 
this application. The DOT approved brake lines are made so that one end fits the GM calipers and the other 
end attaches to your OEM Toyota brake lines, so no new fittings are required. 
Full color install instructions are included, and of course all of our kits are backed with our world class tech 
department to answer all your questions. 
Kits fits 95-04 Tacoma. 
Note:  Your rear ABS sensor and emergency brake will have to be removed to install this kit, we recommend a 
simple line lock to replace the emergency break. 
Title SKU
Tacoma Rear Disc Brake Kit 144039-1-K
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 Trail-Gear is now offering semi-metallic replacement brake pads for our pickup, 4Runner, and Tacoma rear 
disc brake kits. 
Title SKU
Disc Brake Pads 140306-1-K

Premium Semi-Metallic asbestos free front replacement brake pads. Set of 4 pads. Applications to fit Toyota's 
from 1979-2004. 
Title SKU
Brake Pads, Front, 03-05 4Runner 140094-1-K
Brake Pads, Front, 79-88 140090-1-K
Brake Pads, Front, 89-95 Pickups and 4Runners and 95-04 Tacomas, Ceramic 140387-1-K

Top quality, OEM clutch kits for your Toyota Pickup, 4Runner and Tacoma. Kits include long life clutch disk, 
pressure plate, release bearing, pilot bearing, and alignment tool. 
Clutch Kits - Ceramic High Performance 
High performance Ceramic clutches are here! Same great quality as factory. Includes 6 puck Ceramic disk and 
1600 lb pressure plate. Ceramic clutches outlast stock clutch kits with up to twice the life. Lighter design 
reduces chances of catastrophic failure from over spin. This can happen when you're in a crawl gear going 
downhill and you push in the clutch and continue to gain speed. Ceramic clutches don't fade like conventional 
clutches when they get hot. You get the same solid performance hot or cold! 
Title SKU
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 2.4L Turbo Diesel, Standard 100115-1
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 2.7L 4cyl, 95-2004, Ceramic 100042-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 2.7L 4cyl, 96-97 4Runner, 2000 Tacoma, Standard 100022-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 3.0L V6, 88-95, Ceramic 100041-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 3.0L V6, 88-95, Standard 100021-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 3.4L V6, 96-00 4Runner, 95-04 Tacoma, Standard 100023-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 4cyl, 79-80, Standard 100044-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 4cyl, 81-87 Pickup, Standard 100017-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 4cyl, 81-88, Ceramic 100037-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 4cyl, 86-95, Ceramic 100039-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 4cyl, 89-92 Pickup, 90-92 4Runner, Standard 100019-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 4cyl, 92-95, Ceramic 100040-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 4cyl, 93 Pickup, 93-95 4Runner, Standard 100020-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, Turbo 4cyl, 85-87 Pickup, Standard 100018-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, V6, 95-02, Ceramic 100043-1-K
Clutch Master Cylinder, 81-88, 4cyl 100027-1-K
Clutch Master Cylinder, 88-95 V6 & 89-95 4cyl 100028-1-K
Clutch Slave Cylinder, 79-95 4cyl 100024-1-K
Clutch Slave Cylinder, 88-95 V6 100025-1-K
Clutch Slave Cylinder, 95-04, V6 100026-1-K
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Top quality, OEM clutch kits for your Toyota Pickup, 4Runner and Tacoma. Kits include long life clutch disk, 
pressure plate, release bearing, pilot bearing, and alignment tool. 
Clutch Kits - Ceramic High Performance 
High performance Ceramic clutches are here! Same great quality as factory. Includes 6 puck Ceramic disk and 
1600 lb pressure plate. Ceramic clutches outlast stock clutch kits with up to twice the life. Lighter design 
reduces chances of catastrophic failure from over spin. This can happen when you're in a crawl gear going 
downhill and you push in the clutch and continue to gain speed. Ceramic clutches don't fade like conventional 
clutches when they get hot. You get the same solid performance hot or cold! 
Title SKU
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 2.7L 4cyl, 96-97 4Runner, 2000 Tacoma, Standard 100022-1-K
AISIN/SECO Clutch Kits, 3.4L V6, 96-00 4Runner, 95-04 Tacoma, Standard 100023-1-K

Brake and Clutch
Replacement clutch master and slave cylinders. High quality OEM parts. 
Title SKU
Clutch Master Cylinder, 95-04, V6 & 4cyl 100030-1-K

Are your clutch and brake pedal covers worn out from years of driving your Toyota? Our stock replacement 
covers fit brake or clutch pedal on 1979-1995 Toyota Pickup's and 4Runners. 
Title SKU
Replacement Pedal Cover 181002-1-K

Recovery
Designed to fit into standard 2" hitch receivers. Makes a great anchor point for winch or strap recoveries. 
Made from 8620 forged tool steel. Working load limit 4 3/4" tons. Includes 3/4" D-ring and receiver mount. 
Zinc plated finish. Does not include standard 5/8" hitch pin for receiver. 
Title SKU
3/4" Receiver Shackle Kit 183002-K

D-Ring shackles make a great pull point for vehicle recovery. Working load limit 4 3/4" tons. 
Title SKU
3/4" Shackle D-Ring 181003-K
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Ideal for creating tie down points on trailers. Welds in place. Super tough, heavy-duty forged design. 
5/8" Ring Diameter 
Capacity: 18,000 lbs. 
Working Load Limit: 6,000 lbs 
4 3/8" overall width 
Title SKU
5/8" Weld-On Trailer D-Ring 183001-K

If you're looking at building your own front bumper, one of our winch mount plates will make a great starting 
point. These winch mount plates bolt on in the factory frame holes, and are made from CNC bent 1/4" steel 
plate. We built them with two inch receiver tubing so that you can use a receiver shackle for a pull point or a 
recovery point. We also predrilled holes for easy winch mounting. If you can bend tube this winch mount plate 
is all you need to build a great custom bumper. 
Note:  Some winches may require slight trimming or clearancing of the grill. 
Available Options:  
Winch Mount, 84-88 Pickup, 86-89 4Runner, 120021-1-K, $136  

  
Winch Mount, 89-95 Pickup, 90-95 4Runner, 120116-1, $136  

  

Title SKU
Aluminum Fairlead 183500-K

Axle loop ratchet straps are a great way to attach your trail rig to the trailer. One end wraps around the axle 
housing, the other end clips to your trailer D-ring. Ratchet action allows for quick tightening. Strap material is 
2 inches wide and 9 foot long. Working load 3,300 lbs per strap, breaking strength 10,000 lbs. 
Safety notes:  A minimum of four straps per rig should be used (two forward and two back). Strength reduced 
if load path is not in a straight line. Do not run straps over sharp edges. Replace straps if worn or damaged. 
Inspect each strap before use. Do not exceed working load of 3,300 lbs per strap. 
Title SKU
Axle Loop Trailer Straps 183000-K

Trail-Gear's Weld-On Attachment Points are machined from Billet 1020 cold rolled steel. They come in two 
different fitments, one is coped on the bottom so that it can be welded on to a 3" axle tube, and the other has 
a flat bottom that can be welded to plate, tubing, or any other flat surface. These make great attachment 
points for any rig or buggy, and work well with our  3/4" Shackle D-Ring . Sold individually. 
Title SKU
Weld-On Attachment Point, Coped 183004-K
Weld-On Attachment Point, Flat 183003-K
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We all know that recovery is just a natural part of four wheeling and rock crawling, and we also know how it 
feels to not have the right recovery equipment when you need it. That is why Trail-Gear has looked long and 
hard to find just the right recovery straps for rock crawling and extreme four wheeling. 
Our Rock Recovery(TM) Straps are made from 100% high-tenacity, polyester double ply webbing that is UV 
and abrasion resistant. The eyelets or loops are reinforced with an abrasion resistant material for maximum 
strength and durability. The load or tow rating on the 2" wide straps is 18,000lbs, and the 3" wide straps have 
a tow or load rating of 35,000lbs. 
Title SKU
Rock Recovery(TM) Straps, 2" x 20' 180050-K
Rock Recovery(TM) Straps, 2" x 30' 180051-K
Rock Recovery(TM) Straps, 3" x 20' 180052-K
Rock Recovery(TM) Straps, 3" x 30' 180053-K

The Trail-Gear hi-lift jack rubber isolator is is the perfect fix for that hi-lift or hi-lift style jack you have rattling 
around in the back or your truck. The isolator slides onto both the jack and the jack handle keeping them 
from vibrating together and holding both components firmly in place. 
Our Isolator is 100% rubber, black, and very durable. It not only keeps your jack from rattling, but it also 
keeps your jack handle from bouncing around and doing damage to you or your rig. Every jack should come 
with one of these, but since they don't, Trail-Gear has you covered. 
Title SKU
Hi-Lift Jack Rubber Isolator 180158-K

Trail-Gear knows that when it is time for a recovery that the last thing you need is a broken winch line, so we 
made our Rock Recovery(TM) Winch Line from 100% pure Dyneema Fiber (SK-75), which is the strongest and 
most UV resistant material in the world for synthetic winch lines. Our Rock Recovery(TM) Winch Lines come 
with a stainless steel thimble and are all pre-stretched, 12-strand braids. They also come with the first 5 feet 
covered with a black nylon sleeve to protect the line from rocks and trees. 
Synthetic winch line is about 45% stronger than conventional steel cable and weighs only a fraction of what 
steel cable weighs. In fact, synthetic winch line is so light it floats on water. When steel cable winch line fails, 
breaks, or comes off of the attachment point it recoils from stored energy, snaps back, and can be deadly. 
There is almost no snap back at all with synthetic winch line because it does not store energy like the steel 
cable, this is why steel cable winch line is no longer permitted at most off road competitions or races. 
Synthetic winch line is very flexible, but does not curl or kink and will never cut your fingers. 
Title SKU
Rock Recovery(TM) Winch Line, 3/8" x 100' 180130-K
Rock Recovery(TM) Winch Line, 3/8" x 50' 180132-K
Rock Recovery(TM) Winch Line, 3/8" x 75' 180131-K
Rock Recovery(TM) Winch Line, 5/16" x 25' 180133-K
Rock Recovery(TM) Winch Line, 5/16" x 50' 180161-K
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 We all know that synthetic winch line is much safer and easier to use than traditional metal winch line. The 
issue is that synthetic winch line can be damaged more easily than metal winch line if it is not used properly, 
or if it is not sufficiently protected from jagged rocks or other sharp and abrasive surfaces. Most winch lines 
come with a nylon sleeve that can be slid over the rope to protect it from harmful elements that would cut or 
damage the expensive winch line, but the nylon sleeve itself can become worn, torn, or damaged over time, 
leaving your winch line exposed. 
At this point you can either ignore the issue, allowing your pricy winch line to become damaged and ruined, or 
you can purchase a replacement nylon sleeve. Trail-Gear is now offering replacement nylon sleeves for your 
3/8" or smaller diameter winch line. The sleeve is black in color, 5' in length and made from 100% nylon so it 
will slide on your winch line with ease, protecting your investment. 
Title SKU
Nylon Winch Line Sleeve 180160-K

The TG8000 is one of the toughest, most reliable winches in the world. With an industry first IP68 rating 
(Ingress Protection Rating), the TG8000 also meets all SAE-J706 standards for rating winches. With 17 
internal seals, it is completely protected from the elements and is 100% water proof and dust/sand proof 
What is IP68? 
IP = Ingress Protection Rating 
The “6” in the IP rating equals the highest dust rating - No ingress of dust; complete protection against 
contact. 
The "8" in the IP rating equals the highest protection against total immersion - Immersion beyond one meter. 
The TG8000 is far ahead of its competitors. With a 5.5 HP series wound motor, three stage planetary gear 
system, 218:1 gear ratio, and automatic load holding brake, you can count on this winch in any situation. 
Included with your TG8000 is a very smart, ergonomically designed remote control with a 10’ cord and very 
functional sealed switch. Also included is a roller fairlead, a hook, and all the necessary mounting hardware. 
Kit Includes: 
TG8000 Winch 
Sealed Remote Switch with 10' Cord 
Roller Fairlead 
Hook 
Mounting Hardware 
Aluminum Hawse Fairlead 
Shackle D-Ring 
100' 3/8" Nylon Winch Line 
2"x20' Recovery Strap 
Title SKU
TG8000 Winch 180198-K
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Trail-Gear understands when you have a link or even leaf sprung suspension, that during a vertical climb or 
decent, your suspension will unload making your truck less stable as the center of gravity becomes higher. 
Our answer to this problem is a small, easy to mount suspension winch that will allow you to stabilize your 
suspension and effectively control how much suspension droop you have during times when having that 
control makes all the difference. 
Most competition buggies and hard core trail rigs have been using these suspension winches for years to get 
the job done, so Trail-Gear has decided to offer the Rock Recovery(TM) Suspension Winch 3000. It is 
compact, reliable, and easy to install. Everything about the Rock Recovery(TM) Suspension Winch 3000 is 
tailored so that installation is a snap. 
The power cord is 57" long, so you can install this winch on the front or rear of your truck and have plenty of 
wire to reach the battery, the control is engineered so that it can be installed by attaching it to a piece of 
tubing, a shifter, or by using the bracket to fasten it to a switch panel. 
The Rock Recovery(TM) Suspension Winch 3000 is shipped without winch line and can either be used with 
cable or synthetic winch line. We recommend 25' to 40' of 5/16" winch line for best performance. 
Specifications: 
Input: 12V DC 3.9hp/2.9kW 
Output: 1.34hp/1kW 
Line Pull Rating: 3,000 lbs 
Line Capacity: 25'-40' of 5/16" synthetic winch line 
Gear Train: 1 Stage planetary 
Gear Ratio: 153:1 
Clutch: Sliding gear 
Braking action: Automatic in the gear 
Dimensions: 12.6" x 4.45" x 4.13" 
Drum size: 1.24" x 2.88" 
Bolt pattern: 3.13" 
Net weight: 20 lbs 
Title SKU
Rock Recovery(TM) Suspension Winch 3000 110800-K
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The TG8000 is one of the toughest, most reliable winches in the world. With an industry first IP68 rating 
(Ingress Protection Rating), the TG8000 also meets all SAE-J706 standards for rating winches. With 17 
internal seals, it is completely protected from the elements and is 100% water proof and dust/sand proof 
What is IP68? 
IP = Ingress Protection Rating 
The “6” in the IP rating equals the highest dust rating - No ingress of dust; complete protection against 
contact. 
The "8" in the IP rating equals the highest protection against total immersion - Immersion beyond one meter. 
The TG8000 is far ahead of its competitors. With a 5.5 HP series wound motor, three stage planetary gear 
system, 218:1 gear ratio, and automatic load holding brake, you can count on this winch in any situation. 
Included with your TG8000 is a very smart, ergonomically designed remote control with a 10’ cord and very 
functional sealed switch. Also included is a roller fairlead, a hook, and all the necessary mounting hardware. 
Kit Includes: 
TG8000 Winch 
Sealed Remote Switch with 10' Cord 
Roller Fairlead 
Hook 
Mounting Hardware 
Aluminum Hawse Fairlead 
Shackle D-Ring 
100' 3/8" Nylon Winch Line 
2"x20' Recovery Strap 
Title SKU
TG8000 Winch Recovery Package 186101-K

Wheels & Wheel Accessories
What are Creeper Locks? Creeper Locks are Trail-Gear's very own, super strong, heavy duty wheels. These 
wheels look great and come at an affordable Trail-Gear price! Creeper Locks are 17" X 9" wheels with a 
backspacing of 3.75" and are made from a solid piece of aluminum. Each wheel weighs a whopping 45 lbs 
with locking ring and hardware. These are no ordinary aluminum wheel, Creeper Locks(TM) are super tough 
and built to last. Each wheel is cast with the inner beadlock as part of the wheel. All 24 of the bolt holes on 
the wheel have steel Time-Serts&reg; installed to prevent the bolts from galling. Drop down inner lip centers 
tire on to wheel during mounting. 
Features: 
Solid Heavy Duty Design 
17" Rims, 9" Wide 
3.75" Back Spacing 
24, Grade 8 5/16" bolts 
Time-Sert Inserts Installed 
Wheel Rating, 2800 lbs Each 
Title SKU
Creeper Locks(TM), 5 Lug, 5 on 5.5 142003-2-K
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What are Creeper Locks? Creeper Locks are Trail-Gear's very own, super strong, heavy duty wheels. These 
wheels look great and come at an affordable Trail-Gear price! Creeper Locks are 17" X 9" wheels with a 
backspacing of 3.75" and are made from a solid piece of aluminum. Each wheel weighs a whopping 45 lbs 
with locking ring and hardware. These are no ordinary aluminum wheel, Creeper Locks(TM) are super tough 
and built to last. Each wheel is cast with the inner beadlock as part of the wheel. All 24 of the bolt holes on 
the wheel have steel Time-Serts&reg; installed to prevent the bolts from galling. Drop down inner lip centers 
tire on to wheel during mounting. 
Features: 
Solid Heavy Duty Design 
17" Rims, 9" Wide 
3.75" Back Spacing 
24, Grade 8 5/16" bolts 
Time-Sert Inserts Installed 
Wheel Rating, 2800 lbs Each 
Title SKU
Creeper Locks(TM), 6 Lug, 6 on 5.5 142000-1-K

These bolt on wheel spacers are designed to give you a little more width without changing out your axle for a 
wider one. Great for use on solid axles conversions to make the front axle similar in width the wider rear axle 
found on 86 and up Toyota trucks. Bolt pattern is 6 stud on a 5.5" round circle. Features safety graded studs 
and matching nuts for proper fit. Made from Billet 6061-T6 aluminum. Grade 8 Studs, Grade 10.9 nuts. Five 
sizes available. Shipped as a set of 2 spacers w/nuts. Every spacer features a precision machined surface. 
Only high quality nuts and studs that are hardness graded and stamped are used. Six lug wheel spacers fit 
Toyota FJ Cruiser, Pickups, 4Runners, FJ-40, FJ-60 & FJ80. 
Note: Wheel spacers are sold in pairs. 
Title SKU
Toyota Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 1.00" Wide 140001-1-K
Toyota Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 1.25" Wide 140002-1-K
Toyota Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 1.50" Wide 140003-1-K
Toyota Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 2.00" Wide 140004-1-K
Toyota Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 3.00" Wide 140005-1-K

Wheels & Wheel Accessories
Great for fixing tires quickly on the trail. Kit includes heavy duty T-handle insert tool, heavy duty rasp, 25 8" 
long plug strips, lubrication, 2 replacement tool ends and handy storage case. You have seen this same kit 
priced elsewhere for $39! 
Title SKU
Tire Plug Kit 180005-K

Wheels & Wheel Accessories
Replacement nuts are available in both open style and closed acorn style. M12 X 1.50 threads. Wheel studs 
are for rear axle application. 
Title SKU
Lug Nut, Open 140080-1-K
Rear Axle Wheel Stud 140079-1-K
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Many competitors put water in their tires to lower the center of gravity of their trucks. This makes the trucks 
more stable and less likely to roll off the course. 
Title SKU
Water Fill Adapter 170501-K

Wheels & Wheel Accessories

     
  

Available parts:  
  

  
Pressure Gauge, 0-20 PSI, $11, 170504-K  

  
Valve Core Remover, Standard, $6.50, 170502-K  

  
Valve Core Remover, Mini Key Ring, $8.40, 170503-K  

  
Rubber Valve Stem, $1.60, 184000-K  

  
Rubber Valve Stem (Chrome), $2.20, 184001-K  

  
High Temp Valve Core, $0.55, 184002-K  

  

Title SKU
High Temp Valve Core 184002-K
Rubber Valve Stem 184000-K
Rubber Valve Stem (Chrome) 184001-K
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Wheels & Wheel Accessories

     
  

Available parts:  
  

  
Pressure Gauge, 0-20 PSI, $11, 170504-K  

  
Valve Core Remover, Standard, $6.50, 170502-K  

  
Valve Core Remover, Mini Key Ring, $8.40, 170503-K  

  
Rubber Valve Stem, $1.60, 184000-K  

  
Rubber Valve Stem (Chrome), $2.20, 184001-K  

  
High Temp Valve Core, $0.55, 184002-K  

  

Title SKU
Pressure Gauge, 0-20 PSI 170504-K
Valve Core Remover, Mini Key Ring 170503-K
Valve Core Remover, Standard 170502-K

Wheels & Wheel Accessories
For installing wheels and spacers this is the right tool for the job. 19mm on one end and 21mm on the other. 
Thin wall design fits better than standard sockets. This socket is rated for use with an impact gun. 1/2" drive. 
Title SKU
Flip Socket 170003-K
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Need to place a support tube across your truggy or buggy, but need the flexibility to remove a motor, 
transmission, or even a seat? We have the perfect solution for you, Trail-Gear's Interlocking Tube Clamps. 
They are machined from 100% 4130 Chromoly and use a counter sunk allen head screw. Sold separately. 
Kit includes: 
Tube clamp (1) 
Allen head bolts (2) 
O.D.: 1.5" 
Wall Thickness: .120" 
Title SKU
1" x .065" Chromoly Interlocking Tube Clamps 180109-K
1" x .120" Chromoly Interlocking Tube Clamps 180110-K
1.25" x .095" Chromoly Interlocking Tube Clamps 180095-K
1.25" x .120" Chromoly Interlocking Tube Clamps 180096-K
1.5" x .095" Chromoly Interlocking Tube Clamps 180113-K
1.5" x .120" Chromoly Interlocking Tube Clamps 180114-K
1.75" x .095" Chromoly Interlocking Tube Clamps 180111-K 
1.75" x .120" Chromoly Interlocking Tube Clamps 180112-K

Miscellaneous
The TG Battery Box will keep your battery where you want it, even on the toughest rocks and trails. We have 
all seen the results of batteries not held in place securely, or held in place by bungie cords: fire and sparks. 
The TG Battery Box can either be welded or bolted into place. It is made out of 1/8" thick steel and is shipped 
unpainted. Once the TG Battery Box has been mounted you simply remove the three bolts and the top lifts off 
and allows you to remove or install the battery in minutes. The TG Battery Box can either be mounted where 
your OEM battery was, or, due to its "flat back" design, it can be mounted behind your seat or cab. The TG 
Battery Box works with Red Top Optima Battery, model #3478DT. 
Title SKU
TG Battery Box 180014-K

Miscellaneous
Trail Gear's Hi-Lift Jack Mount is laser cut from 3/16" thick steel and then CNC formed. The ends of the mount 
are coped so that they can be welded to 1 3/4" tubing. We use a 1/2" thick bolt that has a precision hole 
drilled into it so that a hair-pin/cotter style pin can be inserted. This will keep the nut from rattling off and 
ensure that you never lose your hi-lift jack on the trail. We also added rubber pads that go between the jack 
and the mounts and a Velcro strap to hold the handle in place so that no vibration will be heard from any of 
the mounting locations. A second hole was placed on the mount so that you can put a padlock on the hi-lift to 
keep it totally secure from loss or theft. 
Product is shipped unpainted, must be welded on. 
Title SKU
TG Hi-Lift Jack Mount 180078-K
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We are happy to introduce our new GM Style Alternator Bracket Kit. This bracket kit will allow you to bolt a 
GM style 1 wire alternator to your 20R, 22R or 22RE motor with no major modifications, and it works with 
your stock alternator belt. This kit will allow you to say goodbye to the small underpowered OEM Toyota 
alternator and upgrade to a GM style unit that will supply ample power for your rock lights, stereo, GPS and all 
the other gadgets that are required for modern day rock crawling and racing. 
Works with many GM style alternators, but listed below are part numbers for the most common GM style 
alternators. 
AIM/NAE (Napa) 67294 
BBB Industries 72941w 
Beck Arnley 1867294 
Lester 7294se 
Perfection 020854se100 
Worldwide 53166 
The listed part number for the NAE 67294 is 7294SE and is the most common part number used. Most auto 
parts stores should also be able to cross reference this number. 
Title SKU
GM to Toyota Alternator Bracket 120120-1-K

Miscellaneous
Our 3/16" thick weld on flat tabs have a 1/4" hole and are made from 1020 hot rolled steel. 
These tabs are offered in 1 3/4" and 2 1/2" lengths, shipped bare, and are sold in 10 packs. 
Title SKU
3/16" Thick Weld On Flat Tabs 180202-K
3/16" Thick Weld On Flat Tabs 180201-K

Weld-on tube ends for 1-1/2" O.D. x .120" wall and 1-3/4" O.D. x .120" wall tubing are great for bumpers, 
cages, and other custom tube work that might need an end cap for added strength or visual appeal. They are 
stamped from 3/16" 1020 steel. 
These tube ends are sold in 10 packs. 
Title SKU
Weld On Tube Ends, 1-1/2"O.D. x .120" 180188-K
Weld On Tube Ends, 1-3/4"O.D. x .120" 180189-K

Non-tube thimbles can be crushed and ruined more easily. Synthetic winch line is expensive to replace so it is 
important to protect your line and make it last as long as possible. We at Trail-Gear understand that, so we 
developed a stainless steel tube thimble that will protect your line and keep it from twisting and fraying at the 
ends. 
Our tube thimble is easy to install. Simply cut your line down a few inches until you have a new clean piece of 
line, push the line through the thimble and then braid the line so that the thimble is in place. Thimbles are 
offered for both 5/16" and 3/8" winch line. 
Title SKU
Tube Thimbles, 3/8" 180523-K
Tube Thimbles, 5/16" 180522-K
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Bolt on license plate holder, great for attaching your license plate to after market front or rear bumpers. With 
the included white LED light the license plate is easy to see and most importantly, keeps you legal. Clamps 
come for either 1 1/2" or 1 3/4" O.D. tubing. All mounting hardware is included, ships raw, unpainted. 
Title SKU
License Plate Holder Kit, 1 1/2" O.D. 180209-K
License Plate Holder Kit, 1 3/4" O.D. 180210-K

Designed specially for high-torque and high vibration applications, exceeds manufacturers' performance 
requirements. Non-corrosive and low-odor. Maximum vibration resistance, with outstanding resistance to oils, 
cooling and shop fluids. Temperature range -65&ordm;F to 500&ordm;F (-54&deg;C to 260&deg;C) 
intermittent. 
Suggested Applications: 
Valve covers 
Oil pans 
Intake manifold end seals 
Timing covers  
Water pumps 
Thermostat housings 
Title SKU
Ultra Grey 181004

Miscellaneous
Magnetic Drain Plugs are a great way of keeping metal from building up in the oil. Low profile design uses 
recessed 10mm Allen socket. Your choice of Aluminum or steel washers. Aluminum washers are designed for 
transfer cases, and aluminum transmissions (G, W & R series). Steel washer is designed for axle housings and 
steel transmissions (L series). 
Title SKU
Socket Allen, 3/8 Drive X 10mm 170002

Miscellaneous
Weld in frame gussets. Each gusset measures 3" tall by 3" wide. Made from 3/16" mild plate steel. 
Title SKU
Weld-In Frame Gussets, 120088-K
Weld-In Frame Gussets, 1 Hole Triangle 120086-K
Weld-In Frame Gussets, 3 Hole Triangle 120089-K
Weld-In Frame Gussets, Blank Triangle 120087-K
Weld-In Frame Gussets, Blank Web 120084-K
Weld-In Frame Gussets, TG 120085-K
Weld-In Frame Gussets, Web 120083-K
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Our 3" coped weld on flat tab is made from 1020 hot rolled steel, is a beefy 1/4" thick, and is designed for a 
9/16" bolt. The width is 2" and the overall height is 2-15/16". The center of the hole is is 1-5/8" from the top 
of the cope, which is meant for 3" tubing. 
Sold in packs of 10, shipped raw and lightly oiled. Ideal for seat tabs, seat belts tabs, and other tabs for 
general use. 
Title SKU
Coped Weld On Flat Tab 180191-K

Our weld on flat tabs are made from 1020 hot rolled steel, are 1/4" thick and are designed for a 9/16" bolt, 
they are 2" wide and 2 5/8" tall. The center of the hole is 1 5/8" from the bottom of the tab. 
Sold in 10 packs and shipped lightly oiled. These tabs are great for mounting almost anything. When building 
a buggy or a truggy these are a must have. 
Title SKU
Weld On Flat Tab 180190-K

TG Weld On Coped Tabs are made from steel, 3/16" thick with a 1/2" diameter hole, and are available in 
standard or offset. Tabs are coped for either 1 1/2" tubing or 1 3/4" tubing. Sold in 10 packs. 
Title SKU
Weld On Coped Tabs, Offset, 1 1/2" Cope 180195-K
Weld On Coped Tabs, Offset, 1 3/4" Cope 180193-K
Weld On Coped Tabs, Standard, 1 1/2" Cope 180194-K
Weld On Coped Tabs, Standard, 1 3/4" Cope 180192-K

Miscellaneous
Our Weld-On Light Bar Kit is precision CNC bent from 1 3/4" x .120" wall, 1035 DOM tubing. The Trail-Gear 
Weld-On Light Bar makes a great edition to our stingerless bumpers, but can also be welded onto many 
different locations to mount and protect your lights.  
Light bar and light tabs are shipped unpainted and lightly oiled to prevent rust. 

Kit Includes: 
(1) Weld-On Light Bar 
(2) Weld-On Light Mounting Tabs 
Title SKU
Weld-On Light Bar Kit 120209-1-K

 Trail-Gear Weld-On Light Tabs are CNC formed from 1/8" thick 1010 steel, coped for 1 1/2" or 1 3/4" O.D. 
tubing, and have a 1/2" sized bolt hole. Weld-on light tabs are shipped unpainted and are sold in pairs. 
These tabs also make great generic weld-on tabs for things like seats, seatbelts, or just about anything else 
you want to mount onto a piece of tubing. 
Title SKU
Weld-On Light Bar Tabs 120210-K
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These 12V LED lights are 100% water proof, sealed with epoxy, and meet SAE Standard J2042-2003. The lens 
cover is 2 1/2" x 1" and is manufactured out of polycarbonate plastic, making the lens much more impact 
resistant than other lenses made out of the more common acrylic plastic. These LEDs only draw 30 milliamps 
or .03 amps of current, so they will have a very low impact on your battery. 
Title SKU
LED Lights, Amber 180504-K
LED Lights, Clear 180517-K
LED Lights, Red 180518-K

Trail-Gear is both proud and excited to offer the industry's first aftermarket LED turn signal kit for off road 
front bumpers. For ease of installation, and a variety of applications, we are offering this kit in both weld on 
and bolt on form. 
These 12V LED lights are 100% water proof, sealed with epoxy, and meet SAE Standard J2042-2003. The lens 
cover is amber in color, 2 1/2" x 1", and is manufactured out of polycarbonate plastic which makes the lens 
much more impact resistant than other lenses made out of the more common acrylic plastic. The brackets are 
precision laser cut from 1/8" steel, shipped unpainted, and the weld on bracket is 3 1/4" tall so you have a 
sufficient amount of material to cut, cope, and weld this bracket in any way you want too. All hardware is 
included. 
Bolt-on kit fits 1 1/2" and 1 3/4" tubing only. 
Note:  Since LED's draw less amps than OEM turn signals your blinker relay will blink faster because it cannot 
read the low amps draw from the LED turn signals. 
Bolt-On Kit Includes: 
(2) LED Turn Signals 
(4) Clamps 
(2) Turn Signal Brackets 
(4) #8 Screws 
(4) #8 Nylock Nuts 
(4) 1/4" Washers 
(4) 1/4x20 Nylock Nuts 
(4) 1/4x20 Screws 
Weld-On Kit Includes: 
(2) LED Turn Signals 
(2) Turn Signal Mounting Brackets 
(4) #8 Screws 
(4) #8 Nylock Nuts 
Title SKU
LED Turn Signal Kit, Bolt-On, 1 1/2" 180520-K
LED Turn Signal Kit, Bolt-On, 1 3/4" 180516-K
LED Turn Signal Kit, Weld-On 180515-K
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TG-LEDs are waterproof, sealed in a durable silicon strip, flexible, and very dependable. Unlike halogen rock 
lights that draw high amps, TG-LEDs only use milliamps, so the draw on your battery and alternator is 
minimal. You will be amazed at how much light the TG-LEDs actually put out. They look small, but perform 
big. This is the perfect light for your crawler or buggy on those night wheeling trips or just when you need 
some light under your rig for a trail repair. 
TG-LEDs come in 5 different lengths, ranging from 9.5" to 47.5". You get 5 different colors to choose from, 
and they are easy to install. The average life time of a TG-LED is 50,000 hours. Brightness rating per LED is as 
follows: red = 300mcd, green = 3,000mcd, blue = 800mcd, white = 1,500 mcd, yellow = 600mcd. 
Title SKU
TG-LEDs, 19", Blue 180021-K
TG-LEDs, 19", Green 180026-K
TG-LEDs, 19", Red 180036-K
TG-LEDs, 19", White 180016-K
TG-LEDs, 19", Yellow 180031-K
TG-LEDs, 28.5", Blue 180022-K
TG-LEDs, 28.5", Green 180027-K
TG-LEDs, 28.5", Red 180037-K
TG-LEDs, 28.5", White 180017-K
TG-LEDs, 28.5", Yellow 180032-K
TG-LEDs, 38", Blue 180023-K
TG-LEDs, 38", Green 180028-K
TG-LEDs, 38", Red 180038-K
TG-LEDs, 38", White 180018-K
TG-LEDs, 38", Yellow 180033-K
TG-LEDs, 47.5", Blue 180024-K
TG-LEDs, 47.5", Green 180029-K
TG-LEDs, 47.5", Red 180039-K
TG-LEDs, 47.5", White 180019-K
TG-LEDs, 47.5", Yellow 180034-K
TG-LEDs, 9.5", Blue 180020-K
TG-LEDs, 9.5", Green 180025-K
TG-LEDs, 9.5", Red 180035-K
TG-LEDs, 9.5", White 180015-K
TG-LEDs, 9.5", Yellow 180030-K

Flood beam pattern, great for lighting the underside of your truck. 
Title SKU
Rock Light, 55 Watt 180502-K
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Suzuki
Drivetrain Parts & Accessories

Low range gears are critical for technical off-road driving. Our Samurai low range gear kit is the highest 
quality gear set available. Low Range reduction is 6.5 to 1. High Range reduction is 20% (1.7 to 1). No 
welded or second rate, gears here. These are strong, run quiet and take a huge amount of abuse. This 
complete kit includes four new precision cut gears, counter shaft, needle bearings, shims, o-ring, gaskets, and 
input/output seals. Heavy duty front output shaft recommended (see below). Minor grinding of case is 
necessary for installation. Fits 1986-1995 Suzuki Samurai's. 15 lbs. 
If you're planning to run with stock axle gears, the high-range gearing of this kit is ideal for street use with 
33"-35" tires. 
Title SKU
Samurai 6.5 Transfer Case Gear Set 105004-3-K

Do you want low gears without the hassle of rebuilding your transfer case? Let Trail-Gear install our 6.5 
transfer case gear set into your 1986-1995 Suzuki Samurai transfer case. We dissemble your t-case, clean and 
scrub everything. We clearance the housing as needed and install our 6.5 gear set. All new bearings and seals 
are installed. The stock front output gear is upgraded to the later, heavy duty version to prevent front end 
slipping. A new shifter seat is installed for smooth shifting. 
To send in your case for rebuilding, drain all the oil out of the case and remove the shift handle. Wrap the 
case with rags or a towel to absorb any residual oil. Then cover with at least 1" of bubble wrap. Place the 
wrapped case in to a box. Please include your full name, address, and phone number inside the box. Then 
place your order by calling or clicking on the shopping cart below. Ship your transfer case to us. We will install 
our low range gears and then we pay the return shipping to your door. 
Title SKU
Samurai Trail-Creeper(TM) Transfer Case 105005-3-K

Transfer-case rebuild kit with bearings, gaskets and seals. 
Title SKU
Samurai Transfer Case Rebuild Kit 105038-3-K

Transfer-case seal kit gaskets and seals. 
Title SKU
Samurai Transfer Case Gasket/Seal Kit 105039-3-K
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Putting in lower transfer case gears and really getting on the throttle can sometimes damage the front output 
shaft. This results in a loud popping noise under load and is detrimental to the life of the output shaft. 
Repeated popping of the front output shaft gear will result in gear failure and loss of power to the front axle. 
In 1993 Suzuki upgraded the output shaft and stopped using the older style shaft that was prone to failure. 
These later style shafts are a drop in replacement for 1986-1989 transfer cases. This upgrade is especially 
good for transfer cases that have lower than stock gearing in them because the lower the gear, the higher the 
toque load going through the gear. The front output gear can be installed without full disassembly of the 
transfer case. Only the front output cover needs to be removed to install this gear. Replace your older gear 
now and keep it in your tool box as a trail spare. Fits 1986-1995 Suzuki Samurai's. 2 lbs. 
Title SKU
Updated Transfer Case Front Output Shaft 105032-3-K

Have you installed lower transfer case gears in your Samurai? Lower than stock transfer case gears can 
stretch and damage stock rubber and aftermarket polyurethane transfer case mounts. Our heavy duty 
aluminum transfer case mounts are a solid way to attach your low range case. Easy installation, just unbolt 
the stock ones and replace. Kit contains three spacers and mounting hardware. 
Features: 
Easy bolt-in installation 
Greatly reduces drive line wrap-up 
No additional vibration 
Heavy duty design, will not break! 
Title SKU
Bomb Proof T-Case Mount Kit 105033-3-K

Old worn out mounts can fail at the worst time on the trail. If your showing signs of stress damage or wear, 
now is the time to replace them. It's also a great idea to keep one or two as spares in your tool box.  
Title SKU
Samurai Factory Rubber Transfer Case Mount 105059-3-K

Fits input and output shaft flanges on 1986-1995 Samurai Transfer Cases. Factory original replacement part. 
Title SKU
Transfer Case Flange Nut 105052-3-K

Is your transmission making bearing noises or shifting hard? We have a full line of Samurai and Sidekick 
Transmission Rebuild Kits. Kits feature top quality Koyo and Nachi bearings. Kits include a tube of Permatex 
Ultra Gray silicon. Kits available with or without syncros. 
Title SKU
Samurai Transmission Rebuild Kits w/Syncros 1985-1990 105042-3-K
Sidekick Trans Rebuild Kit 1987-1998 105043-3-K
Sidekick Trans Rebuild Kit w/Syncros 1987-1998 105045-3-K
Sidekick Trans Rebuild Kit w/Syncros 1999-2001 105047-3-K
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Does your transfer case get stuck between gears? Is your shifter stuck and won't move? The most likely cause 
is a worn out shifter seat. This easy to replace item can be installed in just a few minutes. 
Fits 1986-1995 Suzuki Samurai transfer cases. 
Title SKU
Samurai Transfer Case Shifter Seat 105034-3-K

This driveline adapter allows you to bolt your stock Samurai driveline to a Toyota axle or transfer case without 
modifying the driveline. This adapter has both 1986-89 and 1990-95 Samurai driveline patterns. 
Title SKU
Samurai Driveline to Toyota Adapter 100116-3-K

Title SKU
Samurai Driveline to Toyota Adapter w/Dust Shield, Differential 100117-3-K
Samurai Driveline to Toyota Adapter w/Dust Shield, Transfer Case 100118-3-K

Spacers are available in 3/4", 1", 1.25" and 1.5" lengths. Each kit contains one spacer and mounting 
hardware. Fits front or rear shaft. Spacers are made from 6061 T6 Aluminum. 
Title SKU
Drive Shaft Spacer Kits, 1", 1986-1989 105079-3-K
Drive Shaft Spacer Kits, 1", 1990-1995 105083-3-K
Drive Shaft Spacer Kits, 1.25", 1986-1989 105080-3-K
Drive Shaft Spacer Kits, 1.25", 1990-1995 105084-3-K
Drive Shaft Spacer Kits, 1.5", 1986-1989 105081-3-K
Drive Shaft Spacer Kits, 1.5", 1990-1995 105085-3-K
Drive Shaft Spacer Kits, 3/4", 1986-1989 105078-3-K
Drive Shaft Spacer Kits, 3/4", 1990-1995 105082-3-K

Wheels & Wheel Accessories
Wheel spacers are an inexpensive way to get a little more width out of your axle housing, or space your 
wheels so that you can run a disc brake kit or to simply get more tire clearance. Trail-Gear Samurai Wheel 
Spacers are offered in 1.5" and 2.0" thick, manufactured from billet 6061-T6 aluminum, and use grade 8 studs 
and grade 10.9 nuts. 
Note: Wheel spacers are sold in pairs. 
Title SKU
Samurai Wheel Spacers, 1.50" 141051-3-K
Samurai Wheel Spacers, 2" Wide 141052-3-K
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Suzuki
Brake and Clutch

When doing a spring over conversion to your Samurai or when installing a lift, longer than stock brake lines 
are needed. Trail-Gear is proud to offer our DOT approved 21" extended brake line kits. 
All necessary mounting hardware is included, and kits are sold complete for your application. 86-88.5 
Samurais use two brake lines in the front and two brake lines in the rear, while later model 88.5-95 Samurais 
use two brake lines in the front and only one brake line in the rear. If you have an 88 Samurai you will need 
to look and see if you have one or two brake lines in the rear before placing your order. 
Title SKU
Samurai Brake Line Extension Kit, 86-88.5 110807-3-K
Samurai Brake Line Extension Kit, 88.5-95 110808-3-K

Stock replacement rotors for the front of your 1986-1995 Samurai. 
Title SKU
Samurai Brake Rotors 141013-3-K

When it comes to safety and brakes, we don't fool around. You need safe brakes, but why spend lots of 
money to get them? Trail-Gear offers our high quality semi- metallic brake pads at a great low price. 
Title SKU
Samurai Front Brake Pads, 1986-1993 141011-3-K
Samurai Front Brake Pads, 1994-1995 141012-3-K

Stock replacement clutch cable. With use the stock cable become worn with years of use. A worn clutch cable 
has a vague feeling about it making it harder to "feel" the clutch. If is extremely worn it can also fray, possible 
leading to breakage or jamming on the trail. 
Title SKU
Samurai Clutch Cable 105037-3-K

Stock replacement throttle cable for carburetor equipped Samurai's. Includes nuts on carburetor end. Take 
just a few minutes to install. If you throttle cable is sticking or does not move freely, it may be time for a 
replacement. 
Title SKU
Samurai Throttle Cable 181016-3-K
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Suzuki
Axles

Looking for just the inner axle seal by itself without purchasing the entire kit? We have them right here. Fits 
1986-1995 Samurai. 
Title SKU
Samurai Inner Axle Seal 141018-3-K

Trail-Gear is proud to introduce "The Strongest Samurai Axle Housing Ever Made". The Samurai Rock 
Assault(TM) Axle Housing is a Toyota IFS width axle housing that is offset for a Samurai t-case. This housing 
features a heavy-duty, press formed, 1/4" plate steel center section shell that is specially shaped to ensure a 
minimum of 3/4" additional clearance under the differential. The differential mounting surface is made from 
1/2" plate steel and comes with our Differential Stud Eliminator Kit to ensure that your differential never pulls 
out of the housing. The outer offset flanges are made from 4130 chromoly to prevent distortion or bending. 
Axle tubes are made from 1/4" thick DOM tubing, with a 3" outer diameter. 
This exclusive design features axle tubes that have been offset above the housing centerline. The inner axles 
ride near the bottom of the axle tubes rather than in the center. The results are an increase of 3/8" ground 
clearance under the axle tubing. The center section is offset to line up with the Samurai t-case so that your 
driveline does not vibrate from being offset. 
The Samurai Rock-Assault axle housings use stock or aftermarket 1986-1995 Toyota Pickup/4Runner brake 
backing plates and brake assemblies and uses a custom length chromoly axle shaft that Trail-Gear is also very 
proud to manufacture.. An optional fill/inspection cap can be installed for an additional fee. 
Overall housing length is 51 1/2 inches from mounting flange to mounting flange. Axle is shipped unpainted 
and lightly oiled to prevent rusting. We recommend degreasing housing inside and out before installation and 
painting. 
Title SKU
Samurai Rock Assault(TM) Rear Axle Housing 141037-3-K
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Suzuki
Axles

Trail-Gear is proud to introduce "The Strongest Samurai Axle Housing Ever Made". The Samurai Rock 
Assault(TM) Axle Housing Kit is a Toyota IFS width axle housing that is offset for a Samurai t-case. This 
housing features a heavy-duty, press formed, 1/4" plate steel center section shell that is specially shaped to 
ensure a minimum of 3/4" additional clearance under the differential. The differential mounting surface is 
made from 1/2" plate steel and comes with our Differential Stud Eliminator Kit to ensure that your differential 
never pulls out of the housing. The outer offset flanges are made from 4130 chromoly to prevent distortion or 
bending. Axle tubes are made from 1/4" thick DOM tubing, with a 3" outer diameter. 
This exclusive design features axle tubes that have been offset above the housing centerline. The inner axles 
ride near the bottom of the axle tubes rather than in the center. The results are an increase of 3/8" ground 
clearance under the axle tubing. The center section is offset to line up with the Samurai t-case so that your 
driveline does not vibrate from being offset. 
The Samurai Rock-Assault axle housings use stock or aftermarket 1986-1995 Toyota Pickup/4Runner brake 
backing plates and brake assemblies and uses a custom length chromoly axle shaft that Trail-Gear is also very 
proud to manufacture.. An optional fill/inspection cap can be installed for an additional fee. 
Overall housing length is 51 1/2 inches from mounting flange to mounting flange. Axle is shipped unpainted 
and lightly oiled to prevent rusting. We recommend degreasing housing inside and out before installation and 
painting. 
This housing uses a Toyota 8" differential. 
Kit Includes:  
Samurai Rock Assault(TM) Rear Axle Housing  
Chromoly Samurai axles 
Differential stud eliminator kit  
Differential drain plug 
Ultra grey silicone 
Title SKU
Samurai Rock Assault(TM) Rear Axle Housing Kit 141038-3-K

Kit includes all the parts you need to rebuild your front axle. Includes inner axle seals, bearing seals, wheel 
bearings, knuckle bearings, backing plates, and star washers. Includes parts for both left and rights sides. One 
kit covers both sides. Fits 1986-1995 Samurai. 
Title SKU
Samurai Front Axle Service Kit 141003-3-K

Normally the nuts that hold the wheel bearings can be reused over and over again. If your wheel bearing 
retainer nuts need replacing this kit is for you. Kit contains 2 nuts, star washer and flat index washer. 
Title SKU
Samurai Spindle Nut Kit 141001-3-K
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Suzuki
Axles

At Trail-Gear there are two things that we know all about, breaking parts and making parts that can't be 
broken. That is why we made our Samurai Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Kit out of nothing less then 4340 
chromoly. We started with a forged 4340 chromoly steel housing, cage, and race then used grade 20 precision 
ball bearings. We also redesigned the whole birfield with an extended and contoured cage, and relieved the 
bell so that it allows for increased travel and angularity. We wanted nothing but the best for axle shafts so we 
went all out with rolled splines (not cut, which is the weak point in most shafts). The shaft is a larger diameter 
than stock, and upgraded from 22 to 26 spline. 
Note: To install The Samurai Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Kit you will need 26 spline spider gears in your 3rd 
member. You can obtain these 26 spline spider gears either by purchasing the OEM rear axle spider gears 
(they are 26 spline stock in the rear third) or by simply purchasing a locker with 26 spline spider gears, which 
is common in this application. 
Warning: Even with all the engineering and upgraded material we do not recommend that you use these 
birfields with larger than a 35 inch tire. 
Kit Includes: 
Birfields 
Front axles 
C-clips 
Title SKU
Samurai Rock Assault(TM) Front Axle Kit 141039-3-K

Suspension
Samurais are capable and very fun, but they do have low ground clearance, which can often lead to getting 
stuck, and that is no fun. A spring over axle conversion is the only answer, but finding all the parts and the 
technical advice to complete your SOA can be cumbersome. We at Trail-Gear have put together a complete 
and affordable kit that is user friendly and built using the best components on the market.  
The Trail-Gear Samurai Spring Over Axle Conversion Kit comes with all the needed parts to install your spring 
over on both the front and rear axles. DOT approved extended brake lines and 9/16" u-bolts are included in 
the kit along with with laser cut, CNC formed 1/4" spring perches. This is a kit that is simply built to last. No 
need to take your driveline to a shop to be resized after the conversion is completed because we have also 
included our world famous billet driveline spacers with all needed hardware. Once the spring over conversion 
is completed you will be able to install larger tires and a high steer kit. 
Note:  Replacement shocks may be required. 
Title SKU
Samurai Spring Over Axle Conversion Kit 111253-3-K

Front and rear Suzuki Samurai leaf springs. Provides 3" of lift. High quality, great price! Military wrap on fix 
end. Spring pin set up for spring under configuration. Each kit includes front or rear springs. In order to keep 
our price as low as possible, spring bushings are not included. 
Tested Spring Rates are as Follows: 
Front: 315 lbs/in 
Rear: 265 lbs/in 
Title SKU
Samurai Leaf Springs, 3" Front 110053-3-K
Samurai Leaf Springs, 3" Rear 110054-3-K
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Suzuki
Drivetrain Parts & Accessories

Trail-Creeper(TM) Samurai Ring & Pinion Gears are the best of the best. We have spent years of research and 
development making these R&P gears as strong and durable as possible so that you can feel confident when 
you drive down the trail. 
Title SKU
Trail-Creeper(TM) Samurai Ring & Pinion Gears, 4.57 140301-3-K
Trail-Creeper(TM) Samurai Ring & Pinion Gears, 5.38 140302-3-K

Suzuki Samurai master R&P setup kit includes all bearings, races, and seals needed to professionally install 
your R&P. 
Title SKU
Samurai Ring & Pinion Setup Kit 141048-3-K

Trail-Gear Mini Spools fit 86-95 Suzuki Samurai and 89-00 Sidekick rear applications and can also be installed 
into a front differential with the 26 spline spider gear upgrade. The TG mini spool installs into a standard 26 
spline rear open carrier with no additional parts required and offers you the same traction as a full spool at a 
fraction of the cost. 
Title SKU
Samurai 26 Spline Spool Locker 141043-3-K

Jeep
Trail Armor

Made from 3/16" heavy plate steel, these rock sliders can take a serious pounding on the trail and still look 
great. Strong enough to take the entire weight of the truck without damage. A high-lift jack can be used 
anywhere along its length for repositioning of your rig or axle service. Outer Rock Tubes are 1 1/2" X .120 
wall tubing. This tubing provides additional side protection. Rock Sliders fit 1997 - 2006 Jeep TJ and Rubicon 
Models. Black powdercoat finish. Includes countersunk bolts, nylock nuts and washers. 
 Note: The current batch of sliders are being sold at a steep discount due to cosmetic damage or visual 
blemishes. 
Title SKU
Jeep TJ Rock Sliders 120009-2-K

Jeep TJ front bumpers in stock! The main bar is made from 1.75" X .120 wall tubing. The upper bar and 
vertical supports are made from 1.5" tubing. Upper bar includes two mounts for off-road lights on top of the 
bumper. D-Ring mounts are provided below the man bar. D-Ring shackles are available separately. 
Bumpers are powder coated gloss black and ready for installation. Includes 3/16" bolt-on skid plate and 
hardware. Overall Bumper width is 43". Fits 1997 - 2006 Jeep TJ and Rubicon Models. 
Note: Bumper not rated for towing. 
Title SKU
Jeep TJ Front Bumper 120016-2-K
Shackle D-Ring, 3/4" 181003-K
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Jeep
Trail Armor

Built-in standard 2" receiver. Black powder coat finish. Made from 2" OD X .125 wall DOM tubing. 
Note: Bumper not rated for towing. 
Title SKU
Jeep TJ/YJ Rear Bumper 120045-2-K

Wheels & Wheel Accessories
These bolt-on wheel spacers are designed to give you a little more width without changing out your axle for a 
wider one. Features safety graded studs and matching nuts for proper fit. Spacers are 1.25" and 1.5" thick. 
Made from Billet 6061-T6 aluminum. Grade 8 Studs, Grade 10.9 nuts. Only high quality nuts and studs that 
are hardness graded and stamped are used. Spacers feature precision machined surfaces for proper fit and 
contact with wheels and hubs. 
Title SKU
Jeep Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 1.25" wide, 5x4.5" 140019-2-K
Jeep Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 1.25" wide, 5x5.5" 140022-2-K
Jeep Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 1.50" wide, 5x4.5" 140002-2-K
Jeep Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 1.50" wide, 5x5.5" 140001-2-K
Jeep Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 2" wide, 5x4.5" 140020-2-K
Jeep Aluminum Wheel Spacers, 2" wide, 5x5.5" 140023-2-K

What are Creeper Locks? Creeper Locks are Trail-Gear's very own, super strong, heavy duty wheels. These 
wheels look great and come at an affordable Trail-Gear price! Creeper Locks are 17" X 9" wheels with a 
backspacing of 3.75" and are made from a solid piece of aluminum. Each wheel weighs a whopping 45 lbs 
with locking ring and hardware. These are no ordinary aluminum wheel, Creeper Locks(TM) are super tough 
and built to last. Each wheel is cast with the inner beadlock as part of the wheel. All 24 of the bolt holes on 
the wheel have steel Time-Serts&reg; installed to prevent the bolts from galling. Drop down inner lip centers 
tire on to wheel during mounting. 
Features: 
Solid Heavy Duty Design 
17" Wheels, 9" Wide 
3.75" Back Spacing 
24, Grade 8 5/16" bolts 
Time-Sert&reg; Inserts Installed 
Wheel Rating, 2800 lbs Each 
Title SKU
Jeep Creeper Locks(TM) 142003-2-K
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Miscellaneous
Gift Cards

Trail-Gear gift cards are here! Don't know what to get your off-roader? Great for Christmas or birthdays. Trail-
Gear gift cards are available in amounts of $25, $100, $250, $500, and $1,000. Purchase cards on-line or over 
the phone. 
Cards are redeemable for purchases at Trail-Gear, Inc only. To redeem card, simply call and place order by 
phone or in person using the unique numbers on the back of the card. If a purchase does not use the entire 
balance, the remainder will be left on the card for future purchases. Cards can only be used with phone orders 
and cannot be used for online shopping cart orders. Cards can only be redeemed for store credit and cannot 
be redeemed for cash unless the balance is below $10.  

Title SKU
Gift Cards, $100 01-gift-cards-100
Gift Cards, $1000 01-gift-cards-1000
Gift Cards, $25 01-gift-card-25
Gift Cards, $250 01-gift-cards-250
Gift Cards, $500 01-gift-cards-500
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